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Abs tract

The subject of this thesis is the description 
of the noun-phrase in Persian on the basis of the trans
formational theory as described by Chomsky in Aspects 
of the Theory of Syntax . The first chapter
of the thesis is devoted to a description 
of the syntactic behaviour of the noun-phrase within 
simplex sentences - both those formed by the verbs budan 
or Scodan and those formed by other verbs. This involves 
description of the noun-phrase within simple interrogative 
sentences and, also, within sentences formed with passive 
verbs.

The subject of the second chapter is a description
of the syntactic behaviour of the noun-phrase within ■
complex sentences. The differences between restrictive
and non-restrictive clauses have been discussed. The
syntactic behaviour of the noun-phrase within sentences

(i)formed by the verbs budan or & odan has been described 
separately in this chapter. The last part of the second 
chapter is devoted to a description of complements.

Pronouns and the process of pronominalization in 
Persian constitute the subject of Chapter Three. The 
syntactic behaviour of the reflexive and the emphatic 
pronouns, as well as that of the personal pronouns, is

he" , &odan—111o become" 0

I
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illustrated and discussed in this chapter.

Chapter Four has been devoted to adjectives.
Different kinds of adjectival/norninal constructions are 
illustrated in this chapter.

Chapter Five deals with the grammatical status of 
determiners in Persian. It also gives a definition and 
goes into a description and classification of different 
kinds of determiners in Persian;

Finally, the three senses of the noun, the composition 
of the noun-phrase in the surface structure and the gram
matical status of the infinitive in Persian are illustrated 
in Chapter Six.
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The Notation foir Abbreviated Forms and Symbols

A,B = The choice of any item is free and they are 
not mutually exclusive. In- other words, A and B o*' A or B •

A - B = Items dominated by different nodes in 
sucession, and)in the case of lexical rules, different 
lexical items which can occur in the same place.

= The choice of any item is free and they are 
mutually exclusive: In other words, either A or B.

A + B = A should be attached to the node which 
dominates B, or B should be attached to the node which 
dominates A.

A =— (B) C (D) - A might consist of C or B-C-D 
or C-D or B-C but not B and D alone.

a, b and c are different features associated 
with A.

(i) In this list of abbreviations, the conventions of 
transformational literature (such as NP = noun-phrase ... 
etc.) have not been included. These conventions have been 
used throughout the thesis.

A_
jc£.
b
c
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[a : b]
A A

= a and b are nodes which are derived from 
node A.

A B = B is dominated by A
A B - A is dominated by B
P.M. = phrase marker
* = ungrammatical sentence

(*) = ungrammatical but acceptable sentence
according to the Context and style.

j \ = In phrase markers, the lines which are/ '
A B shown by dots indicate the inapplicability 

of the tree.

1 1A ... B = B and A are identical and coreferential.
1 2A ... B = B and A are not identical and coreferential

£ = The combination of two conjoint sentences.
yftz - The boundary of
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Phonemic 'pranscription used
in the Thesis

/@/ ss- [ <z] open, back, unrounded vowel
/a/ = r a ] open, front, unrounded vowel
/e/ = [ e j half close, front, unrounded vowel
/o/ - c o J half close, back, rounded vowel
/i/ = t i J close, front, unrounded vowel
/u/ =: c u ] close, back, rounded vowel

/y/ r J] unrounded, palatal, semi-vowel
/b/ = i b ] voiced, bilabial, plosive

/ p / - c P ] voiceless, bilabial, plosive
/d/ = r d] voiced, aveolar, plosive
/t/ = l 1 1 voiceless, aveolar, plosive

/g/ - c g] voiced, velar, plosive
/k/ = [ k] voiceless, velar, plosive
/?/ 1 ? 1 glottal plosive

/j/ - 1 4 ) voiced, palato - alveolar, affricate
/c/ = [ t ] voiceless, palato - alveolar, affricate
/m/ = t m ] voiced, bilabial, nasal
/n/ = t n ] voiced, alveolar, nasal
/!/ = c 1 ] voiced, alveolar, lateral
/v/ = c v ] voiced, labiodental, fricative

/f/ = r f J voiceless, labiodental, fricative
/z/ = t z ] voiced, blade-alveolar, fricative
/s/ = i s ] voiceless, blade-alveolar,, fricative

/«=/ - t voiceless, palato-alveolar, fricative
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/3/ = [3 ] : voiced, palato-alveolar

A*/‘ = [ r ] ■ : noil lingual
/h/ = [.h] : voiceless, glottal, fri

/x/ = [x] : voiceless, velar, frica

A/ = [qj : voiceless, uvular, plos

Th e col umn on the extreme left ,conta
in the thesis• The other column contains
s ymbo1s used in the International Phoneti
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* Introduction and General Remarks

In this thesis, I have tried to show the major syntactic 
structures of the noun-phrase in Persian. The data on which 
I have based my analyses are derived from what I refer to as 
"the standard formal dialect of Persian" or, less 
scientifically, "the official language of Iran". This is 
used all over Iran (but not other Persian spealcing countries 
or regions) as a medium within the bounds of formal (as 
opposed to colloquial) language. It is the language of 
newspapers, boolts (including text boolcs), broadcasting and 
formal speech. Furthermore, it is the medium used in writing 
most letters. In short, in communication of any formal 
nature, it is the practice to abandon local dialects and to 
use the standard formal dialect. It cannot be attributed 
to any particular region. Some have erroneously attributed 
it to Tehran whereas, among colloquial regional dialects, 
that of Tehran is not the nearest to it if we consider all 
aspects and not pronunciation alone. It should, however, 
be noted, here that the "standard formal dialect" is not 
very different from colloquial regional dialects of Iran.
The main differences lie in tlie phonological aspects of the 
language with which we are not concerned in this thesis. I 
am also aware of the fact that the language, in all of its 
manifestations, is not a static phenomenon which can be 
placed in a static framework.. It is variable, and relative 
to,the extent that some syntactic structures which arc used
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only in the colloquial language by some native speakers 
may be used in the formal language by some others. In 
other wo r d s , one cannot draw a very sharp line or an 
absolutely decisive boundary between "formal11 and 
"colloquial” . In this respect there are many cases of 
controversy. The problem of limiting the data to a given 
time and to given native speakers will be with us throughout 
the thesis. It would, therefore, be more precise to say 
that this research has been conducted on the basis of the 
"standard formal dialect of Persian", within the limitations 
described above.

I must add that, in reference to "Persian dialects",
I do not have in mind scores of languages spoken in Iran, 
although some of them may be officially referred to as 
"dialects of Persian". Apart from obvious cases of Turkish, 
Arabic and Kurdish, the most noteworthy of these languages 
are Baluchi, Mazandarani, Gilak, Larestani and Semnani.
No reference to "Persian dialects" should be taken as a 
reference to any of these languages or to many lesser ones 
spoken in Iran. I think this clarification suffices, and 
obviously discussions about modes and principles of 
differentiation between "language" and "dialect" within the 
boundaries of Iran are not within the scope of this thesis. 
From now onwards, I use the word "Persian" to refer to the 
"standard dialect of Persian" as already defined.

The main framework within which I try to describe 
the noun-phrase in Persian is based on the standard theory 
of transformational grammar as described by Chomsky in his
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Aspects of the Theory of Syntax . In fact three years 
ago I started the work on the basis of immediate constituent 
analysis. As the work went on, I reached some cases through 
my investigation which I found difficult to describe and 
illustrate in a satisfactory manner on the basis of 
immediate constituent grammar. These originally few cases 
grew to many and I found out that most of them could be 
best illustrated on the basis of transformational grammar. 
Although many problems have remained unsolved, they are 
fewer than before. In other words, I found immediate 
constituent grammar less powerful than transformational 
grammar for describing the real relation between grammatical 
elements; and also for depicting their syntactic status.

I am not inclined to say that T.G. is a perfect theory 
without any deficiencies. On the contrary, the theory of 
transformational grammar may well have shortcomings and 
deficiencies which should be overcome. But this is impossible 
unless transformational grammar is tested and applied as 
much as possible through the grammatical structures of 
different languages. I believe that providing a detailed 
and correct formulation of syntactic features of sentences 
will lead us to a deeper study of meaning. This is the aim 
I have had in mind throughout this work. Needless to say, 
because the analysis which is put forward by Chomsky in
Aspects of the Theory of Syntax is for English sentences, 

wherever necessary I have adopted different analyses which 
are more suitable for the description of the structure of 
Persian noun—phrases. For instance, for the formulation of
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the process of 'pronominalization in Persian, as this 
process is very complicated (p■130 ) i I • was forced to leave 
the track from the transformational grammar's conventions 
and to give, in addition t'o a T rule for pronominalization ,

a table which is connected to it and at the same time makes 
it complete ('p . l4d) .

The deep structures.are justified by semantic interp
retations which have been given to the surface structures 
by the native users of formal language, as well as by formal 
criteria. That is to say, appeal to the intuition of native 
speakers has been made, not only for distinguishing acceptable 
sentences from unacceptable ones, but also for reaching the 
deep semantic relations between elements within one sentence 
and, moreover, for reaching the deep semantic relations 
between different sentences.

My enquiries have not been direct. I have reached 
conclusions through indirect questions. So I used the 
competence of the native speakers of the formal language 
as a guide to the deep relations between elements of the 
language. In short, in setting up the deep structure, the 
formal model, is transformational grammar, but the material 
to which the formal model is applied resides in the minds 
of native speakers. As I have said before, the formal 
justification of deep structures has been given in many 
cases.

As, in this thesis, I am dealing with the noun_phrase
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and connected problems, the phrase structure (base) rules 
which are connected with the verb_phrase are not exhaustive.
Nor am I going to give any formal or semantic justification 
for illustrating the rules connected to the verb_phrase.
In my examples,! have often used the simple ' present or the 
simple past tense to avoid .complications which are irrelevant 
to the thesis.

For the sake of simplification, I have omitted the 
auxiliary altogether whenever its existence is irrelevant 
to the main discussion. I have also omitted features asso- . 
ciated with elements when they are not relevant to the 
subject concerned. Once I have produced a rule and shown 
how it is to be applied, I only refer to it in later cases 
and do not repeat it or illustrate the mode of its 
application. The order of application of transformational 
rules is given at the end of each chapter, and if the 
application of one rule before another one is crucial, the 
matter is shown and discussed.

There are two translations for each sentence or phrase
given as an example. One is literal and the other one shows the

(i)correct meaning of the sentence in English. In the case 
of untranslatable sentences, however, only a literal
translation is given.

As this analysis is not a comparative one, almost no 
comparison has been made between grammatical structures of
Persian and English. Only in rare cases have I done so,
(i) The litex'al translations of the constituent parts of com
pound verbs are linked together by hyphens. The same method is 
occasionally used to show the pronoun inherent in a verb •
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where I think comparison might throw a light, help 
understanding, or reveal a point.

Although the title of this thesis is "A transformational 
Approach to the Noun-Phrase in Persian", I was bound to 
discuss and illustrate many points which have nothing to 
do with deep structures. I had to do that because in all 
or most Persian g r a m m a r s t h e s e  points have been ignored 
or misunderstood. For example, all Persian grammars have 
regarded ke as a relative pronoun. I have had to 
illustrate the fact that k e is a conjunction and not a 
relative pronoun (see p.69, Chapter 2 ). Another case is the 
illustration of the differences in the syntactic behaviour 
of bound and free forms of pronouns. In Persian grammars, 
these two kinds of pronouns are categorized according to 
their morphological aspects, and the syntactic behaviour 
of them is completely ignored.

A question which should be answered in the beginning 
of this thesis is whether, in our discussions, we are 
interested in the theory or in the description of 
.the Persian language. The answer is that we are interested 
in the description of the language in the first place. But 
as the description of languages is conditioned by the theory, 
and as the theory should be tested and justified through

(i.) Whenever I have referred to "Persian grammars" I have 
had the leading ones in mind. Some of them appear in the 
bibliography.
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the structures of different languages, I can claim that all 
arguments which I put forward for my statements are attempts 
at the justification of the theory of transformational 
grammar and that they show whether the theory is workable 
or not.

Another point which might need clarification is that 
to the best of my knowledge no transformational approach 
has been made to the noun-phrase in Persian so far. Nor 
has any research been carried out which can be regarded as. 
a structural approach to the houn-phrase. There is only one 
article on reflexive and emphatic pronouns by Moyne which 
is published in Language •, Vol .47(1971)i PP »141- l6 3-1 have 
discussed this article and also pointed out its shortcomings 
in the relevant chapter.
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CHAPTER ONE

Noun-Phrase In Simplex Sentences

a; Phrase Structure (Base) Rules

In order to show the syntactic behaviour of the noun- 
phrase in Persian, we first set up the phrase structure 
(base) rules from which the underlying structure of all kinds 
of sentences (active, passive, complex, simplex, ... etc.) 
arises. Then by drawing upon different examples we will 
show how these sentences are derived from underlying 
structures by applying different transformational rules. So 
the list of connected transformational rules will come at 
the end of each section. Here are the phrase structure base 
rules:

S Conjun S

S (Pre) - NP - (adv P) - VP - AUX

(Det) - NP - (S) 
NP - Conjun

(neg)

adv P ----£ adv time, adv place, adv manner

( P ) a d v

a dv place  > P - a d v
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VP
NP(
p p I - V

f NP J PP
^  \^a d J

I bud I 
&od

PP P - NP

adj P ----> adj - (S)

AUX ---- -> (Prog) - (M) - (Pre) - (Passive) - tens<

M ---- > tav^nestan, x@stan

P r o g  > e + bud

Passive ---

tense ---->

Lexical Rules:

&od
pres ent 
past

Det

be - b@ - az ...'etc

-> in - @n - har ... eti

N

V

parvin - ket@b ... etc

^  raft - goft ... etc

Conjun  va - amm@

adj

adv

xub -• sabz

"71 emruz - in ~j@

. .■ * etc 

... etc 

... etc

Now we are going to show how the suggested phrase 
structure (base) rules generate different kinds of 
sentences and what the syntactic behaviour of the noun-
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phrase is. First we start with simplex sentences whose 
generation'need not involve many transformational rules 
and then we move on to more complex sentences.

b; Noun-Phrase ^ithin Simplex Sentences
with Verbs other than budan and &odan

To illustrate the syntactic behaviour of the noun- 
phrase within simplex sentences we first show the deep 
structure of a simple indicative sentence formed with an 
intransitive verb and show the relation between the noun- 
phrase and other elements of the sentence. Consider the 
following example:

(students) (came)
1: 8c@gerd@n @madand = The students came.

The deep structure of 1 is shown by P.M.^4

(i)

S

n :
v p

N AUX
V tens e+ animate 

- sing
_+ 3

@mad past

&@gerd@n

P.M.1.

(i) budan-11 to be" , ScodanJ 1 to become" 0
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The features j^-singj and Qi*3J should be associated 
with the noun in the deep structure because they are 
properties of the noun which affect the AUX in the surface 
structure. The auxiliary would copy these features under 
certain conditions. The feature £+ animate^ should be 
associated with the noun in order to show if the auxiliary 
should copy the other features of the noun (i.e. £+3j and

sing~j ) or not. If the features .associated with the 
noun are third person and the tense is past as in sentence 
1 . , then the affix which is dominated by the auxiliary and. 
which is to be attached to the end of the verb in the final 
stage would be and. If the tense is past and the features 
associated with a noun are [ + 3] and [+ singj , the affix would 
be zero as in 2 .

(student) (came)
2: &@gerd @mad - The student came,

The following table shows the changes at the end of 
the verb according to the features associated with the noun 
in the deep structure if the tense is "simple past"
or "past continuous or "past perfect"

Singular Plural
First person am im

Second person i id

Third person 0 and

Table One

(i) Affixes for other tenses are exactly the same and dif
fer only in the third person singular-': por simple pres
ent tcnse0 becomes a d , for the present perfect tense,
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If the feature £+ animatej is. attached to the end of 
the noun the auxiliary copies the features of person and 
number of the noun, which in the case of sentence 1 are 

singj ; that is to say there is always concord 
of person and number between verb and animate noun. The 
following examples justify this claim:

3: man ©madam = I came .

4: to @madi - You (singular)came.

5: parvin ©mad = Parvin came .

6: m@ ©madim = We came .

7: Scom© ©madid = You (plural) came.

8: &@gerd@n ©madand - The students came ^

On the other hand, if the noun is inanimate, there is
usually no concord of person and number between noun and
the verb. Consider the following examples:

(books) (by) (men) (great)(written-became-singular)
9: (a) ket©bh@ bevasileye; mafd@ne bozorg neve&te-&od „

♦The books was written by great men.
(books) (by) (men) (great)(written-became-plural)

(b) * ket@bh@ bevasileye mard@ne bozorg neve&te - Scodand
=The books were written by great men.

(problems) (numerous) (in) (Parliament) (posed - was)
10: (a) mas@?ele bi&om@ri dar majles matrah-Scod
= * Numerous problems was posed in the Parliament.

(problems) (numerous) (in) (Parliament) (posed - were)
(b) * mas©? ele bi&om@ri dar ■ majles tnatrali - &odand

= Numerous problems were posed in the Parliament. f

I
i
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As the examples show, in sentence (a) the verb remains
singular (i.e. has no suffix) in spite of the plurality of
the noun Jand sentence (b) in which the process of concord 
has taken place is ungrammatical. Although in most cases 
there is no concord between an inanimate noun and the verb, 
there are very rare cases when we see that there is such 
a concord. Consider the following examples:

(planes) (landed - plural)
11: (a) hav@peym@h@ forud-@madand = The 'planes landed

('planes) (landed - singular) (plural),
(b)* hav@peym@h@ forud-@mad = The 'planes landed

(s ingular
(cars) (fast) (were moving)

12: (a) otomobilh© besor?at harekat-mikardand
= The cars were moving fast.

(cars) (fast) (was moving)
(b) * otomobilh© besor?at harekat-mikard
~ * The cars was moving fast.

As the examples 11 and 12 show the ( a ^  are grammatical 
but the (b)’s are not. In (a)s the verb is in concord of 
person and number with the noun and in (b)s the verb remains 
singular despite the plurality of the noun. We cannot say 
that the nouns concerned (i.e. hav@peym@h@ -"'planes" and 
otomobilh® =s l( cars" are used metaphorically, because if this 
were the case the (b )-sentences would be syntactically well 
formed as well. Nor can we consider the words otomabi1 ="car 
and-hav@peym@ ^"pland1 as being grammatically animate because 
they behave as inanimate nouns in other circumstances. For
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instance1neither noun can take the plural ending @n which
is allocated to animate nouns. Thus we cannot have 

(’planes) (cars)
* hav@peym@y@n or * otomobil@n. In all the examples above,
it is not the inanimate nouns themselves which are responsible
tor the action, but human beings, and that is why the verbs
stand in concord of person and number with the noun.
Consider, however, the following examples:

(due to ) (earthquake) (many) (of )(mountains)(exploded -
1 3 i bar-asare zelzele' besy@ri az kuhh@ ^monf1! j er-&od

= Due to the earthquake, many mountains exploded (singular)*

(stones) (from) (mountain )(rolled-became)
14: sangh© az kuh sar@zir-&od

« Rocks rolled (singular)down the mountain.

In 13 and li , where no human factor is behind the action, 
verbs remain singular. In such cases, pluralization of the 
verb can occur only when, metaphorically, a human action is 
attributed to an inanimate noun (see p. 25 )• Therefore,
the feature human factorj should he associated with the
verb in deep structure in order that it is detdrmined 
wheather the process of concord should take place or not*

The second factor which affects the process of concord 
between noun and .verb is the occurrence of a numeral before 
the noun 5 that is to say when NP consits of Det + NP and the 
determiner is a cardinal number. Before demonstrating the 
effect of this factor, we should clarify another point in 

Persian grammar, namely that in Persian the noun remains' 
singular when it is preceded by a cardinal number* Thus we
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have c@h@r &@gerd r= *"four student" and haft ket@b 
_ *"seven book", on which there is no plural affix (i.e. 
h@-@n) attached to the end of the noun. Phrases like 
* c@h@r &@gerdh@ = "four students" and *haft ket@bh@ =
"seven books"} in which the plural affix (i.e. lî ) is 
attached to the end of the noun, are deviant. In such 
cases, the verb may be singular or plural (with no 
difference of meaning) if the noun is animate, and if 
it is inanimate the verb remains singular. Here are some 
examples:

(thousands) (soldier) (in) (war) (killed -
1 5 : (a) hez@r@n sarb@z dar jang ko&te -

became-plural)
&odand

=*Thousands of soldier were killed in the war.
(thousands) (soldier) (in) (war) (ldlled-became-singular 

(b) hez@r@n sarb@z • dar jang ko&te - &od
= * Thousands of soldier was killed in the war.

(four) (table)(in) (room) (is)
1 6 : (a) c@h@r miz dar ot@q hast

— * There is four table in the room.
(four) (table) (in) (room) (are)

(b )* c@h@r miz dar ot@q hastand
~ There are four tables in the room.

As the examples show, 15 with an animate noun 
occur with a singular or a plural verb, but l6 with 
inanimate noun is ungrammatical if the verb' is plural 
16(b). And because of this, we have to state in the 
transformational rule which we establish for concord

can
an
as in 

tha t
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the element which comes before an inanimate noun should not
be a number if we are to regard the process as an obligatory
one .

There is another situation which affects the process 
of concord between inanimate nouns and verbs. This is when 
the speaker uses a metaphor. Consider the following 
examples:

(bars of) (prison) ( are talking)
1 7 : (*) (a) mileh@ye - zend@n soxan - miguyand

- The prison bars are talking*
(bars of) (prison) (is talking)

(b) mileh@ye zend@n soxan - miguyad
c*The prison bars is talking.

(as if) (stones) (Persepolis) (with) (I)
1 8 : (*) (a) gu?i sangh@ye taxtejam&id b@ man

(were talking .) •
harf-mizadand = It was as if the stones of

Persepolis were talking to me.
(as if) (stones) (Persepolis) (with) (I)

(b) gu?i sanghiye. taxtejam&id b@ man
(was talking)
harf-mizad =*It was as if the stones of
Persepolis was talking to me.

As the examples show, the (b) - sentences are grammatical,
and the (a)-sen'tences are deviant but acceptable under
certain conditions of context of situation. In 17 and
18 , the verb is an action which applies to human beings.
In other w ords, the speaker regards the inanimate noun as 
an animate one. Therefore, the verb stands in concord of
person and number with the inanimate noun, and yet the sentence
is acceptable. So we.say that in 17(a) and 18(a) an inanimate
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noun is metaphoricaliy used as an animate noun (i.e. 
personification). Notice that sentences 19 and 20 ,
in which the human action is not attributed to the .nouns,, 
are grammatical if and only if the verb remains singular.

(bars) (prison) (broken-became-singular)
19*. (a) mileh@ye zend@n . &ekaste-Scod =*The prison bars

was broken.
(bars) (prison) (broken-became-plural)

(b)*mileh@ye send@n &ekaste-&odand = The prison bars
were broken.
(stones) (cracked-singular)

20: (a) s angh@ &ek@f-bar d@l-t = The stones cracked.
(stones)(cracked-plural)

(b)*sangh@ &ek@f-bard@8ctand = The stones cracked.

So, as we have already said, the factor which is 
responsible for the concord between verb and inanimate 
noun is the metaphorical use of the animate noun. We do not 
wish to regard this process as a grammatical one or include 
it in the transformational rule which we are going to 
establish for the concord between noun and verb. We prefer 
to regard it as a stylistic process which has nothing to 
do with the grammar.

Considering the grammatical factor which affects the 
process-of concord between inanimate noun*and verb (i.e. 
when the human being is responsible for* the action which 
takes place) and also the factor which affects the process 
of concord between animate noun and verb (i.e. the 
occurrence of cardinal numbers before animate noun), we 
now set up a transformational rule which wc need to apply 
to the deep structure of all kinds of sentences in Persian 
to get to the surface structure.- In order to show the process
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(students)(came) 
we apply it here to the sentence '&@gerd@n~ @madand~ = "The
students came" (whose deep structure, is shown by P.M„1
P '.19) o. We call this rule T concord. T concord is
an. obligatory rule and as its name suggests, it deals
with the concord of person and number between noun and verb.'

T concord:

SD = X

NP

Y - N — (NP) - V
+ cardinal + animate p + human 1

number PERSON \J ~ factor
' NUMBER

-j

SC - 1

oblig

Condition:

1-AUX - Z

NP VP

(a) 3 <  f+ animate]
2 is - cardinal number

(b) 3 [- animate]
5 [+ human factor]

VP

o “
6

PERSON
NUMBER

In the rule, above, we split up the NP into two elements 
N and Y-which shows a preceding variable. This variable 
may be a cardinal number or another element which might 
occur before a noun. We are obliged to have this variable 
here because as we have previously said and illustrated 
(p.23) > the occurrence or' non-occurrence of the cardinal 
number before a noun affects the process of concord. In 
P.M.! (p. 19), , N has the feature f-i-animate] attached to 
it and also it is not preceded by a cardinal number; so, we
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have to -apply T concord to it and, as a result, the 
auxiliary copies the features of number and person which 
are the properties of the noun. After applying T concord, 
the tree diagram which is associated with the resulting 
string would have the shape:

tens e

@mad past
-sing.
+amraate -sxng
&@gerd@n

P.M.2.

The order of elements in P.M.2 is like the order of the 
elements in the natural sentence.

There is one point about the process of concord that 
we should mention here. Persian regards plants as a 
border line case between animate and inanimate nouns so far 
as the process of concord is concerned. The justification 
for our claim comes from the fact that concord between a 
plural noun denoting a plant (or parts of it) and the verb 
is optional. Thus wo can have:

(all) (trees) (in) (spring)(green -become)
2 1 : (a) hameye deraxth@ dar bah@r sabz- mi&avaud

^ All trees become green in the spring.
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(all) (trees) (in) (spring) (green, becomes)
(b) haymeye deraxth® dar bah@r sabz-mi&avad

* All trees becomes green in the spring.

(leaves)(from)(trees) (fall)
2 2 : (a) bargh© az deraxt@n mirizand

The leaves fall from the trees.
(leaves)(from) (trees) (falls)

(b) bargh@ az deraxt@n mirizad
- * The leaves falls from the trees.

In 21(a) and 22(a),there is concord between noun and 
verb and in 21(b) and 22(b) there is not, and yet both- 
sentences are grammatical. This rule does not affect the 
T rule which we have given for concord because whether we 
regard such nouns a.s. animate or inanimate, T concord, as a 
device, generates grammatical sentences and prevents the 
grammar from generating ungrammatical ones.

Up to now, we have been discussing simplex sentences 
which are formed by intransitive verbs. Now we are going 
to discuss simplex sentences which are formed with transitive 
verbs, and their corresponding passive sentences. V7e will 
also show, apart from T concord, how many transformational 
rules are to be applied for generating them. Consider 
sentence 23 which is formed with the transitive verb

(Ferdousi) ( Shahnaine )
2 3 • ferdousi &@hn@me r @

(wr ote)
neve Set

Ferdousi wrote the Shahname,
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The deep structure of 23 is shown by P.M. 3

AUXNP

tense
NP past+animate neve&t

+ 3
jj- definite] 
Sc@hn@meL+sing

f erdous i

P.M. 3

l 
l 
l
J

One feature which is associated with N>NP>-S in deep 
structure is £+ animatej which we need to know to decide 
whether we have to apply T concord or not. The other 
features( i.e. C+^3 , [jP sing •] ) are the properties of the noun 
which are copied by the verb in surface structure. The 
feature £ + definiteJ which is associated with NPj>VPj>S has 
to be stated in the deep structure of this kind of 
sentence in order for us to show whether we have to apply 
T direct object marker (^.3^) or not. In order to reach 
the natural sequence of elements in the surface structure, 
two T rules should be applied to P . M . .3 * The order of them 
is not crucial. One of them is T concord which we have 
already introduced (,P*^7) and the other one is T direct
object marker. The marker of dipect object on the surface 
structure is if the direct object is definite and some
times when it is indefinite, but never when it is generic

(i) We have discussed the definiteness, indefiniteness
and genericness of the noun under "The Three Senses of the Noun"
tn arLsh_
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Here are some examples:
(book) (bought-I)

24: lcet@b ■ r@ xaridain = I bought the book.
(glass) - (from) (on) (table) (toolc-l)

2 5 : liv@n r@ az ruye miz bard@&tam
k I took the glass from the table.

In 24 and 25, the direct objects (i.e. ke t@b = "book” 
and liv@n = "glass'1, respectively) are definite, in 26 and 
27?the direct objects (i.e. sangi = "a stone" and ket@bi - 
"a book") are indefinite, and in 28(a) and 2 9 (a), the direct 
objects (i.e. ket@b = "book" and p@rce = "cloth") are 
generic, and we can see that there is no direct object 
marker after them:

(a stone) (took-I) (and) (towards) (he.) (threw-I)
2 6 : (a) sangi bard@&tam va betarafe u part@b“kardam

s I took a stone and threw it towards him.
(a stone) (took-I) (and) (towards) (he) (threw-I)

(b) sangi r@ bard@&tam va betarafe u part@b-kardam
es I took a stone and threw it towards ‘ him.

(a bool)(bought-l) (and) (to) (he) (gift-did-l)
27: (a) ket@bi xaridam va be u hedye-kardam

(a book) (bought-l) (and). (to) (h e )(gift-did-I)
(b) ket@bi r@ xaridam va be u hedye-kardam
" I bought a book and gave it to him as a present.

(days) (off) (book) (read-l)
2 8 : (a) ruzh@ye ta?til lcet@b m.ix@nain

s I read books. 011 days off.
(days) (off) (book) (read-l)

(b) ruzh@ye ta?ti.l ket@b r@ mix@nam
- I read the book on days off.
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(from) (bazaar) (cloth) (bought-I)
29 : (a) az b@z@r p@rce xaridam

- I bought cloth from the bazaar.
(from) (bazaar) (cloth) (bought-I)

(b) az b@z@r p@rce r@ xaridam
= I bought the cloth from the bazaar.

As the examples above show,in 26 and 27 , where
the noun is indefinite (jL is indefinite marker and is 
attached to the end of sang = "stone" and ket@b = "book"), 
the occurrence of r@ is o p t i o n a l ^ , Thus, 26 (a) and 
26 (b) have the same meaning and also 27 (a) and 27 (b)
have the same meaning and they are all grammatical. * In
28 (b) and 29 (b) where r@ comes after the direct objects
(i.e. ket@b = "book” and p©rce = "cloth” ) these nouns 
become definite, .and 28 (b) and 29 (b) have not the same
meaning as 28 (a) and 29 (a), in which the nouns are
used in the generic sense. In other words, 28 (b) and
29 (b) are not grammatical if we want to use the direct
objects (i.e. ket@b ~ "book" and p@rce = "cloth") in their 
generic sense. We should have all these grammatical 
points in mind when we come to establish the T rule for 
producing T direct object marker. Also we should
note that the airect object marker r.@ comes after the
NP if NP consits of N + adj or N + N, and it comes after 
N If NP consits of N + S in the deep structure. Consider 
the following; sentences:

("l ) We have discussed the relation of r@ with the throe 
senses of the noun under "The Three Senses of the Noun"
(P.253)o
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f
(house) (Hasan) (bought -E)

3 0 : (a) x@neye ^  ̂ has an. r@ xaridam
= I bought Hasan’s house.

(house) (Iiasan) (bought-1 )
(b)* x @ n e ^  ̂ r@ hasan xaridam

(umbrella)(Parvin) (took-I)
3 1 : (a) catre parvin ir@ bard@8ctam

- I took Parvin1s umbrella.
(umbrella) (Parvin) (took-I)

(b)*catre * r@ parvin bard@&tam
(house) (that) (belong to) (Hasan) (w a s )(bought-I)

3 2 : (a) x@ne?i r@ ke m@le hasan bud xaridam
= I bought the house which belonged to Hasan.

(house) (that)( belong to ) (iiasan ) (was ) (bought-I) 
(b)*x@ne?i ke m@le hasan bud r@ xaridam

(umbrella)( that)Sbelong to) (Parvin) (was ) (tools-I)
3 3 : (a) catri r@ ke m@le parvin bud bard@&tam

= I took the umbrella which belonged to Parvin.
(umbrella )(that)( bel ong toleparvinKwas) (took—I) 

(b)*catri ke in@le parvin bud r@ bard@&tam

The examples J>0 (a) and 31 (a) in which r@ occurs 
after the noun-phrase (i.e. x@neye hasan = "Hasan’s 
house" and catre parvin = "Parvin1s umbrella" respectively) 
are well formed, and 30 (b) and 31(b) in which r@ occurs 
after N are ill-formed sentences. On the other hand, 32 (a)
and 3 3 (a) which have embedded sentences in their NP in the deep

(i) The- difference between x.@ueye and x@ne has been 
discussed in Chapter Two.
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structure and in which r@ occurs after N, are grammatical
and 32 (b) and 33(b) in which r@ occurs after relative 

(that)(belong to)(Hasan) (was) 
clauses (i.e. ke m@le____ hasan____ bud = "which

(that )(bel"ong to) (Parvin) (was) 
belonged to Hasan" and ke ~ m@le  parvin bud —
%h i c h  belonged to Parvin" are ungrammatical.

On the basis of what we have said above, we establish 
T direct object marker:

SD - X - NP -

- S

- Y

NP2

NP2

- Z

2 -

SC 1 - 2  -

- r
_ it

- 5(oblig /3 is 
0  defj 
optional/3 
^ is Q- defj

The rule is obligatory if the direct object is definite 
and optional if it is indefinite. The rule also shows 
that we have to add r@ after the direct object if it 
consists of a noun plus a noun or a noun plus an adjective 
(we have shown this noun or adjective by Y). And if NP
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denoting direct object consists of N + S, r@ should 
occur after N. In the case of generic nouns, as we have 
illustrated before, r@ should not be added.

After applying T direct object marker, the tree 
diagram would have the shape:

NP AUX

N V tense

+ animate N neve&t pas t

animatei_+ sing
+ defferdousi
&@hn@me

P.M.4.

At this stage^ we only have to apply T concord to 
get the string of elements equivalent to the natural 
sentence ferdousi &@hn@me r@ neve&t = "Ferdousi wrote the 
Shahname".

We said earlier that we were going to show the deep 
structure of the corresponding passive sentence of 23 
'(p. 29) (i.e. ferdousi &@hn@me r@ neve&t = "Ferdousi wrote 
the Shahname" ) which is 5^1

(Shahname,) (by) (Ferdousi) (written-became)
pk: &@hn@me bevasileye ferdousi neve&te-&od

= Shahname was written by'Ferdousi .
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We say that 3^ is the corresponding passive 
sentence tor 23 because the crucial syntactic relations 
between the elements are the same in both sentences.
And these syntactic relations hold, of Course, between 
those elements which are the same in each sentence so 
far as the meaning is concerned. By 11 crucial syntactic 
relations” we mean so-called grammatical relations such 
as subject-verb or object-verb. Any native speaker of 
Persian knows that in both sentences the one who has 
written Something is ferdousi and also that that 
11 something” which is the &@hn@nie has been written by 
ferdousi. In other words, the logical subject and 
object of each' sentence are ferdousi and Sc@hn@me 
respectively. The superficial forms of the two sentences, 
however, do not show that the syntactic relation between 
the lexical elements are the same - the syntactic relation 
which leads the native speakers of Persian to attributing 
the same meaning to both sentences. Although the 
sequence of elements is not the same in them (for instance, 
in 23 , the subject i.e. ferdousi occurs at the beginning 
of the sentence and in 3^ it occurs at the end), the 
deep structure of the two sentences shows that the 
syntactic relation of their constituents which is crucial 
for revealing their meanings is the same in both 
sentences. The deep structure of 3^ is shown by P.M.5 
in which the correct mecming of the sentence, as 
understood by a native speaker, is associated with the
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syntactic relation between its elements.

NP •VP AUX
NP P 9-S S

"+animate
+ 3
_+sing.

tens e&od
-animate
+ 3
+sing.
+ <101

past
ferdousi

&@hn@me

P.M.5.

By comparing P.M.3 and P.M.5, one can see that so 
far as the noun_phrases and their relations with the 
verb are concerned, the two sentences are the same.
Again we insist that it is only in the deep structure 
that we can show that the two sentences are semantically 
identical in spite of their superficial differences.

In order to generate the surface structure from 
the underlying structure which is shown by P.M. 5 we 
have to apply a T rule in addition to and before _T̂  
concord. We call this T passive. T passive is an 
obligatory rule and it should be applied when the auxiliary 
in the" deep structure of a sentence dominates the 
element "passive".
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T passive:
SD- X - -NP^ - V - |y  passive - zj

AUX ' AUX
1 - 2  -3 -  4 - 5

=s==ts=;=s===^- O b l i g

SC= 1 - 3 - beva- +2 - 4 - 5
s ileye

T passive shows that the two NPs should be transposed
and the word , should be placed before 2 if 5bevasileye x

dominates the passive. There is one point which we have
( by )to make clear about the word , ,_ . We have chosenbevasileye

this word to be placed before 2 because it can occur
before both animate and inanimate nouns. Other lexical
items which can be placed there are allotted to animate
nouns or to inanimate nouns. Consider these examples:

(Shahname) (by) (Ferdousi) (written-became)
3 5 * (a ) &@hn@ine bevasileye ferdousi neve&te-&od

= Shahname was written by Ferdousi.
(Shahname) (by) (Ferdousi) (written-became)

(b) &@hn®me bedaste ferdousi neve&te-&od
= Shahname was written by Ferdousi.

. (house) (by) (wind) (destroyed-became)
3 6 : (a) x@ne bevasileye b@d xar@b-&od ^ ^

= The house was destroyed by wind .

(house) (with) (wind) (destroyed-became)
(b) x@ne b@ b@d xar@b-&od
- The house was destroyed by wind .

In addition to the words b@ , bevasileye ,ctc.which

(i) The auxiliary verb for forming the passive voice is
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we have used in above examples, there are other lexical 
items (like tavassote or az-tariqe) which one can use 
according to one’s style. After applying T passive, the 
tree diagram will have the shape:

S

NP
.VP AUX

NP
tense

-animate
+ 3
+sing.
+ def

b evasileye neve Set &od past
+animate
+3+ sing
ferdousi 

P.M.6 .

not always the same for simple and compound verbs. With 
the simple verb) the verb &odan - fl to become” is added 
to the past participle to form the passive voice, e.g. 
didan = "to see" ’ dide-&odan = "to be seen"; hasan miko&ad 
= "Hasan kills" j hasan koS;te mi&avad = ‘ "Hasan is killed". 
In this context, the verb ga&tan may replace &odan.

While the above process is correct in the case of 
compound verbs ,we should, however, note that:

(a) Active'compound verbs whose verbal components 
are hamlan - "to do" or s@xtan =."to make" more usually 
form their passive simply by changing either of these

*  *
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Footnote to page 38 continued: 
compounds into 8coda 11 ̂  11 to become11 |e.g.
xar@b-kardan = to destroy, xar@b-&odan = to be destroyed* 
rah§“ s@xtan = to release ? rah@~&odan ~ to be released*

The same is true in the case of compound verbs 
containing the verb nemudan which originally meant "to 
show” but nowadays is simply a synonym of kardan - "to do":

barresi-nemud = he reviewed 
barresi-&od = It was reviewed.

Similarly, it should be noted that the verb
gard@nidan (being the causative version of g a & t a n ‘̂ ° become )------  jnto turn"
may be the verbal component of an active compound verb - 
in which case the passive voice is formed by a short cut 
method we have already seen!

(destroy_do.) (destroy-do.) (destroy-do )
vir@n-kardan = vir@n-s@xtan = vir@n-gar d@ni dan

= to destroy
(destroy-become) (destroy-become)
vir@n-&odan = vir@n-ga&tan = to be destroyed

(b) Some compound verbs with other verbal components 
may also have the same short-cut process for the formation 
of the passive voice; e.g.:

kotak-zadan = to beat, to hit 

kotak-xordan = to be beaten 
tohmat-zada'n = to accuse 
tohmat-xordan= to be accused 
ed@me-d@dan = to continue 
ed@mo-y@ftan = to be continued
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Footnote to page 38 continued:

ej@ze-d@dan = to permit 
e j@z,e-y@f tan = to be permitted
arz@ni-d@&tan= to endow
arz@ni-8codan = to be endowed

(c) The process which was mentioned for simple 
verbs is, as we have already mentioned, by no means 
incorrect for compound verbs. Nevertheless, it is often 
unusual and sometimes stylistically inelegant :

= Persepolis was destroyed by Alexander.

Sometimes, the use of a preposition decides the form:

It should be noted that in (i), hasan is the subject 
and the verb, strictly speaking, i s .an active one (i.e. 
to find) whereas in (ii), e.j @ze = "permission" is the 
subject and the verb is a passive one (to be given). As 
this case has t'o do with VP, we do not wish to discuss 
it in detail. In the deep structure, we show that the 
■element passive dominates e-&od.

 —  — --—           ~ J -----      J ■ . ,   U    » ./(destroy- done -became) 
(Persepolis) (by) (Alexander) vir@n -karde &od
taxtejain&id bedaste eskandar

(Hasan ) (permit found X that)( go )
(i) hasan ej@ze-y@ft ke beravad Hasan was 

permitted to go
(to)(Hasan) (permit-given-became) (thatKgo)

(ii) be hasan ej@ze - d@de-&od ke ber;ke beravad
=Hasan was permitted to S° •

end of footnote
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At this stage, we should see whether we have to 
apply T concord ( p . 27) in order to deal with the concord 
of person and number between the verb and N P > S  or not.
And we see that the rule should not be applied because 
the feature [[-aniraatej is associated with &@hn@me.

As P.M.3 shows, we have two arguments (i.e.
NP which is dominated by S and NP which is dominated by 
VP). The place of these arguments is changed in P.M.5} 
i.e. the* place of these arguments is not the same in 
active and passive sentences and this change affects the 
surface structure of the sentence. That is to say, the 
verb is in concord of person and number with the head of 
NP construction which is dominated by S in surface 
structure (i.e. the one which.is dominated by VP in 
deep structure of the passive sentence). Because of 
this, the order of T passive and T concord is crucial. 
First we have to apply T passive and then T concord and 
not vice-versa • because if we.first apply T concord, the 
verb will stand in concord with NP which is dominated 
by S in deep structure and the resulting sentence will 
be ungrammatical. Having this point in mind i.e. that 
the change of place of NF̂ s in active and passive sentences 
has syntactic function, we can define NP as a construction 
which changes its place and this affects the syntactic 
behaviour of another element (i.e. A U X ). To clarify 
this point, here is an example with N P ^ V P  which is 
plural. Consider the following sentence:
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(sheep) (by) (man) (killed-became-plural)
37 J gusfandh® • bevasileye mard ko&te-Scodand

= The sheep (plural) were killed by the man.
The P.M. underlying 37 would be i

~+ animate'
+ 3
ysingImard ^animate'

+ 3
-sing 

gusfandh@

tens e

past

P.M.7.■

First we have to apply T passive (P*38) because 
AUX dominates the passive. After applying it to P.M.7? 
the resulting string would be:
(sheep) (by) (man) (killed-became ̂ singular)
gusfandh© bevasileye mard ko&te-&od
whose P.M. is shown by P . M .8 :

tens eV pass

ko& t past-i- animate bevasileye "n
+ 3 1-sing 1

T-animatcr
+ 3gusfandh© ,+ sing

e &od

mard 
P.M. 8
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Now we have to apply T concord 0 p®27) so that 
the AUX would copy the number and person of the noun 
which is dominated by, S and which is third person 
plural. After applying T concordj the tree diagram 
would have the shape:

NP AUXVP

NP' tens e
past .~+ animate'

+ 3
- s ing

ko&tbevasileye N &od

lanimate
+ s m g

and
mard

P.M.9.

The affix of the third person plural is and as 
it is shown in P.M.9* If we first apply T concord and 
then T passive the verb would stand in concord of person 
and number with mard = "man" which is singular and the 
resulting sentence would be deviant:

(sheep) (by) (man) (killed-became-singular)
38:* gusfandh® bevasileye mard ko&te-&od

38 is deviant because, in that sentence, the verb 
is not in concord of person and number with gusfandh® = 
"sheep" (plural) which is the subject.
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c-; N P » in Simplex Sentences fornned with 

the Verbs budan = "to be" or &odan = "to become"

Sentences formed by the verbs budan = "to be" 
or &odan = "to become" differ in some respects from 
those formed by other verbs so far as the noun-phrase 
is concerned. That is why we put them in a different 
category and discuss them separately. As we have 
shown in the phrase structure (base) rules (p%lB^ VP 
in this kind of sentence may consist of prepositional 
phrase plus verb, or adjectival phrase plus verb or NP pins 
verb. Here, first we show the deep structure of each 
of them? then we clarify two syntactic differences 
which are associated with noun-phrases in this kind of 
sentence. Consider the following examples:

(book) (on) (table)(was)
_,n -« , ^ , , = The book was on the3 9 • ket@b ruye mxz bud

table.
(Ferdousi)(poet) (was)

40: ferdousi &@?er bud = Ferdousi was a poet.
(weather)(good)(w a s )

4l; hav@ xub bud = The weather was good.

Here are the deep structures of 39 j 40 and 4l which 
are shown by F.M.10 } P.M.11 and P.M.12 respectively:



NP

N

ket@b

VP

PP

P NP bud

ruye N

tnrz

P.M.10.

&@?er

AUX 

tens e 

past

NP .VP AUX

tens eNP
ferdousi bud past

P.M.11.

VP AUX

tense

NPI
N

hav@ adj

xub

bud past

P.M.12.

The only T rule which we have to apply to P.M.10 ,
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P.M. 11 and P.'M.12 to come up with the surface structure 
is T concord, Cp.27) which copies the person and number 
of the noun dominated by NPi>S on the auxiliary.

The first difference between equational sentences 
formed by the verb budan or &odan and those formed by 
other verbs is that the noun which is dominated by VP 
in budan-8codan sentences should have the same form as the 
noun which is dominated by S so far as the singularity 
and plurality are concerned, but in sentences formed by 
verbs other than budan = "to be" and Scodan = "to become", 
NP;> VP may be plural when NP^>S is singular. Consider 
the following examples:

(he) (learned men) (saw)
42: (a) u d@ne&mand@n r@ did - He saw the learned

men.
(he) (learned man) (saw)

(b) u d@ne&mand r@ did = He saw the learned
man .

(he) (learned man) (was)
43: (a) u d@ne&mand bud = He was a learned man.

(he) (learned men) (was)
(b)*u d@ne&mand@n bud =*He was learned men.

42 shows that NP^>VP can be singular or plural in 
sentences formed by other verbs than budan and Scodan.
43 shows that NP;>VP should have the same form as 
NP;> S so far as the singularity and plurality are. con
cerned. Thus 43(b) is deviant. At the surface structure,
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the formal criterion for NP which is dominated by S 
would be the place it occupies within the sentence. This 
criterion works also -for NP which is dominated by VP. If 
the verb occurs at the end of the sentence, the word order

(man) (old) (neighbour) (we) (was)
44: marde pir hams@yeye m@ bud = The old man

was our neighbour.

If, however, for stylistic reasons, the verb does 
not occur at the end of the sentence (as the example
45(b) shows), the NP which precedes it is the NP which is
dominated by VP.

^ "Tehran’s autumn" which occurs after it is NP which is 
dominated by S.

would be p as the example 44 shows: 
S

(autumn) (Tehran)(season)(beautiful) (is) 
45: (a) p@?ize tehr@n fasle zib@?i astas t

= Tehran's autumn is a beautiful season.
(season)(beautiful)(i s ) (autumn) (Tehran) 

(b) fasle zib@?i ast p@?ize tehr@n
Tehran's autumn is a beautiful season

In 45(b), the verb does not occur at the end of the
sentence; so "a season"

(autumn)(Tehran) 
nC  ̂ p@?ize tehr@nwhich occurs before it is NP^>VP and
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The second point which we have to clarity is 
that there is one difference between the sentences 
formed by the verbs'budanJ'to be" and &odan_"to become" 
and those formed by other verbs, if they are complex 
in their deep structures. We will discuss this point 
under the heading of "Complex Sentences" after 
explaining the deep structure of complex sentences 
which are formed by verbs other than budan-"to be" 
axi(i &odan-" to become".

d ; NP in Interrogative Sentences

So far? we have discussed the underlying structures 
of simplex declarative sentences. Now we are going 
to deal with simplex interrogative ones. There are 
two kinds of interrogative sentences:
(a) Those which can be answered by "ye^1 or by "no".
In line with the usual practice, we call them yes-no 
interrogative sentences.
(b) Those which cannot be answered in this way and in 
which an interrogative adverb (such as key = "when?", 
ce tour = "how?") or the interrogative pronoun (ke =
"wh o ?11 )is' incorporated. We refer to. this latter group
as @y@ 0 k .c . sentences. We have chosen the abbreviation 
lc. c . for reference to all interrogative adverbs and 

the interrogative pronoun because they all begin with one 
of these two consonants.
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1

Yes-No Question Sentences

In yes-no question sentences, the clue which 
enables one to distinguish declarative sentences from 
interrogative ones is intonation. Sometimes we put 
@y@ in front of the interrogative sentences. Thus 
46 is the interrogative counterpart of 47 .

(today)(to) (school) (are going-you)
46^ @y@ emruz be madrese miravi ? = Do you

go to school today?
(today) (to) (school) (are going-you)

47: emruz be madrese miravi = You go to
school today.

But the presence of @y@ has no effect upon other 
elements of the sentence. It does not affect the order 
of the words in deep structure and it does not cause 
any change at the end of elements of the sentence. We 
write @y@ into deep structure to account for the fact 
that the sentence is a question and should be spoken 
with interrogative intonation. So the occurrence of 
@y@- in deep structure triggers off the interrogative 
intonation, and an optional T rule would allow for its 
deletion. To illustrate this state of affairs we show 
the deep structure of the sentence 48.



48:

' . . ^51“
(Hasan)(yesterday)(came) 
ha sail diruz @mad - Did Hasan come yesterday?

The phrase marker associated with the deep 
structure of 48 would he:

adv P VPNP

Vadv timeN
ad @madhas an
diruz

P.M.13.

An optional T rule which we call T @y@ deletion 
would omit the element @y@ from P.M.13•

T @y@ deletion:

SD = @y@ - X
1 -  2

SC = 0

n , not preceded by optional/ .k. c. copy m g .
oblig / it is preceded by 

k- c. copying.

X in the rule above shows the rest of the sentence.
As the rule shows, by preserving @y@ in surface structure 
or by omitting it,no change takes place in the elements 
of the rest of the sentence. T @y@ deletion is optional 
if it is not preceded by T k .c . copying (i.e. if the 
interrogative sentence is yes-no interrogative). However,
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if . T Jt. c . copying has been operated before 
T @y@ deletion (i.e. if the sentence is formed by an 
interrogative adverb or pronoun), we have to delete
@y@ to prevent the grammar from generating such sentences
a (where )(had gone -he)* & y@ ko,i@ rafte-bud s"Where had he gone?" *

The difference between interrogative sentences
as a whole and other kinds of sentences (declarative,
etc........ ) is that the former cannot be embedded in other
sentences. Thus 49 is deviant:■

(I) (to) (Parvin) (that)(whether)(t o )(house) (we)
49 : * man be parvin ke @y@ be x@neye m@

( come-she.)-( said-. I )(that) (to ) (journey) (go-I) 
mi?@yad goftam ke be safar miravam

2

@y@. k . c . Sentences

As we mentioned before, we call sentences which are 
formed by interrogative adverbs (key = "when", cetour = 
"how"; etc.) or by the interrogative pronoun (ke ="who") 
@y @ .k.c . sentences to show that this kind of sentence is 
different from yes-no question sentences. We call key
= "when", cetour - "how" etc... interrogative adverbs
because they can be replaced by adverbs and also they
■ 1 j, • rm , (h e ) (when)( came)introduce a question. Thus we can have , ~u key @mad
= ’’When did he come?" and then replace key - "when" by

' j ̂ j 1 (h e )(night)( came)one of the adverbs of time, and have „ , ^1 u 8eab @mad
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- "He' came at night". Therefore, in the deep structure,
they are dominated by adverbial phrases because when a

^ -n • i -p. (he) (when)native speaker of Persian asks, for instance, u key
(came) , Qu (he) (how) (camel7hen did he come ? or@ma d * ’ u cetour @mad
"How . did he come ?M ,he is asking about the time or the 
manner of the .action concerned.

We call ke = "who" an interrogative pronoun
because it can be replaced by a noun-phrase and
• i .L • m-. i (yesterday)introduces a question. Thus we can ask , . J 7diruz
(who) (to) (house) (you) (came) tlTT1 , ,

, r, , = "Who came to your homeke be x @neye to_____ @mad J

. (yesterday) (Parvin)yesterday?" and receive the reply diruz________ parvin
(to) (house) (I) (came) ,^ , = "Parvin came to my homebe x@neye man ©mad

, i _ (yes terday) (who)yesterday". And also we can ask ,, , ~J J diruz________ ke r@
did^ = "Whom did you see yesterday?" and receive

(yesterday)(Parvin) (saw— I)
the reply , . -„ ~ ,. , = "I saw Parvin^ J diruz______ parvin r@ didam
yesterday". In other words, in sentences which contain
interrogative pronouns, there is a question about the
subject or the object of the sentence. So ke stands
in place, of NP when NP is being queried by the speaker

Considering these facts, we can see that in the 
case of @y©.. k . c . sentences, we are confronted by two 
kinds of deep structures. One shows that the question 
is about an adverb and the other shows that the question
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is about a noun-phrase. There are also two T rules 
involved, one for generating sentences with interrogative 
adverbs, and one for generating sentences with interrogative 
pronouns. Here are some examples. The deep structure 
of sentence 50 is shown by P.M.14.

(Ali) (from) (where)(came) 
5 0 : ali az koj@ @mad

from?

Where did Ali come

NP .adv P VP
adv place

[k. c .J advali @mad
az

P.M.l4.

We suggest that [k.c.j be regarded as a feature 
for the sentence. This feature illustrates that the 
interrogative sentence is not a yes-no question 
sentence and that there is a question about time, place, 
etc... The occurrence of an adverbial phrase (which 
dominates adverb of place) in P.M.14 and the occurrence 
of @y@ (while feature [k.c.j is attached to it) as a 
pre-sentence show that the question is about place.
Both factors should be present if this is to be shown.
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At the next stage, adverb of place would copy the 
feature associated with @ y @ . Here is the T rule 
-which produces this process*

T k.*c. copying i 
SD =  Pre - NP - j( P ) adv - X

jl-c.c.J adv place adv place

1 - 2  - 3 - k - 5
SCrr 1 - 2  - 3 - A 5

^  oblig

jk. c . j

(place)  ̂time) (manner)(reason) 
Condition: A iir “ — “daiii

In the rule above, X denotes the rest of the 
sentence. The condition imposed upon this rule shows 
that the adverb would copy the feature associated 
with the pre-sentence if it dominates - "place",
vaqt = "time", tour = "manner",daiil-"reason". This 
condition allows the grammar to generate sentences 
with interrogatvie adverbs. And also it prevents the 
adverb from copying the feature (k.c .J when the feature 
should be copied by NP - in other words when the 
grammar has to generate sentences, with an interrogative 
pronoun in which we have adverbial phrases as well* .

(who)(from)(Tehran) (came)
e-i i j- , = Who came from Tehran?5 1 : ke az tehr@n @mad

In the T rule for k.c. copying, we split up
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the adverbial phrase into two elements and put the 
preposition into parentheses to show that the adverb 
may or may not be preceded by a preposition. 52 shoA\rs 

the kind of* sentence in which there is no preposition 
before the adverb:

(Ali) (where)(went)
5 2 : ' ali koj@ raft = Where did Ali go?

Now, let us return to P.M.lA. After applying 
T R.c. copying ,p 1^ would have the shape:

Pr e

@y@

[k'c]

NP ' 

N

ali

VP

adv place V

@madadv

az

[ k . C . J

P.M.15.

Now we can apply T @y@ deletion (p^5l) for the 
omission of @ v @ . At this stage, the task of syntactic 
component of the grammar is ended. After this stage, a 
morphological rule is needed to convert j@ plus the 
feature £*k.c.J to ko j@- "where11 or, if there is adverb 
of time, to convert it to cevaqt = "when" and so on.

For generating sentences with interrogative pronouns, c-the
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transfonnational rule is different from that involved 
in the generation of sentences with interrogative adverbs 
Here is an example: The deep structure of 53 is shown
by P.M.l6.

(who) (to) (Tehran) (went)
cz-z. C i • -u a. -u /» = Who went to Tehran?53: jcekasi be tehr@n raft

| ke

Pr e N P
adv P VP

@y@ N
a d v , place/kasi
P adv raft
be tehr@n

P.M.1 6 .

First we apply T k.c. copying
T k.c. copying (NP):
SD =r @y@ - X - NP - Y

[k.c.]
1 - 2 - 3  - 4

sc n  1 - 2 - 3  - 4
£k. c .j

(NP)

oblig

Condition: 3<C&asi

The rule shows that if 3 dominates kasi = 
"someone", T k.c. copying (NP) should be applied by 
which NP would copy the feature associated with @y@.
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After applying T k.c. copying 
would have P.M.17-

(NP) to P.M. 16, we

adv P

adv place

kasi adv raft

tehr@n

P.M.17-

At this stage,T @y@ deletion can be applied and then 
a morphophonic rule is needed to change kasi plus k.c. 

ce s = "who" or ke- "who" .

X in T k.c. copying (NP) might be NP - adv P.
In this case, it illustrates the structure of such
sentences as 5^:

(Ali) (in) (Tehran) (who) (saw)
5̂ t: ali dar tehr@n cekasi r@ did = Whom did

Ali see in Tehran?

The tree diagram associated with the deep 
structure of 5^ would be:

adv P

adv place

adv kasi
tehr@n

P.M.18.
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The difference between P.M.16 and P.M.18 is that 
in P . M .16 the interrogative pronoun is dominated by 
NPi> S and in 18 the .interrogative pronoun is dominated 
by N P ^ V P .  ’

.List of Transformational Rules introduced in
Chapter One

1: T concord

SD = X -•

SC

-fear dinal 
number

NP 
-  2 -  

-  2 -

N
"+animat e 
PERSON 
NUMBER

NP

(NP) _ Y
J+human*1
L fact013

VP 
' 4 

4

-AUX - Z

VP
5 - 6
5 - ~6

"p e r s o n
L NUMBER.

obi

Condition: (a) 3 <  (+ animate]
2 is ~ cardinal number

(b) 3 <  C- animat ej
5 <  [+ human fa c t o r}-

2 x: T direct object marker:

SD — X - NP NP

def
NP

r
1 . - 2

•\
- S

3 -.

3“

NP.

Y

JNP
V

3 is■ oblig/j+dof initej 
optional/3. i.s ^

■h r-
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SC - 1 - 2
13 “ . - 4

' 13 - 4 - rl

3 : T passive:
SD — X - NP - NP - V - [y  - passive - Z 1

AUX AUX
1 - 2  - 3 - 4 - 3

SC= 1 - 3  -beva~+- 2-' 4 - 5 = = £ >  oblig
sileye

4: T k.c. copying:

SD =. Pre - NP [(P ) - adv J - X
f k.c.J adv place adv place
1 - 2 - 3 4 - 5

SC= 1 - 2  - 3 - 4 - 5
[k.c.2

(place X time ) (manner) (reason) 
Condition: 4 <2 j@ - vaqt- tour -dalil

oblig

5: T k.c. copying (NP).*

SD @y@ - X - NP -
[k. c .J

1 - 2 - 3 - 4
SC= 1 - . 2 - 3  - 4

£k. c *>J
condition: 3 <C* tasi

6: T @y@ deletion:

SD - @y@ - X

oblig,

2 , / . not precededoptional/. .by k.c. cop vino;
SC = 0 - 2 ' it is preceded

° ‘L® by k.c. copying.



CHAPTER TWO

NP in Complex Sentences

In Chapter One, we discussed simplex sentences 
and connected transformational rules. Now we are going 
to show the deep structures of complex sentences i.e. 
sentences which have embedded sentences in them. We 
will discuss various types of complex sentences and the 
syntactic status of NP in them. First, we will discuss 
those complex sentences in which the embedded sentences 
appear as restrictive relative clauses which,in turn, 
form an underlying structure for NP constructions •

In the second section of this chapter^ we show the 
deep structures of appositional sentences and the 
differences between their deep structures and those of 
sentences containing restrictive relative clauses. In 
the third part of this chapter, we discuss complements 
i.e. when NP dominates S and only S.

a: NP Cons true tigns_____ with____ Restrictive Relative
Clauses in their Deep Structures

In surface structure, an NP construction may consist 
of N + N or N + a d j . Consider the following examples:



(student) (good) (came)
1 * &@gerde xub @mad = The good student came.

(overcoat) (girl) (took - I)
2 * p@ltoye doxtai" . r@ bard@&tam = I took the

girl's overcoat.

In .1 , NP construction (i.e. &@gerde x u b )
consists of N + adj and in 2 , NP construction (i.e.
p^ltoye doxtar = "overcoat of the girl" ) consists of
N + N. The native speakers of Persian would interpret
$ as 3 . and 2 as 4 :

(student)(that)(good) (was) (came)
3: &@gerdi ke xub bud @mad = The student

who was good came.
(overcoat) ( that X belong to X girl) (was) (took-l)

4: p@lto.?i r@ ke m@le doxtar bud bard@8ctam
. = I took the overcoat which belonged to the girl.

On the basis of this interpretation, we consider
3 as the underlying structure of 1 and 4 as the 
underlying structure of 2.. The deep structures of
1 and 3 are the same; so are the deep structures of
2 and 4 . We need to show the syntactic relation
between elements of phrases like 5 and 6 through
their deep structures.

(student)(good)
5 : Sc@gerde xub = the good student.

(overcoat) (girl)
6 : p@ltoye doxtar = the overcoat of the girl.

Although 3 and 6 are not ambiguous, there are
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similar phrases (i.e. those which are formed by N + N 
or N + adj) which are ambiguous. Consider the following
■examples ;(woman] - /

wife J (singer) (came) j(a)The wife of the singer came. 
7: zane x@liande @mad ~f(̂ >)The woman singer came.

r • i  ̂ ^j girl
. jdaughterf (neighbour)(to ) (trip) (went) 

8 : doxtare hams@ye be safar raft

(a) The girl next 
door went on 
a trip.

(b) The neighbour's
daughter went 
on a trip.

As the English translations of 7 and 8 show, 
the native speakers of Persian interpret each in two w a y s , 
and this shows that there are two different syntactic 
relations which are associated with two different inter
pretations. Two factors cause the ambiguity of 7 
and 8 . The first is the lexical ambiguity of the 
nouns zan and doxtar. In other words? two meanings 
can be associated with each of the two lexical items zan 
and doxtar. The former means "woman" or "wife", and 
the latter means "girl" or "daughter". The second is 
that the nouns x@nande = "singer" and hams@ye = "neighbour" 
can stand in place of nouns they define. In other words, 
they are self defining. Thus we can have x@nande =
"singer", instead of marde x@nande = "the man singer", 
or zane x@nande = "the woman singer". And also we can 
have hams@ye = "neighbour", instead of marde hams@ye =
"the man next door" or zane hams@ve = "the woman next door". 
So the combination of the two factor's which we have 
mentioned above causes the ambiguity of 7 and .8 . If 
only one of the two factors were involvedfthe phrase would



not be ambiguous. Thus zane man = "my wife" and 
deraxte hams@ye = "the neighbour's tree" are not 
ambiguous when in the former the second factor and 
in the latter the first factor are omitted.

Here is the P.M. associated with the interpretation 
of 7 as it is shown by (b) (i.e. "The ’woman singer
came'" ) •

VP
I
V
I
@mad

P.M.l.

NP

.VP
NPzan

NP

bud

And the P *M.associated with the deep structure of 
the first interpretation (i.e."The wife of the singer 
came" ) would be:
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VPNP

@madNPzan VP
PP

NP
budzan

m@le N

x@nande,
+human 
+ma le

P.M.2.

When native speakers of Persian interpret zan as a 
wife, the interpretation of x@nande is marde x@nande 
- "the man.singer". ^ s we not be justified in putting

the word mard^'maii'as. a lexical item in deep structure,
instead of that we associate the features £+ malej and

(1)j+ humaiij with the noun. The noun mard - ’man" is,
however, omitted from the surface structure. In 
P.M. X , zan is interpreted as "woman” and x@nan.de =
"singer” is the noun which defines it.

In order to get the surface structure from P.M. 1 5
we first apply T relative clause formation (restrictive)
to attach jL which is the marker of restrictive clause
(i ) We will discuss the occurrence of the lexical item
m@le'= "belong to" in deep structure o n  p.79 •
(iri) We will discuss the occurrence of i_ as a marker of 
restrictive cladse and the difference between restrictive
and non-rcstrictive clauses on p $3 *

mailto:x@nan.de
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to the end of the noun-phrase dominated by S in the 
matrix sentence and. also add the element ke,which is a 
conjunction, after the same phrase*

T relative clause formation (restrictive)t

SD = X -

1 -

NP

NP S 

- 3

NP
NP - i  adj P V- Y

[  P~N* lPP. S NP

- 5
oblig

cr a o i „ (+i if + i ifSC = 1 -2-M-ke- 3 “ . -1—  —  S i s  5 is
— — not budan 
or Scodan) or Scodan)

Condition:, (a) if 5 is budan or &odan, 2 and 3 must be
identical and coreferential .

(b) if 5 is not budan or Scodan, 2 and 4 must be 
identical and coreferential •

T relative clause formation (restrictive) is an 
obligatory rule and as the condition imposed on it shows, 
it can be applied if NP in the matrix sentence is identical
and coreferential to the NP in the embedded sentence.

There are some points which should be clarified 
ci-bout T relative clause formation (restrictive). First,
T relative clause formation (restrictive) generates 
five kinds of sentences. As the rule shows, the element 
4 offers three options (i.e.NP, adj P,PP). In sentence 
9 the element 4 is an NP (i.e. xOnande = ,!singer" and 
Y is budan.
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(woman)(that) (s inger)(was)(came)
9: zani ke x@nande bud @mad = The woman

who was a singer came.

However, in sentenses like 10(a)and 10(b) , the 

element k ,  is an adjectival and a prepositional phrase 
respectively, and Y is budan.

(woman) (that) (beautiful) (was) (came)
10(a). ̂ ani ke zib@ bud @mad = The

woman who was beautiful came.
(woman) (that)( belong to )(man) (was) (came)

(■j^.zani ke m@le mard bud @mad - The
(i)woman who belonged to the man came.

The phrase markers associated, with the deep struc
tures of 10(a) and 10(b) would be P.M. 3 and P.M. k
respectively.

. ___ _S
NP VP

N V

zan NP VP @mad

N adj P V
r Izan zib@ bud-

P.M.3-

not necessarily denote 
this case, refer

’

(i) The lexical item m@le does 

possession. H  m a y , as in
to allocation or association.
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VPNP

@mad

NP VPzan

PP
NP yan

m@le bud

mard

P.M.4.

Condition (a) which is imposed upon T relative 
clause formation (r estrictive) deals with the structures 
of embedded sentences formed by the verbs budan and 
Scodan (i.e. when Y is budan or Scodan) . However, if 
Y is a verb other than budan and &odan, then the NP 
of the embedded sentence, which is identical and co
ref erential to the NP of the matrix sentence, is either 
NP:> VP or N P > P P  (both shown by the element 4 in 
the rule). If NP of the matrix sentence is identical and 
coreferential to the NPj>*VP of the embedded sentence ,
the rule generates such sentences as (beautiful)doxtare zibWri
(that) ( like~hcx' -you) (came)
ke dus ta&-d@ri @m ad The beautiful girl whom you
like came" (the deep structure of this sentence is shown 
onp, 154). However, if NP of the matrix sentence is
identical and coreferential to . N P > P P ,the . rule

, , ' (man) (learned) (that)generates! such sentences as , .marde d@ne&mandi ke
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(wi th) (lxe ) (jPannliar-you-aie)( came ) ,lrpi _ _n ^ J _ = "The learned manb@ u @&en@?i ________@mad
with whom you are acquainted came11 (the deep structure 
of this sentence is shown on P* l6'l ).

The second point about T relative clause formation 
(restrictive) is that ke is a conjunction and not a 
relative pronoun, as regarded by previous grammarians, 
ke is regarded as a relative pronoun in the traditional 
grammars of Persian, and also in grammars written by non
native speakers like Lambton^^^. We will illustrate 
now that this is not s o , and that ke is not equivalent 
to "who" or "whom" in English. Consider the following 
examples:

(brother) (. I) (that) (like_you) (came)
11' :* (a) bar@dare man ke dust-d@ri @mad

(brother) (I ) (that)(like-him-you) (came)
(b) baridare man ke dusta8c-d@ri @mad

= My brother, whom you like, came.
(brother) ( I ) (that)( he ) (like-you) (came)

(c) bar@dare man ke u r@ dust~d@ri @mad
= My brother, whom you like, came.
(daughterKl ) (that) (have, seen-you) (here) (is )

12;* (a) doxtare man ke dide?i inj@ ast

(i) The only exception is V .S .Rastorguevaj A Short 
Sketch .of the Grammar of Persian, P • 58.? who has called
ke a subordinating conjunction, but has not justified 
his point.
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(daughter)( X ) (that)( have seen-you-her) (here)(is)
(i)(b) doxtare man ke dide?ia& inj@ ast

= My daughter whom you have seen is here.
(daughter)(I ) (that)(shej (have seon-you)

(c) doxtare man ke u r@ dide?i
(her e )(is)
inj@ ast - My daughter whom you have seen is 
here •
(Parvin) (that) (with) ( f ainiliar-you -are) (to) (house) 

*13:* (a) parvin ke b@ @&en@?i be x@neye
( w e ) ( comes ) 
m@ mi?@yad
(Parvin) (that) (with-her) ( f amiliar;-you-are ) (to ) (hous e )

(b) parvin ke b@h@& @&en@?i be, x@neye
(w e ) (comes)

(i)m@ mi?@yad ** Parvin, with whom you are
acquainted, is coming to our home.
(Parvin) (that)(with)(she)(familiar-you-are)(t o )

(c) parvin ke b@ u @&en@?i be
(house) (we) (comes)
x@neye m@ mi?@yad = Parvin, with whom you
are acquainted, is coming to our home.

As the examples show, 11(a), .l2 (a ) and 13 (,a) in
which there is no pronoun after ke are deviant. On the
other hand,11(b) and 11(c) and also 1 2 (b) and 12(c) and
13(b) and 13(c)}in which the bound form of the pronoun 
(i.e. i undergoing a change in combining with 
b@ ) and the free form of the .pronoun ( i.e.

(i) The use of the bound form of the pronoun in this
sentence is confined to the colloquial language and, for
that reason, should not have appeared here. Nevertheless,
I thought it would be helpful to consider all possible 
constructions.______________________________________________ ____________
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(i )u) occur, are grammatical. This fact shows that ke
is not a relative pronoun but a conjunction; otherwise, , 
when it occurred by itself in 11.(a) . 12 (a) and 13(a) }
the resulting sentences would be grammatical and we would 
not have to use a pronoun in order to have a complete 
sentence. One might argue that sentences like l4 in
which there is no pronoun are grammatical and that is 
why ke should be considered a relative pronoun.

(brother) ( I) (that)(to) (Tabriz) (had gone)(came)
14 : bar@dare man ' ke be tabriz rafteibud @mad

= My brother, who had gone to Tabriz, came.

Notice that in 14 ( bar@dare man = ."my brother" is 
the subject of both the matrix sentence- and the embedded, 
sentence. It follows that the Verb of the embedded 
clause which copies the features of person and number 
of the subject (before the subject is omitted) helps us 
to understand to whom it refers. We said "it helps us" 
and do not wish to say "it illustrates" because the 
omission of identical NP from the surface structure is 
not always due to this factor. In other words, it is 
not always the case that when identical NP is the subject 
of an embedded sentence it can be omitted. In 15 the 
identical NP of the embedded sentence is not the subject 
of the sentence, and yet it could be omitted or it could 
be pronominalized.

(,i) For division of Persian pronouns into bound

and free forms see Table 2 on p * 130.
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(Parvin) (with.) (key) (that) ( to ) ( she) ( gave-you) ( door ) 
.15: (a) parvin b@ kelidi ke • he u d@di dar

(opened)
r@ bSz-^ard - Parvin opened the door with the
key which yon gave her.
(Parvin) (with)(key) (that) (it) (to) (she)

(b) parvin b@ kelidi ke @n r@ be u
( gave i-you ) ( door )( opened)
d@di dar ir@ b@z"^ard - Parvin opened the
door with the key which you gave her.

As 15. shows, kelid = MkeyM is not the subject of
the embedded sentence and yet it is omitted from 15(a).-
In 13 (b), kelid = nkeyn which is the indirect object of 
the matrix sentence, and the direct object of the embedded 
sentence, is not omitted and it is pronominalized, and 
yet both sentences are grammatical. It follows that the fact 
whether the identical and cor ef erential yp ^he

embedded sentence is the subject or the object of the 
sentence does not help us towards making a general 
statement as to whether the noun should be omitted or 
preserved in the form of a pronoun.^^^

Another fact will help us to show that in fact one
of the characteristics of a Persian pronoun is the
possibility of its being omitted (and this has nothing 
to do with the occurrence of ke in a sentence). And this 
is the case in conjoined sentences. In Chapter J> , we 
have shown and illustrated in detail that when we have

(i) We have discussed the pronominalization and omission
of identical and coreferential NP from embedded and second 
conjoined sentences in detail in Chanter i -
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two conjoined' sentences , sometimes the identical NP of1 
the second conjoined sentence should be omitted, and 
that preserving it in the form of a pronoun either 
causes ambiguity or forms'an ungrammatical sentence.
This is the case whether the identical NP is the subject
of the sentence or not (see P - 1^5 a n d p . 1ZJ:9K In these conjoined
sentences, as .one can see, there is no ke which we
could regard as a relative pronoun and yet the process
of omission of identical and coreferential NP which we
regard as a characteristic of the Persian language
takes place.

From what has been said above, we can conclude
that ke is a conjunction and not a relative pronoun
and that as we have illustrated, if it were a relative
pronoun, in all sentences it could replace the identical

( i)noun and we would not need to use a pronoun as well •

Now we come back to the question of deriving a
, . (woman) (singer) (came) ttm,sentence such as „ „ = "The womanzane x@nande @mad

singer came" whose deep structure is shown by P*M01
( p.64) « After applying T relative clause formation
(res tr i c ti ve ), the tree diagram would have the shape:

(i) E. Bach, in his work Syntactic Theory ,pp.2 57-258 ,
puts forward three types of relative clauses occurring in 
English' and follows them up by four types of relative clau
ses ,occurring in various languages*mentioned by A.Schwartz 
in his article "General Aspects of Relative Clause Formation" 
appearing in Working Papers on Language Universals (Stanford 
University Language Universals Project) ,Vol.6 ,19715P P * 139- 
17 !□ Looking at those seven types enumerated by E.Bacli, we 
can see that relative clauses in Persian fall into the
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NP

ke

ypNP
NP

bud
zani

x@nande

VP

VI
@mad

P.M.5-

As we can see, the identical NP of the embedded 
sentence is not omitted by T relative clause formation 
(restrictive). That is because the question of omission 
or pronominalization of identical and coreferential
NP of the embedded sentence is not a simple one that 
can be captured by one rule, but is to be
determined by T pronominalizationtwhich is given on 
P *139 and the chart which is connected to it (p.lAl )•

T pronominalization , as given on p .139 5 is :
NP - Y - NP - Z
2 3 k 5

SD = X 
1

SC 0 *

oblig according 
to the rules 
of connected 
chart

pronoun
T rule continued on the next page

  ^
categories 2 and k (i.e. NP T h a t 0 .... and
NP That ..... Pro   ) - only withnThatn as a conjunction-
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Gondition: (a)-2 and 4 are identical and co-
referential.

(b) 2 and 4 are dominated by different 
sentences.

In the case of P.M.5 as shown by the chart on P*l4lJth< 
identical NP should be omitted from the surface structure
and we come up with the actual sequence of the elements
(woman) (that) (singer) (was) (came)i j , , a,  ̂ - "The woman whoz a m  ke xinande bud <a?mad
was a singer came” , whose phras.e marker is shown by 
P.M.6.

NP VP

NP ■ ■I .

N

zani

ke S

NP
N

x@nande

@ inad

bud

P.M.6.

In P.M. 6 ̂ the embedded S dominates only VP 
because its NP which was identical and coreferential to 
the NP of the matrix sentence, is omitted. The order of 
T rules is crucial in the process of relative clause 
formation. First we have to apply T relative clause forma — 
tion - (p « 66 ̂ and then T pronominalization ; for if we X'irst 
apply T pronominalization the identical NP of the embedded
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sentence will be omitted or pronominalized and there would
be no identical and coreferential NP to show us .
that we have to apply T relative clause formation(restrictive)

As we have shown before, P.M. 6 is the underlying
~ n ^  .(woman) (singer)structure for the sentence 7 ~zane______xinande

(came)
§mad = MThe woman singer came". We have to apply 
only one T rule to P.M.6 to come up with the string 
of elements in sentence 7 . We call this T n o u n -
phrase formation because it enables us to derive a 

noun—phrase from the embedded relative, clause. T noun
phrase formation N o .1 J

SD - X - N+i - ke - 

NP ‘

1 2*3 - (t -

SC 1-2-fe-0 - 0 -

Condition: 6 = copula

NP
a d j P 
P - NP

- V AUX - Z

NP

- 6 - 7

- 0 - 0

-  8
option

-  8

The condition imposed upon T noun.phrase formation 
N o ■1 shows that the rule can be applied if the embedded 
sentence is equational (i.e. V = copula .). It omits the 
verb and auxiliary and also 1 and ke which are restrictive 
relative clause, marker and conjunction respectively.
The rule also attaches o to the end of the noun.  ̂ ^

(i) The element which has to be attached to the NP which
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The element 5 shows three options vertically (i.e.
N P , adj P and P P ) . The SC of T noun-,phrase formation 
No. 1 shows that if we have NP or adj.P in our 
underlying structure we should preserve them, and if we 
have P P , we have to omit the preposition and preserve
the NP which follows it. The third option is for

,, (woman) (singer) (came) generation of sentences like _ ° , _zane_____x@nande @mad
= "The wife of the singer came." whose deep structure 
is shown by P.M.2 (P*6 5)*

As ^ result .of the application-of T noun-phrase 
formation No.1 we .come up with the - string of elements
equivalent to the surface structure of the sentence
(woman) (singer) (came)~ , = "The woman singer came",zane_____ xinande @mad ’
and the tree diagram associated with it would have the
shape:

  *
is dominated by S could be realized as js or y e . The 
distribution of'these two elements is phonologically 
conditioned, ê follows words whose final sounds are 
consonants and ye follows words whose final sounds are 
vowels. The phonological component of the' grammar will 
select the right element to be attached to the end of the 
noun concerned. We are using je in our rules because usually 
when there are two adjacent vowels a glide occurs predictably 
between them.



NP NP VP

N N V

zane x@nande @mad

P.M.7 .

In Persian, e* is called e-z@fe which means .an
"additive" and the whole construction (i.e. (w oman)zane
(singer) ,, . .. (book) (good) „ , . _ ..- ° "singer woman" or n . = "good book"xinande = ket@be xub &
is called an e A  e construction. We will adhere to this 
name for referring to this grammatical factor. We call 
the rule which we produce for noun-phrase formation T 
noun-phrase formation No. 1 , because we have introduced 
(P <4 06) another T rule for the formation of the noun.phrase 
from equational sentences, and this is different from T 
noun—phrase formation No. 1. The two processes cannot
be captured by one T rule because two different surface 
structures and two different deep structures are involved.

For generating . the surface structure of the
, (woman) (singer) (came)sentence ~ , = "The wife of the•zane_____x@nande @mad

singer came" from its deep structure, which is shown
by P.M.2 (P • 65)and which is associated with the
. , ...  ̂ , (woman)(that)(belong to)interpretation of the sentence as .zani ke______m@ 1 e
(singer) (was) (came) •

^  , a.  , ~ "The woman who belonged to thexgmando bud emad ■
singer came", we first apply T relative clause format ion (P ° 66)



and T pronominalization to come up with the string of
elements ^woman  ̂ (that)(belong to)(singer)(w a s ) (came) 

zani ke m@le________ x@nande bud____ ©triad
= "The woman who belonged to the singer came" , and
then we apply T noun-phrase formation No.,1 to generate 
(woman) (singer) (came) , _
zane xQnande @n,ad. Agaln We should stress that it
is only by drawing up the two deep structures that the
two meanings which are associated with the sentence
(woman)(singer) (came) ,^ 1 can be shown,zane x@nan.de ©mad

There is one point that we have to clarify here. 
This is the justification of the element m@le = 
"property of" which we introduced in the deep structure 
of P.M.2 (P« 6 5 )- m@le means "property of" in Persian
Consider the following examples:

(book) (Parvin)
16 ;.(a)ket@be parvin = Parvin's book.

(tree) (garden)
(b) deraxte t©.q = the garden tree.

(wall) (house)
(c) div@re x@ne = the wall of the house.

(girl) (school)
(d) doxtare madrese = the schoolgir i 0

In the above examples we see that in (a), the object 
ket@b= "book" belongs to parvin  ̂  ̂, in (b ) ̂ deraxt =

(i) One might argue that when we say (Par van)ket©be parvin
"Parvin's book" or ket@bi ke m@le parvin ast -"The book 
which belongs to Parvin"9 we might mean "The book which has 
been bought by Parvin" or else "The book which has been 
given to Parvin as a present". We consider this fact a 
pin ely semantic fact which is to be handled by the semantic 
component of the grammar*

mailto:x@nan.de
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"tree" belongs to b@q = "garden" , in (c ), div@r = "wall" 
belongs td x@ne - "house" and in (d), doxtar = "girl" belongs to 
madrese = "school". In fact the native speakers of 
Persian interpret these phrases as:

( book) - (that)(belong to) (Parvin)(is)
1 7 : (a) ket@bi ke m@le parvin ast

= the book which belongs to Parvin.
(tree) (that)(belong to)(garden) (is)

(b) deraxti ke m@le b@q . ast
= the tree which belongs to the garden.

(wall) (that) (belong to)(house) (is)
(c) div@ri ke m@le x@ne ast
= the wall which belongs to the house.

(,girdL).. , (that) (belong to) (school) (is)-
(d) doxtari ke m@le madrese ast
= the girl who belongs to the school.

To be more precise, if'the second noun is human, 
it possesses the first noun. And if it is non-human (i.e. 
animal, plant or inanimate) the first noun is part of 
the second noun. The third possibility, occurs when the 
first noun is human (like doxtare madrese = "school
girl"). Here the first noun is associated with the 
second noun. The native speakers of Persian use the 
w o r d  m@Te for expressing all three cases which we have 
mentioned above.. One might envisage a situation in which 
we might ask a teacher:

..(this) (girls) (who) (are)
18 (a): in doxtarh® ke hastand = Who az~e these girls?
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and tlie teacher replies :
(belong to) (school) (we ■) (are-they)

18(b): in@le madreseye m@ hastand = They
belong to our school.

Therefore, for showing the three semantic interpretations 
which are associated with the four NP constructions 
(example l6 ),we state the word m@le in the deep structure.

A question might arise here: Why do we set up a 
deep structure to explain the three semantic inter
pretations associated with l6 (a), l6 (b) and l6 (c), while
we do not do so to explain the different interpretations 
in the footnote on p# 79 ? The answer is that by
introducing m@Ie in the deep structure of 1 6 (a),
16 (b) and 16(c), we have captured the semantic inter
pretation of those phrases. And in my view, a phrase 
(and in some cases a compound word) is the smallest 
construction whose, semantic interpretation could and 
should be dealt with by syntax. But I regard the latter 
case (i.e. the case of the interpretation which we 
have given in the footnote on p 4 79 ) as purely a
semantic one, because it has to do with the different 
meanings of a simple word (i.e. m@le). In other words, 
we draw a line between syntax and semantics in such a 
way that when the question is about the interpretation 
of a simple word we regard it as purely semantic; and 
when the question is about the semantic interpretation 
which has to do with a combination of two w o r d s , or a 
word plus an affix (each one having its own categorical
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status as verbjnounjadjectivesetc.), we see ourselves in 
the feild of syntax.

b: NP in Appositional Sentences

We introduced one type of complex sentence (P.6 ,̂) 
whose deep structure consisted of two sentences - one 
embedded in the other. We mean structures like:

(teacher) (good) (came)
19: mo?alleme xub @mad = The good teacher came.

This is derived from the sentence:

(teacher) (that) (good) (was) (came)
20: mo?allemi ke xub bud @mad = The

teacher who was good came.

20 shows the kind of sentences which have restrictive 
relative clauses in them. The deep structure of this 
kind of sentence, as we showed (P .64) jconsists of two 
sentences, one embedded in the other. Now we are going 
to discuss the sentences whose deep structures consist 
of two compound sentences. They are sentences which have 
non-restrietive clauses in them (appositional clauses) 
and appositional sentences are derived from them. 21(a) 
and 22(a) show sentences with non-restrictive clauses, 
and 21 (b) and 22 (b) show their counterparts.

(book) (that)(element) (basic) (culture)
2 1 : (a) ket@b, ke p@yeye asliye farhang
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(was) ( expensive-became,)
bud. } ger@n-&od _ Books , which were
the basic element of culture, became expensive.
(book) (that)(element)(basic) (culture)

(b) ket@bi ke p@yeye asliye farhang
(was) (expensive- became)
bud ger@n-&od = The book which was
the basic element of culture became expensive.
(Nezami) (that) (poet) (great) (was) (in)

2 2 : (a) nez@.mi, ke &@?ere bozorgi bud, dar
(Ganje) (born _ became)
ganje motevalled-&od = Nezami? who
was a great poet,was born in Ganje.
(Nezami) (that)(poet) (great) (was)(in)

(b) nez@mi?i ke &@?ere bozorgi bud dar
(Ganje) (born - became)
ganje motevalled~&od = The Nezami who was
a great ‘poet was born in Ganje.

The difference between (a^s and (b)'s is clear.
(a)s have an intonation pause after the NP of the matrix
sentence (which we show by a comma). (b)Ts have _i
attached to the end of the same N P . On the other hand,
ket@b = "book” which is a common noun is used in its
generic sense in 21(a). In 21(b), ket@b is used in its
definite sense. This shows that the' jL which is attached

( i)to it is not an indefinite marker . Also in 2 2 (b) ,

(i) We have discussed the existence of two different i/s 
in Persian in detail under the title1,The Three Senses of 
the Noun". This fact has been largely ignored by 
grammarians in the past.
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the occurrence of i. at the end of the proper noun 
shows that we have distinguished Nezami the poet from 
another Nezami who is not a poet. This is why we refer 
to this _i as the marker for the restrictive relative 
clause.

When we consider the differences between appositional 
sentences (derived frotn non-restrictive clauses) and 
the sentences which are derived from restrictive clauses , 
we can conclude that they are derived from two different 
deep structures. Consider these examples:

(Ali) (brave)(came)
23: (a) aliye delir ©mad = The brave Ali

came.
(Ali) (brave) (famous)(came)

(b) ali, delire ma&hur, ©mad = Ali, the
famous brave person,came.
( Ferdousi) (poet) (came)

24 : (a) ferdousiye &@?er ©mad = Ferdousi the poet
came.
(Ferdousi) (poet) (great) (came)

(b) ferdousi, &@?ere bozorg, ©mad = Ferdousi,
the great poet, came.

23(a) and 24(a) are examples of complex sentences 
which are derived from restrictive clauses and which 
have embedded sentences in their deep structures (P*^^ ). 
2 3 (b) and 24(b) are examples of appositional sentences 
derived from non-restrictive clauses and?as we are going 
to show, have conjoined sentences in their deep structures 
The differences between 23(a) and 23(b) and between
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24(a)-and 24(b) are clear in the surface structure.
In the (a )-examples, there is _e (i.e. the marker of. 
ez@fe construction) between ali and delir and also 
between ferdousi and &@?er \ whereas in (b)!s, there 
are no between them. Instead, there are intonation
pauses jbetween ali and delir and also between ferdousi 
and &@?er ,which we have shown by commas . The
second difference between 2 3 (a) and 23(b) is that in 
sentences like 2 3 (a) , where we have an ,ez@fe marker 
(i.e. ) between two nouns, the. second NP in the surface
structure (which is an NP dominated by VP of the embedded
sentence in the deep structure) can consist of a single 
noun. There is no condition which we have to consider 
for forming them. First NP and second NP can consist of 
a single noun and each noun can be common or proper, 
whereas appositional sentences like 23(b) and 24(b), 
in which there is a pause between two noun.*phrases , can 
only be formed under restricted conditions. There are 
two conditions which should be met in these sentences.
The first is that one and only one of the two NPs
should have a proper noun or a common noun in its generic
sense as the main element of NP construction. Thus 
25 is deviant:

( soldiers ) (brave ones) (came)
2 5 :* sarb@z@n, delir@n, ©madand = Soldiers, brave.

ones, came.



The second co3.1dit.ion is that the NP which does 
not include the proper noun, cannot consist of an unac
companied noun. It should consist of N + N or N + adj 
or N + PP. Thus 26 is a deviant sentence;

(Ferdousi) (poet) (came)
26:* ferdousi &@?er @mad = Ferdousi, the poet, came

(Ferdousi) (poet) (great) (came)
27: ferdousi, &@?ere bozorg, @mad = Ferdousi,

the great poet, came.
(Ferdousi) (poet) (Tus) (came)

28: ferdousi, 8c@?ere tus, @mad = Ferdousi, the
poet of Tus, came.

As the examples show, both conditions should be 
met in order for us to have a well formed sentence.
There is no such condition for the sentences derived from 
the sentences which contain restrictive clauses. There
fore , the deep structures of appositional sentenses 
should differ from these.

We now show that an appositional sentence has two 
conjoined sentences in its deep structure. Consider the 
sentence 2 9 :

(Parviz)(brother) (Hasan) (came)
29: parviz, bar@dare hasan, ©mad = Parviz ? Hasan's

brother, came.

Here we are confronted with two Nf*s. The first one 
is parviz and the second one is bar@dare hasan=nIIasan1 s
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brother". The deep structure of 29 consists of two 
compound sentences, and each of the NP1 s (i.e. parviz 
and bar@dare hasan) belongs to one of these sentences.
The two conjoined sentences are parviz @mad = "ParviT* 
came" and parviz bar@dare hasan ast = "Parviz is H asan’s 
brother". We argue that bar@dare hasan = "Hasan's brother" 
is the NP which is dominated by the VP of the second 
conjoined sentence and that it is not dominated by the 
embedded sentence because we have already shown that 
the NP which is dominated by VP in the embedded sentence 
is linked to the NP which is dominated by S of the matrix 
sentence by the ez@fe marker in the surface structure j 
and we cannot have 29 in the form of 3 0 .

(Parviz) (brother) (Hasan) (came)
3 0 :* parvize bar@dare hasan @mad

The pause between two N P 's is another natural 
clue which shows that we have ended one phrase and are 
starting another one and that the two phrases belong to 
different sentences. Here is the phrase marker 
associated with the deep structure of 2 9 :
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C
Con jui

va

VP
NP NP

@mad NP

[+proper] NPNP VP

PP budparviz

bar@dar bar@dar P NP bud

m@le N

hasan

P.M.8.

First .we apply T relative clause Formation (P. ̂ 6)

and T noun-phrase formation (P.76) to convert the string
(brother)(brother)(belong to) (Hasan) (was) ̂
bar@dar bar@dar m@le_____________ hasan____ bud
(brother) (Hasan) ■„ , .bar@dare hasan Hasan s brother". After their application,
P.M.&. would have the shape:

Conjun
va

VPNP VP NP
NP

[+proper]
bar@dare hasan budparviz

P.M.9.
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We have mentioned before that the pause between 
two N P 1s shows that we end one sentence and start 
another one. To show this process, we suggest a T rule 
and this introduces the second conjoined sentence 
immediately after the noun-phrase. We call this rule 
T sentence insertion:

T sentence insertion:

SD = X*- NP - VP - Conjun - NP - VP2 - X 
1 - 2 - 3  - 4 - 5 - 6 - 7

optional
SC = 1 -  2 - 5 -  0 - -6 - 7 - 3
Condition: 2 identical and coreferential‘ to 5*

4 = va

The rule shows that if we have two sentences joined 
by va = "and” and if . their NPT& which are immediately 
dominated by S are identical and coreferential , we can 
transfer the second conjoined sentence to a position 
following the noun—phrase of the first conjoined sentence. 
If we do that, we have to omit v a . The omission of va 
■is obligatory, otherwise we cannot have the natural 
sentence. After applying T sentence insertion the 
tree diagram 9 will have the shape:
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VPNP

VPNP
NP @mad+ proper

j+properj
bar@dare' hasan bud

P.M.10.

_ j j , _ , (Parvist:) (that)In order to have the natural sentence . ,par vx z_____ he
(brother) (hasan) (was) (came)■u j , = "Parviz who wasbar@dare____ hasan______ bud___@mad
Hasan's brother came", we have to apply T relative 
clause formation (non-restrictive). This is an obligatory 
T rule and we have discussed (P . 87) why and how it 
differs from T relative clause formation (restrictive).

T relative clause formation (non-restrictive);
SD = X - N! -NP- NP - V - X 

tproper
igeneric

1 - 2 - . 3™ zi - 5 - 6
oblig

SC = 1 - 2+he- 0- I - 5 - 6
Condition 2=-/̂  [+ProP e;̂ ]1 {ygenerxcj

The application of T relative clause formation
(non-restrictive) is obligatory after the application of
T sentence insertion. After its application the tree 
diagram associated with the resulting sentence would 
b e :

I



V 

bud

We do not have to Impose condition 2 = 3 upon 
T relative clause formation (non-restrictive) because it 
has to be applied after T sentence insertion, and we have 
shown that T sentence insertion cannot be applied unless 
the condition 2 = 5 is met, and 5 in P.M.9 (i.e. NP
of the second conjoined sentence) is 3 in P.M.10. The 
condition imposed upon T relative clause formation 
( non-res trie five) , i.e. that two identical and coref erential 
nouns (i.e. main elements of NPfe) should have the feature 
|̂+ proper] or [+£enenicJ associated with them, prevents 
the grammar from generating such deviant sentences as 

3 1 (a) :
(book) (that)(last year)(bought-I) (cheap - became) 

3 l(a):*ket@b, ke p@rs@l xaridam, arz@n-&od

Notice that the same sentence with a restrictive 
clause is grammatical. Thus 31(b) is' not deviant;

(book) (that)(last year)(bought-I) (cheap-became)
3 1 (b); ket^bi ke p@rs@l xaridam arz@n-&od

= The book which I bought last year became cheap.

parviz
N N

bar@dare hasan

P.M.11.
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However, the order of elements in P.M.11 is the
j. •.  ̂ ^ t j. ■ a i, 4- (Parviz)actual order of elements m  the sentence parviz

(that)(hrother) (Hasan) (was) (came) —  M r H T V I  7ke bar@dare hasan bud @mad ’
who was Hasan’s brother, came" .

In order to derive the appositional sentence from 
P.M. 11 , we apply T-apposition which is an optional 
rule. It deletes ke and the verb of the second conjoined 
sentence :•
T-appos ition:

SD = X - N - ke - NP - V - Y
1 - 2 - - 3 - 4 -  5 -  6

£_:v. option
SC = 1 - 2 - 0  - 4 - 0 - 6
Condition: 5 = copula.

The condition imposed upon T apposition shows that 
we cannot have an appositional sentence unless the verb 
of the non-restrictive clause is the copula. It 
follows that the sentences which contain non-restrictive
clauses, and which have verbs other than the copula in
these clauses, cannot be the base of appositional sentences 
The deleted copula in an appositional sentence is under
stood. With other verbs, this is impossible. The 
condition which is imposed upon T relative clause 
formation (non-restrictive )( i . e . that the. main element of NP 
should be a proper noun or a common noun in its generic 
sense) is effective here and blocks the generation of 
such sentences as 3 2 :
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(soldier) (brother) (Hasan) (came)
32:* sarb@z bar@dare hasan <§mad = The

soldier, Hasan's brother, came.

But 33, in which we use a proper noun (i.e. ali) 
instead of a common noun (i.e. sarb@z =" soldier" ),
is g r a m m a t i c a l / 1^

(Ali)(brother) (Hasan)(came)
33: ali, bar@dare hasan, @mad = Ali, Hasan's brother,

came .

As a result of applying T apposition, we come 
up with the string of elements whose associated phrase 
marker is shown by P.M.12.

(i) Some of my informants believe that an appositional 
sentence with a common noun is unacceptable even if the
main element of NP is a generic noun. Thus they believe
, , , (book) (source of) ( culture )( expensive-becarne )that the sentence . i 0 ,ket@b, sarce&meye far hang, gey@n-gcod
="Books, the source of culture, became expensive" is 
deviant. They insist that a modifier like tne word
ya?ni = "i.e." should come before the second NP and form

,, (book) (this) (source of) (culture) a sentence like , , ~ ,ket@b, m  sarcegcmeyc farhaug,
(expensive-beearned (book) (which means)(source of )

. orger@n~&od - ke t@b  ya?ni sarce&meye
(culture)(expensive-became) , , , . . , . , , ,1 * ̂  . A s  this idea is not acceptedfarhang gerfa-^od
by all informants, we do not rule out such sentences as 
deviant. We only spell out this point here to show that 
appositional sentences with common nouns in their generic
sense are less usual.



parviz bar@dare hasan ©mad

P.M.12.

The point which we have to clarify here is the 
difference between T relative clause formation (restrictive) 
and T relative clause formation (non-restrictive). We 
have already shown (P.8 6 ) that in appositional sentences 
the NP which has not a proper noun as its main element 
should not be an unaccompanied noun. Thus the (b)~~ 
sentences in the following example are deviant:

(Parviz ) ( carpenter )•( district) ( came )
34 :(a) parviz, najj@re mahalle, ©mad = Parviz, the

carpenter of the district, came.
(Parviz) (carpenter)(came)

(b)*parviz, najj@r, ©mad = Parviz, the carpenter,
came .
(Ferdousi)(poet) (Shahname)(famous)„ (is)

35: (a) ferdousi, 8c@?ere &@hn@me, ma&hur ast = Ferdousi,
the poet of Shahname, is well known.
(Ferdousi)(poet) (famous) (is)

( b ) * f er dous i , &@?er, rna&hur ast= Ferdousi, the
poet, is well known.
(Alexander)(her0 ) (Greece)(victorious)(became)

3 6 :(a) eskandar, qahram@ne yun@n, f@teh &od
= Alexander, the hero of Greece, became victorious.
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(Alexander)(hero) (victorious)(became)
(b ) * eslcandar , qahran@n, f@teh &od

= Alexander, the hero, became victorious.

As the examples show, NP^ in the (b)- sentences
, , (carpenter) (poet) (hero) n , , 1 .(i.e. . 1 ~ ) cannot stand mnajj@r, &@?er, qahram@n

. , . , , i—. . (Parviz) ( Ferdousi ) (Alexander ) .apposition with NP. i.e. . o - .  • 1 )•ferdousi, eskandar
In order for us to have a well formed sentence,NP^ has

 ̂ ‘ , . (Parviz)to form an NP construction with NP-j (.i.e.-*• parvize
( carpenter )( Ferdousi ) (poet) ancj (Alexander) Thero)
naj j@r f ferdousiye &@?er eskandare_____qahram@n
respectively! In other words, they have to be subordinative
clauses in their deep structures. 3 7 * 38 and 39 show
the grammatical forms of 3Mb), 35 (b) and 3 8 (b) respectively

(Parviz) (carpenter)(came)
37: parvize najj@r @mad = The carpenter Parviz

came.
(Ferdousi) (poet) (famous) (is)

38 : ferdousiye &@?er ma&hur ast = The poet Ferdousi
is well known.
(Alexander) (hero) ( victorious') (became)

39: eskandare qahram@n f@teh- &od =The hero
Alexander became victorious.

34(a) , 35(a) and 38 (a) show the kind of sentences
derived from the sentences which have non-restrictive
clauses in them i.e. 40, 4l and 42 respectively:

(Parviz) (that)(carpenter)(district) (was) (came) 
40: parviz, ke najj@re mahalle ‘ bud , @mad

- Parviz,who was the carpenter of the district,
carue .
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(Ferdousi )(that)(poet) ( Shahname )( is ) ( famous* )(is )
4l: ferdousi, Ice &@?ere &@hn@ine ast, ma&hur' ast

- Ferdousi, who is the poet of Shahname, is well
known.
(Alexander)(that)(hero) (Greece)(was)(victorious)(became)

42: eskandar, ke qahram@ne yun@n bud, f@teh &od
= Alexander, who was the hero of Greece, became
victorious.

40, 4l and 42 are formed after the application of 
T relative clause formation (non-restrictive)to the underlying 
structure consisting of two compound sentences. On the 
other hand, 3 7 , 38 and 39 illustrate the kind of sentences
which are derived from the sentences having restrictive relative 
clauses in them i.e. 43, 44, 45*

(Parviz) (fchat)(carpenter)(was)(came)
43: parvizi ke najj@r bud @mad = The

Parviz who was a carpenter came.
(Ferdousi) (that) (poet) (is)(famous) (is)

44: ferdousi?! ke &@?er ast ma&hur ast
= The Ferdousi who is a poet is well known.
(Alexander) (that)(hero) (was) (victorious) (became )

45: eskandari ke qahram@n bud f@teh &ocl
= The Alexander who was a hero becmae victorious.

And 43, 44, 45 ,in turn ,are formed after the application 
of T relative clause formation (restrictive) to the 
under'lying structures consisting of two sentences , one 
embedded in the other. Thus we conclude that although
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40, 41, 42 and 43, 44, 45 look almost the same from 
the structural point of view, w e .cannot derive the 
same set of sentences from them_as they differ in 
their deep structures. The difference between T relative 
clause formation (non-restrictive) and T relative 
clause formation (restrictive) is based on this 
difference. The latter produces the kind of complex 
sentences like 43, 44, 4-5 after which the optional T 
rule we can apply would be T noun-phrase formation No. 1 
(generating sentences like 3 7 , 3 8 , 3 9 ) and the former
generates the kind of sentence like 40, 4l and 42, after 
which we can apply T apposition (generating sentences 
like 34(a), 35(a) and 3 6 (a)). The condition under which 

the T relative clause formation!non-restrictive)should be applid 
is more restricted for the reasons we gave on pp.84—8 5 *

In short, there are two different sets of sentences 
which are identical.so far as the order of their elements 
is concerned, but which are not identical in their 
deep structures. We conclude this because different 
conditions have to be met for generating them (p .8 6 ) 
and also because they cannot stand as the underlying 
structures for sentences which are alike (the difference 
between 34(a), 35(a), 36(a) and 34(b), 3 5 (b), 36(b) 
shows this point ). Here again, we can see that the real 
grammatical relation between the elements of the sentence 
can be shown in its deep structure though these relations 
cannot be seen by the order of its elements in the 
surface structure.
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By showing the deep structures of appositional 
sentences such as 34(a), 35(a ) and 36 (a)9 we can conclude 
that apposition is a form of no-ordination* We have 
shown how the deep structure of 29 (p*8 8 ) consists of

two compound sentences. The NP^s of two sentences were 
identical and coreferential and the second conjoined 
sentence was equational, so we could omit the identical 
NP and copula from the second conjoined sentence. We do 
not need va = "and" as we do in other forms of co
ordination, becuase the second conjoined sentence is 
split and placed after the NP of the first sentence, 
which is dominated by S. In this way the two sentences 
merge and form one sentence in the surface structure.
The only element of the second conjoined sentence which 
is preserved in the surface is the NP which is dominated 
by VP.

c: NP in Complex Sentences formed
by the Verbs budan or Scodan

There is a difference between complex sentences formed 
by the verbs budan or &odan on one hand and those 
formed by other verbs on the other hand
And that is why we discuss the distribution of NP within
this kind of sentence separately from other sentences.
We have mentioned in Chapter One that the deep structure
„ _ .. (girl) (beautiful) nv , nof a phrase like t = "beautiful girl^ doxtare zib®
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( girl. ) (that) (beautiful)(is )would be . f , — "the girld o x t a n  . ke______ zib@____as t
who is beautiful", and the deep structure of the phrase
( teacher)(good) , , . „ , • (. teacher )' n , = "good teacher" would bem o ?a 11eme xub mo?allemi
(that) (good) (is) ', , , = "the teacher who is good". We call theke xub . a s t
jl, which occurs before the restrictive relative clause, 
"restrictive relative clause marker" to be distinct from the 
î which is the marker for indefiniteness. We shall discuss 
the difference between these two i/s when we deal with the 
three senses of the noun. The only thing that we
want to .point out here is that both i/s are regarded 
as markers for indefiniteness by Persian grammarians 
who are native speakers of Persian. We have shown 
(p .255 ̂ and clarified that this is not so and that they 
differ in function and itherefore 5they are to be 
regarded as different elements.

Sentences with budan and &odan differ from other
sentences in that the i. is omitted in the latter when
we want to form a noun—phrase from them (-P.76).
But in the complex sentences with the verbs budan and
Scodan, it remains if embedded S is embedded in NP 7> V P ,
and it gives the feature of indefiniteness to the
resulting NP which is predicative. Consider the
following sentences:-

(Parviz)(teacher) (that) (good)(was)
46: (a) parviz mo?allemi r@ ke xub bud

(saw)
did = Parviz saw the teacher vbo was good.
(Parviz)(teacher) (good) (saw)

(b) parviz- mo?alleme xub r@ did = Parviz
saw the good teacher.
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(Parviz) (a.teacher) (was) (that)(good)(w a s )
4 7 : (a) parviz mo?allemi bud ke xub bud

= Parviz was a teacher who was good.
(Parviz)(a teacher)(good)(w a s )

(b) parviz mo?allemi xub bud = Parviz was a
good teacher.

In both 4-6(a) and 47(a), the NP wi-ch is dominated by 
VP dominates the restrictive clause. ' 46(b) is the 
counterpart of 46(a) in which the marker of the 
restrictive clause (i.e. dL) is omitted. As we have 
shown, this process takes place when NP construction 
consists of NP plus embedded S. In both 46(a) and 46(b) 
the noun mo?allem = "teacher" is definite. On the 
other hand, 47(b) is the counterpart of 47(a) but 
in .the process of noun—phrase formation from 47(a) , 
the marker of restrictive clause (i.e. i_) is preserved,
and because there is no restrictive clause after it, it 
gives the feature of indefiniteness to the predicative 
N P . I am arguing here that JL in 47(a) is the same
element as i_ in 47(b) in that if we omit the adjective

. ,, - , (Parviz) (a teacher) (was.) ..„xub = "good" and have . „ n _ . = "Parviz  ■ parviz mo?allemi bud
was a teacher" the sentence would not be complete and 
the hearer would expect more information. We have to
complete the sentence either by adding to it a relative

(Parviz)(a teacher) (w a s )(that)(good)(was) clause and say . 1 1 ^J parviz mo?allemi bud ke xub bud
-"Parviz was a teacher who was good", or by adding an

(Parviz)
adjective after mo?allemi and have parviz
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(a teacher) (good) (was) Mr. , . ti- . ■ ,' . = "Parviz was a good teacher".mo? allemi_________xub bud
And this adjective (i.e. xub = "good") has the same 
effect as that of a relative clause which gives more
information about parviz. The occurrence of i in
(Parviz) (a teacher) (was) „ .„ , = "Parviz was a teacher" isparviz_____1110? allemi bud
the reason why the sentence is not complete and the 
hearer expects more information. F oij as we have 
already said, i. is the marker 'of the restrictive 
relative clause and unless the same clause or another 
grammatical element (e.g. adj ). which semantically 
fulfils the same purpose occurs in the sentence, the 
sentence is incomplete.

One might claim here that we do not have to
preserve restrictive clause _i in noun_phrase construction
for forming such sentences as 47(b) because we have
sentences like 48:

(Parviz) (teacher) (good)(was)
48: parviz mo?alleme xub bud = It was Parviz

who was the good teacher.

The fact is that 48 should be read with a 
different intonation.

The main significance of the intonation with 
which 48 should be read is that we give, emphasis to 
parviz. This is the clue from which we can learn that 
the deep structures of 48 and 47(b) are different, 
although the surface structure of 48 is the same as
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• »*

that of 47(b), and although they are different only 
in the omission of ± in 48 while ± is preserved in 
47(b). The fact is that in 47 (b ),parviz is dominated
by S and mo?allem = "teacher" is dominated by VP,
. . . o (teacher)(good) .< , . . ,, .whereas in lo _ __ 0 , = "good teacher" ismo railerne xub

dominated by S and parviz is dominated by VP. In 
fact, for the sake of emphasis,we have changed the 
place of parviz in the surface structure and put it
before m o ? a H e m  = "teacher". For the justification of

(teacher) (good) our claim, we replace parviz by „ ° =------ m °? Q-ll erne xub
"good teacher" and, as a result of that) we can have
the sentence 49 which is the same as 48 but without
emphasis.

(teacher) (good) (Parviz) (was)
49: mo?alleme xub parviz bud = The good

teacher was'Parviz.

However, with 47(b), we cannot do the same thing and
yet have a grammatical sentence. By permuting the
_ (a teacher)(good) ,elements n n . , —'a good teacher" and parvizmo? allemi xub £------

in 47(b) jWe come up with 50 which is a deviant sentence.
(a teacher)(good)(Parviz) (was)

5 0 :* mo?allemi xub parviz bud

This shows' that the deep structures of the two
sentences are different. And it is only by drawing up
their deep structures that we can illustrate syntactic 
relations between elements of these kinds of sentences -
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i
those relations which cannot be shown by the order 
of1 the elements in the surface structure. This 
difference of relation between the elements of two 
sentences leads us to reading them with different 

intonations. P.M.13 and P.M.14 show the deep 
structures of 47(b) and 48 respectively:
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Here, a point arises which needs clarification.
In the complex sentences formed hy the verb budan
o r  & o d a n  , when we want to form an NP construction
from a noun.phrase which has an embedded sentence in ^
it, the marker of the restrictive relative clause i.e.
i. is not preserved if the VP of the relative clause
consists of a prepositional phrase plus V. Consider
the following examples:

(Hasan)(a teacher) (w a s )(that)(belong to)
5 1 : (a) hashn mo?allemi bud ke m@le

(school)(was)
madrese bud = Hasan was a teacher who
belonged to school.
(Hasan)( . teacher)(school)(was)

(b) hasan mo?alleme madrese bud = Hasan was
a school teacher.
(Hasan) ( a teacher) ( s chool) (was)

(c)*hasan mo?allemi madrese bud

In 51(b),the marker of the restrictive relative 
clause (i.e. i.) is omitted and the sentence is
grammatical whereas 51(c),in which the restrictive relative 
clause marker is preserved, is ungrammatical. Here 
is the deep structure of 5l(&) and 51 (b):
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s

VPNP

NP

NP bud

NP VPN

PPmo?allem

NPPmo?allern
bud

m@le N

ma dr e s e
P.M.15.

From what has been said, we learn that for 
generating such sentences as 47(b) from 47(a) (p.100)
we need a T rule for noun.phrase formation other than 
the one we introduced on page 76 . This rule which we 
call T nouii-phrase formation No. 2 shows that for 
generating such sentences as 47(b) from 47(a), we 
have to preserve the marker of restrictive clause 
(i.e. i.) and we must not omit it. The condition which
is imposed upon T noun.phrase formation No. 2 
prevents the grammar from generating such sentences 
as 51(c ).

J
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T noun^phrase formation No.2 I

SD = X
- - Jn p -

NP+i-ke- Ja dj P k- V - AUX -

>i

(PP > _
NP

1 _ 2 - 3 -k - 5

S NP VP VP

SC = 1 ~ H + e “  5-1
r0{ 
+3 ]

6 - 7

0 - 0

- Z

-  10
=s=^ optional
-  10

Condition: (a) 6 and 9 = copula
(b) 5 = .- PP

Condition (a) which is imposed .upon the rale is 
that T noun—phrase formation N o .2 should be applied to 
equational sentences. Condition (b^ as we have 
mentioned before, prevents the grammar from generating 
such sentences as 51(c)* T noun.phrase formation No.2 shows 
that the structural change suggests two possibilities.
The sentence resulting from the first possibility (i.e. 
when i_ is attached to N P ) shows the structure of such 
sentences as 52:

(Parviz)(a teacher) (was) (wise)
5 2 : parviz mo?allemi bud d@n@ = Parviz was a

wise teacher.

However) the sentence resulting from the second
possibility (i.e. when jL is attached to N P ) shows the
structure of sentences such as 5 3 :

(Parviz) (teacher) (wise_a) (was)
53: parviz ino?eilleme d@n@i bud - Parviz was

a wise teacher.
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As 52 and 53 show, the order of elements is 
not the same in them. Apart from the status of 
within the two sentences , there is ez@f e. marker 
(i.e. jO between two elements of NP construction (i.e. 
mo?allem - "teacher" and d@n@ = "wise") in 53 and 
this is not so in 52. Also the verb occurs at the end 
of the sentence in 5 3 ) whereas in 52 this is not so. 
Here again the order of elements in the surface 
structure of the t\̂ o sentences does not show that 
the same relation holds between their elements and 
it is only by drawing up their deep structures that 
we can show the fact that the relations between their 
elements are the same.

d: Complements

In this section, we are going to discuss clauses 
which are dominated by N P . Unlike restrictive relative 
clauses, they need not have an NP which is identical 
and coreferential to that of the matrix sentence.
So, the NP of the embedded sentence which is not 
identical and cor ef er ential to the NP of the matrix 
sentence is not omitted but preserved in the surface 
s tructure.

We will discuss these clauses under two headings: 
(l) Pre-verbal complement and (2 ) post-subjectival
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complement . . For the naming of these two kinds of 
complements, we refer to their status in the deep ... 
structure. We discuss them separately because they 
differ in their deep structures and different T rules 
are involved in their generation.

Pre-Verbal Complement

By a pre-verbal complement, we mean a clause 
which is dominated by NP->VP provided that the NP 
consists of a sentence and only of a sentence and 
that it does not dominate any other node. Consider the 
following sentences:

(Parvin) (to) (Ali) (said) (that)(rain)
5^: (a) parvin be ali goft ke b@r@n

(comes)
mi?@yad - Parvin said to Ali that it was
raining.
(Parvin)(event) (to) (Ali)(said)

(b) parvin m@jer@ r@ be ali goft = Parvin
told Ali about the event.
(Parvin)(to)(A l i ) (said) (that)(weather)(good) 

55: (a) parvin be ali goft ke hav@ xub -
(is)
ast = Parvin told Ali that the weather was good.
(Parvin)(t o )(Ali) (story) (said)

(b) parvin be ali d@st@n r@ goft = Parvin
told Ali the story.
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(Parvin) (had learned). (that)(book)
5 6 : (a) parvin ■ y@d-gere ft e-bud ke ket@b

(reads)
bex@nad = Parvin had learned to read books.
(Parvin) (lesson) ( had learned )

( b )  parvin dars r@ y@d-geref t e - b u d

= Parvin had learned the lesson

In all (b)„ sentences along, N P > V P  in the deep and 
surface structures consists of a single noun (i.e. 
m@jer@ = "event", d@st@n = "story" and ket@b - "book"), 
In the (a),sentences, however, the same positions are 
filled by a clause. First we show the deep structures 
of 54(a) and 54(b) respectively and then we show 
what rules are involved in their generation. Here is 
the phrase marker associated with the deep structure 
of 54(a):

NP
PPNF

goftNPP.S
VPNP

be

j j ' ali
b@r@n mi?@yad

P.M.16.

And here is the phrase marker associated with the 
deep structure of 54(b);
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; n p y  p

PPNP

P NPN goft

ra@j er@ be

P.M.17.

N
I

all

As P.M.16 shows , the NP which dominates S is
the one which is dominated by VP. And as we can see

t"v -*r "i 1 -1 ~| (rain) ( comes )xn P.M. lb the clause . .... . . . .1 b@r@n mx?@yad = "it xs raxnxng"
occupies the same place as m@ier@ event" in P.M.17
(i.e. both are dominated by NP>.VP) although we see
that in the surface structure they occupy different
places. The examples suggest that their places in
the deep structure are the same, and justify the need
for drawing up the deep structures of the two sentences
(i.e. 5^(a) and 5̂ -(b)). Suppose one says (Parytn )(t o )P arviT* be(A l i )(said)
ali goft = "Parvin told Ali" and that- the hearer

interrupts the speaker and asks: (Parvin)(what)(said)
parvin ce

= "What did Parvin say?". The speaker can reply
(event) 
m@jer@ r@
T r a i n ) ("comes )

"the event" or he might as well say

b@r@n mi?@yad = "it is raining". As we can see, in
the course of speech the clause ( r a in) (co me s ) 

b@r@n mi?@yad "it 

"event",is raining" stands in the same place as 
whereas in the surface structures of the two sentences
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we cannot show that* the relation of m @ tjer@ = "event" 
to the other elements of the sentence 5(1 (b) is the same 
as the relation of .the clause b@r@n mi?<fh>ad - "it 
is raining” to the other elements of the sentence 5^(a).

Sentences 5^ (a) i 5 5 (a) and 56 (a) show the
kind of complement whose NP is not identical and
coreferential to the NP of the matrix sentence.
57 shows the kind of complement whose NP is identical
and coreferential to the N P o f  the matrix sentence.

(Parvin) (to) (Ali) ( said) (that)(to ) (hous^ ( he)
5 7 : parvin he ali goft ke be x@neye u

(goes)
miravad = Parvin told Ali that she was going to 
his house.

For generating 5^ (a) from P.M.l6? we have to 
apply a transformational rule which is obligatory and 
we call it T pre-verbal complement:
T pre-verbal complement:
■SD = X - NP - NP - Y

1 - 2  -  3 -  k

= ^ = = ^  oblig.
SC - 1 - 2 - 4 - k e + 3
Condition: 3 dominates S ,and only S.

The rule shows that when N P > V P  dominates S and
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nothing else we have to shift it to the end of the 
sentence•^ ^  ke is the only complementizer that can 
occur here. After applying T pre-verbal complement, 
P.M.16. would have the shape:

S

NP VP

N
Iparvin

be ali 6@r@n mi?@yad

P.M.18.

We suggest that the pre-verbal complement should 
be stated in the deep structure in the form of NP— > S
and not NP— >D-N-S or NP N - S because the surface
structure of this kind of complement shows that it only 
occupies the place of N P . The example which we gave 
on p .110 would justify our claim; and here is another 
example to clarify the point. In the course of speech 
somebody says:

(Parvin)(‘ had learned )
5 8 : parvin y@d*gerefte-bud = Parvin had learned.

(i) This rule in transformational literature is 
called extraposition. We have called it "pre-verbal 
complement" because in addition to extraposition it 
introduces the complementizer into the sentence andi 
as a result of that, we have a sentence f o r m e d  from 
a complement.

NP

NP goft ke
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And his sentence is. interrupted by somebody else 
who asks:

(what) ( had learned, -she)
59: ce ciz r@ y@d -gerefte-bud = What had she

learned?
The first speaker might say:

(way)(house)
60: r@he x@ne r@ = the, way to the house,*
or

(that)(book) (reads)
6 l : ke ket@b bex@nad = to read books.

We can conclude that 60 and 6l have the same rela
tion to 58 so far as syntactic considerations are 
concerned, i.e. both are NP_>VP in 62 and 6 3 .

(Parvin) ( had learned) (that)(book) (reads)
62: parvin y@d-gerefte-bud ke ket@b bex@nad

~ Parvin had learned to read books.
(Parvin)(w a y ) (house) ( had learned )

6 3 : parvin r@h e ■ x@ne r@ y@d-gerefte-bud
- Parvin had learned the way to the house.

Only in the surface structure, the clause 
(book)( reads)ket@b bex@nad — "that she reads books" is extraposed and 

occurs at the end of the sentence. We need not add 
anything to 6l to have a complete answer to 59 •
This trivial evidence in the surface structure suggests 
that we should introduce pre-verbal complement by 

the rule NP.h> S . Moreover, consideration of economy 
leads us to doing so, becauise by this analysis we have
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to add only one rule .to our phrase strueture(base) 
rules (i.e. NP->S) whereas if we state pre-verbal 
complement in the deep structure as NP_*D - N - S or 
NP_^N_ S t a p art from covering up one of the facts of 
Persian grammar, we unnecessarily need to have a dummy 
element in our deep structure, and then one more 
transformational rule for omitting it.

,Post.S ubjectival Complement

Another type of complement is the post-subjectival 
complement and, as the name suggests,it occurs after 
the subject of the sentence. Apart from its place 
within the elements of a sentence, it is different from 
pre-verbal complement in that in its deep structure it 
is embedded in the NP which is dominated by S. NP>-S 
itself consists of D + N and this determiner is preserved 
in the surface structure. Consider the following 
sentences:

(this-that)(Parvin) (to) (journey) (goes)
64: (a) inlce parvin be mos@ferat beravad

(bad)ds)
bad ast = That Parvin should go on a journey is
bad.
(this)(bad) (is) (that)(Parvin) (to) (journey) 

'(b) in bad ast ke parvin be mos@ferat
(goes)
beravad = It is bad that Parvin should go on a
journey.
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(this-that) (rain) (comes) (cause) 
inke b@r@n biy@yad asb@be

( sorrow) ( Is )
ta?assof ast = That rain should Tall is a 
pity.
(this)(cause) (sorrow) (is) (that)(rain) 
in as.b@be ta?assof ast ke b@r@n
(comes)
biy@yad= It is a pity that rain should Tall.

64(a) and 6 5 (a) show sentences with post
sub jectival complements; in them the determiner 
dominated by NP>S is preserved and is Tollowed by .' 
the complementizer (i.e. k e ) . On “the other hand? 64(b) 
and 6 5 (b) show the forms oT sentences in which the 
determiner is not Tollowed by the complementizer and 
the complementizer occurs between the matrix sentence 
and the complement.

First we give the deep structure oT 64(a) and 
then we will justiTy it.

6 5: (a )

(b)
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VP~

ad j PNP_

adv PNP VPD-et adjNP ast

NPP badm parvin

beravadbemouzu?

mos@ferat

P.M.19.
As the phrase marker shows, the head of the NP 

(this)(matter), .construction is m mouzu? (ie* Det+N ) and the
embedded sentence (Parvin)(to) (journey) (goes)

parvin be mos@ferat beravad 
= "Parvin goes on a journey" is added to complete the
meaning of1 in mouzu? = "this matter" or to add some
information to it. We can see and examine the nature
of this process in the course of speech. Suppose a

= "This(this)(matter) (very)(bad) (is) speaker says .m mouzu? xevli bad ast
matter is very bad". The sentence is not detailed 
semantically; so the hearer seeks more information
and asks ce xeyli bad ast ="What is very bad?". The

 ̂ .. (this-that) (Parvin)speaxer would definitely reply: . , ,mice__________parvin
(t o )(journey) (goes) ,,4.1̂ 4. ,-u /a-p 4. Z = "that Parvin should go on abe mos@ferat beravad . • 0
journey", or inke b@r@n biy@yad- "that rain should fall”
Now if we want to form a semantically complete sentence,
we should put together the stretch that he uttered

(this-that)(Parvin) (to) (journey) (goes)before i.e. inke
(very) (bad)(is) 
x eyli ba d _ ast

  ____p a r v i n ___ be_ mos@ferat_beravad
= "That Parvin should go 011 a journey is

very bad". Another point is why we put 
f*’mat ter"

mouzu? -] fact as N in the deep structure.I" 1 •' 4."sub j c ct



As we have discussed on p*. 229 under "Determiners" , in 
= "this" is a determiner. It follows that it should 
be followed by a noun. This noun, however, as the 
examples 6A and 65 show, is not in the surface 
structure. In the deep structurei we state m ouzu? 
as a dummy noun which is omitted in the surface 
structure ̂ ̂  . We select mouzu? as a noun to appear 
in the deep structure because it has different meanings 
attached to it, and this fact accounts for its 
occurrence in different sentences, So, in the deep stru 
ture , we state mouzu? to which the whole string 

of complements refers . The T rule for
generating sentence 6A(a) from P.M.19 should delete 
mouzu? from the deep structure and introduce Ice , 
i.e. the complementizer,after in.

T post-subjectival SD = X - Det - N - S - Y
complement: 1 -  2 - 3  - A - 5

-■ obli
SC = 1 - 2 - 0-keVi - 5
Condition: 3 = mouzu?

After applying T post-subjectival complement, 
the tree diagram would have the shape:

(i) We have discussed the status of some determiners
which can occur as a head noun in the surface structure
in detail under "Pronominal Determiners 11 ( P - 2A 1) «
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De t Ice
VPadv PNPm

b e

adj P

P.M. 20.

And with, an optional T rule, we can generate a 
sentence like 64(b) Prom P.M.20 :

T post-subjectival complement replacement 
SD — X - Det - [ke + S] - Y - VP - Z

1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6
option

SC = 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 6

APter applying T post-subjectival complement 
replacement, the phrase marker would have the shape:

VPNP
ke'

parvin be mos@Perat 
beravad

Det
bad ast

in

P.M.21.

J
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List of Transformational Rules introdused in
Chapter Two ____ '____ _______

T relative clause formation (restrictive) ii
c ■ >NP -j

. SD = X - NP - N P - ( Jadj P 0  - Y
] [P-NPj

NP
1 - 2

SC

S NP

5 . is  ̂ 5 is 
budan not budan 
or 8eodan)or 8codan )

oblig

Condition: (a) if 5 is budan or 8codan, 2 and'3
must be identical and

coreferential .
(b) if 5 is not budan or 8codan,

2 and 4 must be identical and 

coreferential .

T pronominalization:
SD — X - NP - Y - NP-Z 

1 - 2  - 3 - 4 - 5
oblig according to 
the rules of connected 
chart.

2 - 3 - 5
pronoun

Condition: (a) 2 and 4 are identical and
coreferential .

(b) 2 and 4 are dominated by different
sentences.
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T noun„phrase formation N o 0l

SD - X - N+i-ko - r fNp 1J adj P L - V - AUX - Z
- [P-NP]

NP S U>P P P ) £5 NP

1 - 24*3-4 I
5'-5"
|5 . 
[0- 5"

-p- option
SC~ 1 ~2H-.e-0-0 -

Condition : 6 = copula

0 -  0 - 8

T sentence insertion:

SD = X - NP - NP - Conjun - NP - NP - X
1 - 2  -  3 5 - 6 - 7

option
S C s n l - 2 - 5 -  0 - 6 - 7  -3

Condition: 2 identical and cor eif er ential to 5 .

T relative clause formation (non-restrictive); 
SD= X - N'

-s- proper 
+ generic

1 - 2
SC- 1 - 2  +ke

- NP - NP - V - X

- 3  - 4  - 5 - 6 
0 - 4 - 5 - 6

s = p  oblig

' proper] 
Condition: 2 =\
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T apposition:
SD _ X - N - ke - NP - V -  X

tolCM1H - 4 - 5 - 6
SC = 1 - -2 - 0 - 4 - 0 - 6
Condition : 5 = copula

option

T noun„phrase formation No. 2 *

r )NP 1
-

SD - X - NP+i-ke- <adj^P7 - V - AUX Y - V
IPP J.NP S

SC = 1 - 2- 3 -A - 5

1 _ 2ll -0 . - 5 - g

S NP VP 
8 
8

VP

- 9 -
- 9 -

Condition: 6 and 9 = copula

5 = - PP

T pre-verbal complement:
SD = X - NP - NP - Y

1 _ 2 - 3 - 4
=£» oblig

• SC~ . 1 - 2  - k - ke + 3
Condition: 3 dominates S and only S*

T post-subjectival complement 
SD = X - Det - N - S - Y 

1 - 2  - 3 - ^ - 5

SC - 1 - 2 - 0  - jce + 4 - 5 
Condition: 3—-mouzu?

oblig

“ ?

10
=^>optio
10
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T post-subjectival complement replacement:
SD = X - Det - [ke. + S] - Y - VP - Z 

.1 - 2 -  3 — 4 - 3  -  6

. :s?~rr-~p option
SC = 1 - 2 -  3 3“ ' z-t“ 6
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CHAPTER THREE

Pronouns

Persian pronouns are derived from NP and not 
from the noun as always erroneously suggested.
Their general syntactic behaviour is like that of 
N P . So w e  can consider them as a subdivision of N P . 
The following examples will show this point. SLippose 
one says :

(Parvin)(brother) (Hasan) (saw)(and)(h e )
1 : parvin bar@dare hasan r@ did va u r@

(to)(Ali) (introduce-did-he )
be ali m o ?arrefi-kard = Parvin saw Hasan's
brother and introduced him to Ali ;

and the hearer cannot understand the part of the
sentence when the word u = lfrhe 11 is uttered and asks;

(who) (to)' (Ali) (introdtice -did -he)
2: ke r@ be ali mo?arrefi-kard = Whom did he

introduce to Ali?
The speaker would definitely answer:

(brother)(Hasan)
3: bar@dare hasan r@ = Hasan's brother.
which is obviously substituted by u = " h e ” . This
fact shows that■the native speakers of Persian would
interpret the word u = 11 he ” in the sentence above 

(brother) (I las an) 
as bar@darc hasan = "Hasan’s brother” . Consider
another example which shows that first and second
personal pronouns are also N P 1s in their deep
structures. Suppose one says:
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(Parviz) (dear) (brother) (I) (come) (here)
k: parvize aziz, bai@dar.e man, biy@ inj@

=: Dear Parviz, my brother, come here;
and the hearer asksJ

(to)( X) (said-you)(come)
5: be man gofti ' biy@ = Did you tell me to

come?
and the speaker replies :

(yes) (to)(you) (said-I) (come)
6 : bale be to goftam biy@ = Yes, I told

you to come •

T (Parviz)(dear)In the above conversation, . . =parvize aziz
"dear Parviz” is replaced by man = ”I M and to =
"you” in 5 and 6 respectively. These very simple 
facts in Persian show that pronouns are derived from 
NP ' s . There is only one exception to this and that
is the occurrence of the bound form of the pronoun
in place of a noun which is the head of an NP cons
truction. This is equivalent to the English 

( i)pronoun one when it is used to avoid the
(ii 1repetition of a noun. So we can have:

(Parvin)(one) (dress) (red) (bought)(and)(Azar)
7 : parvin yek leb@se qermez xarid va @zar

(green-its) (bought)
sabza& r@ xarid = Parvin bought a red dress
and Azar bought a green one.

(i) As B.H.Parteo noted in Major Syntactic Structures
J " -------------*------------------------------------------    ...

of English (P*l65) this English pronoun might be replaced 
by a-noun, by a nounwphrase, or by a structure which is 
neither a noun nor a noun..pliras e .
(ii) This is virtually confined to colloquial Persian .



(Parvin) (one) (dress) (long) (green)(and)(Azar)
8 : parvin yek leb@se bolande sabz va @zar

(short-its) (bought)
kut@ha& r@ xarid = Parvin bought a long
green dress and Azar bought.a short one.

In 7 and 8 , the bound form of the pronoun
replaces • the underlying noun which is identical
and coreferential to the head of the NP construction. 
It should be noted here that replacing an N which 
is the head of an NP construction by the bound form 
of the pronoun is possible only if the N does not

In other w o r d s , if the noun, which is the head 
of NP construction is a person, we cannot replace 
it by a personal pronoun, and we have to replace the 
whole NP construction by a pronoun, or else repeat 
the identical N P . Consider the following examples:

9 (b) is deviant because, there, we have replaced only 
the head of NP construction by a pronoun. . If we wish 
to have a grammatical sentence^ we have to replace 
the whole NP construction by a pronoun and have 10:

have the feature associated with it

(woman) (Iranian)(came)
9: (a) zane ir@ni <§mad = The Iranian

woman came.
(iranian-her) (came)

(b) *ir@nia& @mad
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( she) ( caine )
10: u @mad - She. came .

The following examples illustrate this point further

(Parvin)(student) (good) (saw)(and) (Azar)
1 1 : (a)* parvin &®gerde xub r@ did va @zar

(bad-its) .(saw)
bada& did = Parvin saw the good
student and Azar saw the bad one •
(Parvin) (student)(good) (saw)(and)

(b) parvin &@gerde xub r@ did va
(Azar) (student) (bad) (saw)
@zar &@gerde bad r@ did = Parvin

saw the good student and Azar saw the bad
student.
(Parvin) (girl) (tall) (saw) (and)(Azar)

12; (a)* parvin doxtare boland r@ did va @zar
(short-its) (saw)
kut@ha& .r@ did = Parvin saw the tall
girl and Azar saw the short one .
(Parvin) (girl) (tall) (saw)(and)

(b) parvin doxtare boland r@ did va
(Azar) (girl) (short) (saw)
@zar doxtare kut@h r@ did = Parvin
saw the tall girl and Azar saw the short
girl.

As the examples show, 11(a) and 12(a), in which
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we replace the head noun by a& (i.e. a bound form of 
the pronoun) , are deviant and 11(b) and 12(b) , in
which the head noun is repeated, are grammatical •

The exception which we mentioned on pp.124-125 
about replacement of the head noun by the bound form 
of the pronoun is virtually confined to colloquial 
Persian • For this reason , we do not make any pro
vision for this exception in T Pronominalization 
(p. 139) • in the formal language , in such cases ,
the whole identical NP would be repeated in the 
second conjoined sentence .

An important point about pronominalization is 
that there are some cases where a sentence which 
has a pronoun in its surface structure can be inter
preted in two ways . In such cases , the two un
derlying structures of the sentence will clarify the 
two different relations between the elements of the 
sentence . For example 9 13 could be interpreted
in two ways :

(students) (Parvin) (annoy-did) (and)
13 ! &@gerd@n parvin r@ aziyyat-kardand va
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(he-she )‘ ( from) (teaching) (refrain-did) 
u az dars-d@clan xodd@ri-kard =

stopped
teaching,

This may be interpreted in the following ways: 
Either as (a); The students annoyed Parvin and 
Parvin stopped teaching? or (b);The students 
annoyed Parvin and somebody else stopped teaching.

Here are the two different tree diagrams associated 
with the first and second interpretation respectively!

Conjun

va
SI S2

NPNP VP VP

NP

parvin

aziyyat-lcar dandparvin PP

P NP

dars~d@dan
P.M.1*

Here the NP.>* which is identical and co- 
ref erential to NPJ> VP^>S.^ would be pronominalized 
(according to the rules of pronominalization which 
are .given on p.lVl).

The students annoyed Parvin and



N N NP V N
[+human"]i i | 1 ~[Ihumanj V &@gerd@n N aziyyat- P NP xodcl@r

XX dars-mid@d( i )
liar dand

parvin az N
kard

dar s- 
d@dan

P.M.2.

Here NP;> would be pronorainalized becuase It
is identical and coreferential to NPJ>SH. Notice1
that we did not associate S, with S„ and S„ because1 2 3
we want to show that the process of pronominalization
would not necessarily take place within one sentence.
In P.M.2, S, is to show the context in which the 1
sentence occurs. It also shows that u in 13, 
with the second interpretation,refers to a noun which 
has occured in the course of speech somewhere before 13

is utteredo We have shown the two identical and co
referential nouns in the deep structure by X which 
could be any noun with the feature C+huinan]

Before we go on to the details of the process 
of pronominalization, we will introduce a table in 
which we illustrate the bound and free frotns of 
pronouns. This can be a help' in understanding the 
examples which we will give in the following section:

(i)dars-mic1@d=M r\e was teaching'", —— — —------ (she
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Singular Plural

Free
forms

Bound
forms

Free
forms

B o un d 
forms

First
Person

man - am m@ - e ni@n 
^-ernun

S econd 
Person

to
&om@

-at © - e t 
- e t@n 

® -etun

&om@ - e t@n 
© -etun

Third
Person

u
vey
i&@n
@n
in
© un 
© i Scun

- e&@n
— a&

® - e 8c
® -e&un

i&@n
@nh@
inh@
© un@ 
.© in@
@n@n
in@n

- e &@n 
© - e&un

Table Two
© =: Forms peculiar to the colloquial

language ©

Pronominalization

There are two points which are crucial in the 
process of pronominalization in Persian: a - T h e  
forward working of the process, b - The omission or 
pronominalization of identical and coreferential 
NP 1 s .

Pronominalization in Persian takes place when
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the antecedent lias already been mentioned, i.e. 
when the process is forward (thef.e is only one 

. exeption to this generalization and we will discuss 
this on p»1^3 ). Consider examples l(l , 15 and 16
which are complex sentences and in which the NP of 
the embedded sentence and the NP of the matrix 
sentence are both subjects :

(when)(h e )(came) (boy) (Parvin) (saw)
. . .  . 1  2 1(1: (a) vaqti u @mad pesar parvin r@ did

= When he came, the boy saw Parvin.
(when)(he) (came)(boy). (Parvin) (saw)1 i(b)*vaqti u @mad pesar parvin r@ did
(when)(boy) (came) (he) (Parvin) (saw)

21 5 : (a) vaqti pesar @mad u parvin r@ did
1 2 = When the boy came, he saw Parvin.

(when)(boy) (came) (he) (Parvin) (saw)A 1(b)*vaqti pesar @mad u parvin r@ did
1 1= When the boy came, he saw Parvin.

(when) (boy) (came) (Parvin) (saw)
16 : vaqti pesar @mad parvin r@ did

= When the boy came, he saw Parvin.

l(t is grammatical provided that u and pesar are
not coreferential-as in 14(a). It follows that
backward pronominalization in Persian is impossible,
unlike in English, where, as Kuroda (1966) worked
out, tinder cetain circumstances (i.e. when the
antecedent is definite) the pronominalization can 

(i ) .work backwards. In Persian, this is impossible regard
less of the definiteness or indefiniteness of the
"( i ) S ee the a r t icle " E n g l i s h R  ela ti viza tion and Cor tain 
Related Problems" in Modern Studies in English(Readings



antecedent. 1 5 , too-, as we will show (p.l^tl.) is 
grammatical if pesar and u refer to different persons 
as in 1 5 (a). l6 , however, in which there is no
pronoun referring to pesar ^ ’’bo^’, means that the 
same boy who came saw parv i n  ̂ will discuss the
possibilities of omission or 'pronominalization 
of identical and coreferential N P 1 s in detail in the 
following pages. What we want to conclude here is 
that backward pronominalization is impossible in 
Persian. Here are some other examples of sentences 
which have embedded sentences in them;

(woman)( that) ( due ) ( is ) (with) (Hasan) (marry-does )
1 7 : zani ke qar@r ast b@ hasan ezdev@j-konad

(tomorrow)(he ) (sees)
1fard@ u r@ mibinad = The woman who is

to get married to Hasan will visit him tomorrow.
(woman)(that)(due) (is) (with) (he )11 8 : zani ke qar@r ast b@ u
(marry-does) (tomorrow) (Hasan) (sees)

2ezdev@j-konad fard@ hasan r@ mibinad
= The woman who is to get married to him will
-visit Hasan tomorrow.

In 17 , u refers to Hasan whereas in 18 , u does 
not refer to Hasan and the sentence would only be 
grammatical if u and Hasan are not coreferential .
Here again, in the English equivalent of 1.8, "him"

in Transformational Grammar)by D.A.Repbel and S.A.Schanc 
pp. 26^-287. (and, in particular, the footnote to p. 276)
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can refer to Hasan  ̂̂  . 19 and 20 show that: in
two sentences which are conjoined the process of 
pronomonalization cannot work backwards:

(I) (Hasan) (saw) (and) (to) (he. ) (story)
1 1 1 9 ’* man hasan r@ didam va be u d@st@n

(said-I)
r@ goftam = I saw Hasan and I told him the story.
(I) (he) (saw) (and)(to) (Hasan)(story)

1 2 2 0 : man u r@ didam va be hasan d@st@n
(said-I)

r@ goftam = I saw him and I told the story
to Hasan.

Again, in 19 ., u = ".he " refers to hasan (i.e. 
forward pronominalization takes place). Bu t 20 can 
be grammatical only if u and hasan are not co- 
ref er ential .

The exception which we mentioned above is the 
case when we use the bound form of the pronoun in its 
possessive case. Consider the following examples:

(i) R.W. Langacker ( in Modern Studies in English,edited by 
D.A.Reibel and S.A.Schane,p.160)notices two major res
trictions on pronominalization in English: 1-Thc NP which is

pronominalizod should be preceded by the NP which is
identical and coreferential to it; 2- In the embedded 
sentence, the NP which is pronominalized is the one which 
is commanded by identical and corefcrentlal N P . ' The 
relation of command does not work in Persian.
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(Prime Minis ter). (in) (speech-his) (said)
■ 2 1 : naxostvazir dar soxanr@nia& goft

(that)
ke ..... = The Prime Minister said in his
speech that .....
(in) (speech-his) .(Prime Minister)(said)(that)

2 2 : dar soxanr@nia& naxostvazir goft k e . ...
= In his speech, the Prime Minister said that....

In 21 the pronominalization works forward. e 
have underlined a& (for the third person singular). Notice 
that we cannot construct 22 with the free form of 
the pronoun (i.e. u = "he" ■). Thus 23 is deviant:

(in) (speech) (he) (Prime Minister)(said)
2 3 :* dar soxanr@niye u naxostvazir goft

(that)
k e ....

So , 24, too, is not grammatical if we want u to
refer to naxos tvazir ="Prime Minister”

(in)(room) (he) (Prime Minister)(said)(that)
1 2 24: dar ot@qe u naxostvazir goft k e ....

= In his room, the Prime Minister said that .......
But 23, in which the bound form of the pronoun 

occurs, is grammatical if a& refers to naxostvazir..

(in)(room-his)( Prime Minister) (said)(that)
1 12 5 : dar ot@qa& naxostvazir goft- ke....

In his room, the prime minister said that.....
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Here we come' back to the conditions under which 
the process of pronominalization takes place. There 
are two environments in which pronominalization 
takes place. One is in a complex sentence in which 
the identical noun-phrase of the embedded sentence 
is pronominalized if it is preceded by the identical 
and coi? efer ential noun-phrase in the matrix sentence. 
If it is followed by it,however, the identical noun- 
phrase of the matrix sentence is pronominalized.
For instance, in 26, the identical and coreferential 
noun-phrase hasan is pronominalized in the matrix 
sentence, because it is preceded by the one in the
embedded sentence in the underlying structure.

(woman) ' (that) (Hasan) ( had seen) (to)
2 6 : zani ke hasan r@ dide-bud be

( he) (story). ( had said)
u d@st@n r@ gofte-bud - The woman who

had seen Hasan had told him about the event.
P.M.3 shows the underlying structure of 2 6 :

S

.VPNP.
NP'VPNPNP

gofte-budP NP

be hasan d@st@nVNPzani

ha s an

P.M.3.
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And in the sentence '<27 the identical-NP ofj
the embedded sentence is pronominalized because it 
is preceded by the one in the matrix sentence:

(Iiasan)(that)( h e ) (have seen-youX came )
27: hasan Ice u z'® dide?i @mad = Hasan,

whom you have seen, came.

The P.M. associated with the deep structure of 
27 would roughly be:

@madhasan NP

hasan dide? i

P.M.k.

The examples show that the relation referred to 
as "precedes” is the crucial one in the process of 
pronominalization in Persian.

The second environment in which pronominalization 
takes place is where there are two conjoined 
sentences; and-in this case the NP of the second 
conjoined sentence would also* be pronominalized.
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Here is an example:

(Hasan) (to) (house) (we ) (came) (and)(Parvin)
2 8 : hasan be x@neye m@ @mad va parvin

( he ) ( saw)
u r@ did = Hasan came to our house and Parvin 
saw him .

The phrase marker associated with the deep structure 
of 28 is shown by P.M.5.

@mad

N NP 

x@ne N PP V

x@ne P NP ast

m@ 1 e N
I

P.M.5-
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Therefore, the generalization which we can make 
abont pronominalization in Persian is as follows:
The identical NP which is preserved in the surface 
structure is the one that precedes in the deep 
structure, and the one which follows is either 
pronominalized or omitted in the surface structure 
according to the rules which we will give later.

The process of pronominalization is quite a' 
complicated one in Persian because we cannot pronom- 
inalize the identical and coreferential noun-phrase 
in the embedded sentence, or the second conjoined 
sentence, in all cases. Sometimes, we have to 
pronominalize it and sometimes, we have to omit it.
In the sentences where we have to omit the identical 
and ccreferential N P , if we pronominalize it, either 
it causes ambiguity or the resulting sentence is 
rendered ungrammatical.

The process of pronominalization in Persian is 
the case that might prove the deficiency of T.G.- 
and the need for some modification of the theory.

9

Although by showing the deep structures of the 
sentences in which there are pronouns we can show the 
actual relation between elements of the sentences, 
we cannot give a compact general rule for getting to 
the surface structure from tlie deep structure. The
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conditions are varied and the whole process is so 
complicated that it cannot be captured by one or two 
rules. SoJ one of the tasks of the transformational • 
rules, which is generalization, is not practicable 
in the field of pronominalization in Persian. In 
such circumstances where the data are so complicated, 
we suggest that we should have a chart in addition 
to a T rule and connected to it. The rule shows the 
general basis of changes which have to take place 
from deep to surface structure. And the chart shows 
the different conditions under which these changes 
take place. For instance,in the case of pronominal- 
ization in Persian, the general change would be the 
pronominalization or omission of the identical and 
coreferential NP which follows. The chart would 
show the different conditions for the application 
of the general rule. The method suggested is an 
economical one which shows the whole process as well. 
Therefore, on the basis of this suggestion, T 
pronominalization would be:

T pronominalization:
SD = X - NP - Y - NP - Z

1 “ 2 - 3 - 4 :  - 5,
obligatory according
to the rules of the 
connected chart.

SC = 1 - 2
pronoun

Condition: (a) 2 and .4 are identical and Cor eferential
(b) 2 and 4 are dominated by different

sentences.



The rule shows that if we have two sentences 
within which we have two identical and C o,referential 
NP ’ s we have to pronominalize or omit the second iden
tical NP according to the rules which are given in 
the connected chart.
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(i)
This is the chart which shows the whole process : '

NP>S, , 1 1<

1 : the sentence is embedded.
Condition i

2 } NP>S ,= NP;>S and the sentence is1 . 1.

Pro
Condition:NR>  S i 1

Pro

0

conjoined 
[NP:> VP 
iNP>PP

and the sentence is 
conjoined with vaR'and"

Condi tioni NP S 1 1
(NP^VP

and the sentence is
\NP.>PP

conjoined with con junctions - other than va=11 and" and 
azinke = "for the reason that"

ConditionsNP]>VP^ = NPJ>VP and the sentence is embedded,
Pro

Condition: 1 : . X + N
NP [+ animate] NP ̂ ^

f( VP = N P > F P

NR>VP < 1 1N

and the sentence is embedded. 
2 

3

NP VP r: N P >  S
NP VP „ 1 1

N P ^ P P
NP > S and the sentence 

is conjoined.

Condition: 1
NP

+ y | >  VP̂  ̂= N P ^  PP 
'NP,• animate]

1 ^  l
and the sentence is embedded.
N P i>VP = N P ^ V P  and the sentence 
is conjoined.

Np >pp 1 1
NP

Condition: the embedded sentence is equational.
(i) In this chart , "Pro"rofcrs to cither form of the pronoun- 
bound or free. S f , NP , VP ̂ and- PP relate to the embedded or
the conjoined sentence. S ,N P ,VP and PP relate to the matrix 
sentence .
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We have arranged this chart according to the 
nodes which dominated the NP which has to be 
pronominalized or omitted, and not according to th.e 
embedded and conjoined sentences because if we had 
arranged them according to the embedded. and conjoined 
sentences, we would have had a greater number of 
repeated rules.

Here is the illustration and justification for 
each rule which is given in the chart. We give 
examples for each case separately:

1: NP 01 1
Condition; NP />- S ̂ is embedded.1 1

As the above formula shows, if a noun-phrase which 
is repeated in the embedded sentence is the subject 
of the embedded sentence, we have to omit it, 
otherwise the sentence is not well formed. Here 
is an example. The underlying structure of the 
sentence 29 is shown by P.M.6 .

(Parvin)(man) (that)(t o )(bazaar) (was going)
2 9 : parvin mardi r@ ke be b@z@r miraft

(knew)
mi&en@xt = Parvin knew the man who was going to
the bazaar.
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VPNP

NP V

NP

NP VPadv.P

mar d NP

mard be N miraft

b@z@r
P.M.6 .

We have to omit NP^>S^ from the underlying 
structure. If we were to pronominalize NP^>S 
the resulting sentence would be 30 which 
is an ungrammatical sentence.

(Parvin) (man) (that)(h e )(t o ) (bazaar)
3 0 :* parvin mardi r@ ke u be b@z@r

(was going)(knew) 
miraft rni&en@xt

In 30, NP >̂S ̂  is identical to NP3>VP of the matrix 
sentence.. If it is identical to NPj> S it is still 
to be omitted. Consider the following sentence:

(Parvin) (that)(man) (knew) (hello-did)
3 1 : parvin ke mard r@ mi&en@xt sal@m-kard

= Parvin who knew the man said "Hello".



The underlying structure of 31 is shown by 

P.M.7: '

VP

sal@m-kard

parvin N

parvin mi&en@xt

mard

P.M.?.

If we were not to omit the identical NP but , 
instead,were to pronominalize it,the resulting 
sentence would be ungrammatical:

(Parvin) (that) (she) (man) (knew)
32j* parvin ke u mard r@ mi&en@xt

(hello-did) 
sal@m-kard.

2: NP > S „ 1 1 0
Condition*NP^>S^ — NPJi* S and the sentence is 
conjoined .

The above formula shows that if we have two 
conjoined sentences we have to omit the identical
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noun-phrase in the second conjoined sentence if 
it is identical to NP;> S i.e. the subject of the 
first conjoined sentence. Here is an example.
The underlying structure of sentence 3 3 (a ) is roughly 
shown by P.M.8 .

(Parvin)( upset “became) (and) (from)
33 ̂ a parvin n@r@hat-&od va az

(lesson-giving) (refrain-did)
dars”d@d@n xodd@ri-kard = Parvin was
upset and stopped teaching.

Conjun

va

VPNP

n@r@hat-&od PP
parvin parvin

ISP xodd@ri- 
kard

P

az

dars-d@dan
P.M.8 .

If we do not omit the identical NP in the 
second conjoined sentence and pronominalize it, the 
pronominalized NP refers to somebody else whose name 
has been mentioned before. The underlying structure of 
33(b), iji which the identical NP is pronominalized, 
will roughly be P.M.9-
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(Parvii?.) ( upset -became) (and) (he,) (from) 
33(b); parvin ̂  n@r@hat-&od va u az

(lesson-giving) ( refrain-did) 1dars-d@dan xodd@ri-kard = Parvin was
, ' ‘ Isheupset andt stopped teaching

v a

NP VPVPNP

PP
xodd@ri
kardparvin n@r@hat-&od NPP

az

dars-d@dan

P.M.9-

3: NP1 > S 1 ====*> Pro
j NP^> VP 

Condition: NP f>S = <
i N P ^  PP

and the sentence is conjoined with v a .

The rule above shows that the identical NP>S 
in the second conjoined sentence should be pronomin
alized if it is identical to N P >  VP or NP^> PP in 
the first conjoined sentence and the two sentences are 
conjoined with va = "and"■ Here are some examples!
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3 k  (a) has two underlying sentences associated with it 
and these are shown by P.M.10 and- P.M.11.

(students) (Parvin) (annoy -did-they) (and)
3 k  ( a );&@gerd@n parvin r@ aziyyat-kardand va

(he) (from) (lesson„giving)(refrain-did) 
1-2u az dars-d@dan

students annoyed Parvin'*' and^j^ 0 

teaching.

xodd@ri-kard = 
1-2

stopped
The

Conjun

va

NP

VPN ,VPNP

PPNP V V
NP

N

parvin

aziyyat-
kardand

P.M.10

parvin

az

n :

dars - 
d@dan

xodd@ri-
kard

Conjun

va

NP VP VPNP
PP

NP

&@gerd@n N
az

aziyyat"
kardand

parvin
dars-d@dan

P.M.11.



P.M.11 ' shows the underlying structure associated 
with the second interpretation of when u does
not refer to Parvin, and P.M.10 shows the underlying 
structure associated with the first interpretation of 
34(a) when u does refer to Parvin. Although 34(a) is 
ambiguous, as we have shown, we cannot omit the 
identical NP and we have to pronominalize it. Other
wise the resulting sentence would be ungrammatical. 
Thus we cannot have 3^(^) :

The same rule holds when NP,>S = NP_̂ >* PP , Thus1 1
the sentence 3 5 (a) has two meanings :

(students)(Parvin) (annoy -did-they)
34 (b )l *&@gerd@n parvin r@ aziyyat-kardand

(and)(from)(lesson-giving) (refrain-did - she) 
va az dars-d@dan xodd@ri-kard.

(students) (to) 
3 5 (a): &@gerd@n bebe

(Parvin) (swore)1parvin do&n@m-d@dand
(and)(she) (from)(classroom) (out-went)

1—2va u az kel@s birun-raft =
1 1 —  2The pupils swore at Parvin and she left the

birun-raft

clas sroom
somebody else)

Here again we cannot omit the identical NP because 
the resulting sentence would be ungrammatical:
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(students) (to) (Parvin) (swore) (and)
35(b): *&@gerd@n be parvin do&n@m~d@dand va

(from)(classroom)(out-went-she) 
az kel@s birun-raft

4 : NP.3S .1 1
N P >  VP

Condition: N P > S J - < and the
1 1 \n p > p p

two sentences are conjoined with a conjunction 
other than va and azinke.

The above rule shows that we can omit or 
pronorainalize NE^>S^ if it is identical to N P >  VP 
or NPJ> P P , and the two sentences are conjoined with 
conjunctions other than va and azinke. .Here are two 

sentences of the same meaning S

(students ),(Parvin) (annoy -did-they) (that)
3 6 : (a) &@gerd@n parvin r@ " aziyyat-kardand ke

(she)( upset-became-she) 
u n@r@hat-&od
(students)(Parvin) (annoy — did-they)

(b) Sc@gerd@n parvin r@ aziyyat-kardand
(that)(upset-became -she)
ke n@r@hat-8cod = It was because the 
students annoyed Parvin that she got upset.

In (a),, we have pronominal i.zed the identical 
NP and in (b), we have omitted it; and both
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sentences are grammatical. 36(a), however, ha;
f'she Manother meaning associated with it, i.e. u ,,

might not refer to Parvin. So,36(a) has two under
lying structures. Here is-the underlying structure 
common to 3 6 (a) and 3 6 (b)?

Conjun

Ice

NP VP NP VP

NP V

&@gerd@n N aziyyat-kardand parvin n@r@hat-&od
I •

parvin
P.M.12.

P.M.13 shows the second underlying structure
0 itassociated with 3 6 (a) in which u=.<r, . ..doss not—  r s h e "

refer to Parvin:

Conjun

ke

NP VP
NP

NP

n@r@ha t-ScodN aziyyat-kardand

parvin ■

P.M.13.
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- With, another conjunction i.e. amni@ = "but" , 
we have the same result.

(students) (Parvin) (annoy — did—they)
37: ( a) &@gerd@n parvin r@ aziyyat-kardand

(but) (he.she)(upset - not-becamerle )
±-2 (sheamm@ u , n@r@hat — na&od

(students) (Parvin) (annoy -did-they)
(b) &@gerd@n parvin r@ aziyyat-kardand

(but) (upset-not-became-she)
amm@ n@r@hat-na&od = The students
annoyed Parvin but she did not become
up set.

Here again, 37 (a.) has two meanings and two 
underlying structures associated with it whereas 
37(h) has only one meaning and one underlying 
structure, which is shared by one of the underlying 
structures of 37(a-) •

5: N P ^ V P   -> Pro

X + N +YCondition: Np |Vanimate 1 NP 1  ̂ 1
> V P  ̂ = N P >  PP 1

and the sentence is embedded.

The rule shows that when the identical IP in 
the embedded sentence is NP3> VP , we should pronominalize 
it if it is identical and ooreferential to NP^>PP



in the matrix sentence, and the noun which is the head 
of the noun„phrase has the feature {+ animatej 
associated with it.- Consider the following example:

(Hasan) (to) (student) (that)
3 8 : hasan be &@gerdi ke j (like-him-you)

I dusta&“d@ri 
(looked) V
neg@h~kard = Hasan looked at the student whom 
you like.

The underlying structure of 38 would roughly be:

VPNP

PP

hasan P NP

NP

N

&@gerd

neg@h-kard

Pro NP

to N dust-d@ri
8c@gerd

We have to pronominalize NPf>VP in the embedded 
sentence otherwise the sentence would be ungrammatical.
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(Hasan) (to) 
3 9 : * hasan be

(student) (that)(like-you) 
&@gerdi ke dust-d@ri

(looke d ) 
neg@h~kard

6 : NP/^VP = Pro.1 1 7

Condition: NP^>VP^ = N P >  S .

The rule shows that we have to pronorainalize 
N P ^ V P  if it is identical with N P S . Here is an 
example. The underlying structure of sentence 40

(i) I have discussed the ungrammaticality of this
sentence with native speakers of Persian. Some of
them, when they heard the sentence for the first 
time, said it was not ungrammatical. So,I discussed 
it with them on other occasions, and I paired it 
with one which, has the bound form of pronoun on it,

(Hasan) (to ) ( s tudent) (that) ( like -him-you)( looked)
i.e. hasan be &@gerdi ke dusta&-d@ri neg@h-kard.
All of them agreed that the one without the pronoun
was not well formed .

would roughly be P.M.15

( girl) (beautifulK t'hat)(like-her-you) ( came ) 
^0 : doxtare zib@?i ke dusta&-d@ri @mad

The beautiful girl , whom y o u .like came •
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S.

NP

NP

©maddoxtare zibW
VPNP

NPPro
dust-d@ri' do5T£ar e zib@to

P.M.15.

And we have to pronominalize NP^!>VP^ otherwise 
the resulting sentence would be ungrammatical.
Thus, 4l is deviant:

.( girl ) ( beautiful)(that ) (you) (lilce-you) (came) 
4l:* doxtare zib@?i ke to dust-d@ri ©mad

7': NP j>VP = ^ >  Pro
Tnp^>pp

Condition: NP.>VP = 1 1 NP1>SV
and the sentence is conjoined.

As the rule shows , we have to pronominaliz
NP „>VP inir l the second conjoined sentence, if it
identical to NPI:> PP or N P > S  of the first con j o
s entence. Here are some examples for the first
and second case respectively:

t
>
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(Ali) (to) (Parvin) (telephoned) (and),(she)
42: ali be parvin telefon-kard va u r@

( saw)
did - Ali telephoned Parvin and saw her.

NP 

N

lli

va

NP,VP

PP NP

NP telefon-kard ali N did

be N parvin

parvin
P.M.16,

In P.M.l6, the NPJ>~VP in the second conjoined 
sentence should be pronominalized and it cannot be 
omitted. Otherwise the resulting sentence would be 
ungrammatical:

(Ali)(to) (Parvin)(telephoned) (and)(saw)
43: * ali be parvin telefon-kard va did

And here is an example with NP^)>VP , which is 
identical and c o referential to NP^> S .

(Parvin)(t o )(home) (we) (came) (and) (Ali) (she) 
4 4 : parvin be x@neye m@ , @mad va ali u



(saw)
r@ did = Parvin came to our house and Ali 
saw her.

The underlying structure of the sentence kk is 
shown by P.M.17.

Conjun

va

NP VP NP VP

PP V NP V

@tnadP
NP

xpneye in@

P.M. 17.

NP^>VP from the tree diagram above, should be 
pronominalized and it cannot be omitted, otherwise 
the resulting sentence would be deviant :

(Parvin)(to) (home) (we) (came)(and)(Ali)(saw)
parvin be x@neye m@ @mad va ali did

8 : NP.^VP., = § >  01 1
Condition: NP,>VP„ = NPC^VP1 1
and the sentence is embedded.
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As the rule shows, we have to omit NP 1 1
from the embedded sentence if it is identical and 
coreferential to N P ^ V P .  Thus the sentence 16 is 
grammatical.

(Ali) (man) (that) (saw-yon.) (visited)
16: ali mardi r@ ke didi mol@q@t-kard

= Ali visited the man whom you saw. And the
underlying structure of it would be roughly:

NP VP

NP

ali NP

mard Pro NP

didi

mard
P.M.18.

V

mol@q@t-kard

Also we should delete N P ^ V P  from the underlying 
structure otherwise the resulting sentence would be 
ungrammatical. Therefore 17 is deviant:

(Ali) (man) (that)Che) (saw-you)(visited)
1 7 : * ali mardi r@ ke u r@ didi mol@q@t-kard
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(Pro
9r

-t N . -.̂ Y] > V P „  = N P > P P£-animate] J^p 1
1

and the sentence is embedded.

This rule shows that we can pronorainalize or 
omit the NPi>VP from' the embedded sentence if it is 
identical and coreferential to NP5>PP and the noun 
which is the head of NP construction has the feature 

animate^] associated with it. So we can have 
either of the following sentences:

(Parvin) (with) (hey) (that) (that) (to ) (sh e )
k 8 jia) parvin b@ kelidi ke @n r@ be u

•

(gave-you)(door) (opened)
d@di ’ dar r@ b@z-kard - Parvin opened
the door with the key you gave her.

(Parvin) (with) (key) (that)(to) (she)(gave-you) 
(b) parvin b@ kelidi ke be u d@di

(door) (opened)
dar r@ b@z-kard = Parvin opened the door
with the key you gave her.

The underlying structure of 48(a) and 48(b) would be 

a s ■shown roughly by P.M.19o

Condition: X
n p l



parvin dar

Condition J NP^H^VP = NP^>VP 
and the sentence is conjoined.

As the rule shows, if NP^;>VP in the second 
conjoined sentence is identical to NPr>VP in the 
first conjoined sentence, we can pronominalize it, 
or we can omit it. Thus, both of the following 
sentences are grammatical:

(Parvin)(implement) (iron) (pack-did)
4 9 : (a), parvin bas@te otu r@ jam?-kard

(and)(to) (room)(took) 
va be ot@q bord

b@z-lcar d

kel

/NP S,

NP VP

Pro NP PP
NP

beto Pro d@di
kelid u

P.M.19



(Parvin) (implement) (iron) (pack-did)
(b) parvin bas@te otu r@ jatn?-kard

(and)(that) (to)(room) (took) 
va @n r@ be ot@q bord = Parvin
packed up the ironing implements and took
them to the room.

The underlying structure for both sentences 
would roughly be ;

' V

Conjun

va

VP
VPNP NP

bas@te otu

NP PP bordparvin parvin

bas@te otu jam?-kard P NP

be ot@q
P.M.20.

11: NPi^PP Pro

If the identical NP in the embedded sentence and 
in the second conjoined sentence is dominated by a 
prepositional phrase, we cannot omit it, and we have 
to pronominalize it. Thus 50(a) is grammatical :
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(man) (learned) (that) (with)(him)
50 (a. Xmarde d@ne&mandi ke b@ . u

(farailiar-you-are)(came)
@&en@?i @raad = The learned man
with whom you are acquainted came.

Whereas 50(b) is deviant :

(man) (learned) (that)(with)(familiar-you-are) 
50(b). *'mai''de d@ne&mandi ke b@ @&en@?i

(chme)
@mad.

The underlying structure of 50(a) is shown by P.M.21

VPNP

marde d@ne&mand VPNP

@&en@? i

b@ marde d@ne&mand 

P.M.21.

12: NP = ^ = ^ = ^ 3  0

Condition: embedded- sentence is
equational.
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The rule above shows that if the embedded 
sentence is an equational sentence, we should omit 
the identical NP in the embedded sentence. Thus 
we can hav e :

(I) (with)(car) (that) (comfortable) (was) 
5 l(a)Snian b@ m@&ini ke r@hat bud

(came-I)
@madam = I came in a car which was comfortable.

And 51(b) with pronominalized NP is deviant :

(I) (with) (car) (that)(it) (comfortable)
5 l(b): * man b@ m@&ini ke @n r@hat

(was) (came-I)
bud @madam

So far, we have discussed the rules involving 
pronominalization or omission of the identical 
noun-phrase in the deep structure. We have not 
given any explanation for those rules. The fact is 
that in most cases we cannot find an explanation 
which can be imposed upon the connected rules. In 
the case of N P 's which are dominated' by prepositional 
phrases, the reason why we have to pronominalize the 
identical noun-phrase is that we require an element 
on the surface structure on which to hang the 
preposition. So we have to have a pronoun on the 
surface structure of our sentence. One might argue 
that in the case of noun-phrases which are the
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subjects of embedded sentences or of second conjoined 
sentences, and which we have to omit, the reason for 
this omission is the fact that the suffixes at the 
end of the verbs show to whom they refer, so far 
as the person is concerned, and thus we do not 
need to have the pronoun in the surface structure.
But this is not a strong argument, because we have 
seen that in the case of conjoined sentences we 
sometimes have to pronominalize the noun-phrase 
although it is the subject of the vei~b.
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Types of Pronouns

According to the different syntactic behaviours 
of pronouns, we can divide them into three categories
1 Personal Pronouns.
2 Reflexive Pronouns.
3 Emphatic Pronouns.

!• - Personal Pronouns

In the previous section of this chapter we 
discussed the syntactic behaviour of personal
pronouns. Here, we are going to show the two 
different forms of personal pronouns i.e. bound 
forms and’ free forms. As their names suggest, 
free forms occur as independent words. Thus we can 
h a v e :

(he) (came-he)
32: u @mad = He came.

(we) (came-we)
5 3 ! m@ @madim = We came.

(book) (to) (him)(gave-I)
54: ket@b r@ be u d@dam = I gave the book

to him.
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As the examples show, the place which the free 
form occupies in the surface structure is the same 
place as the one occupied by a noun-phrase. Compare 
5 2 , 53 and 5^ with 5 5 , 56 and 57 respectively,

(Parvin)(came _she)
5 5 i parvin @mad = Parvin came,

(I )(and)(Parvin)(came-we)
5 6 : man va parvin @madim = Parvin and I came.

(book) (to)(Parvin)(gave-I)
5 7 ’* ket@b r@ be parvin d@dam = I gave the book

to Parvin.

With bound forms of pronouns this is not so,
i.e. they do not occupy the same place in the surface
structure as the noun-phrases do. The bound forms
are suffixed to verbs, prepositions and nouns. The
bound forms can occur wherever the free forms can.
There is only one exception, which is that the bound
forms do not fill the place of the subject unless
the subject is third person singular, and then only

( i ) j * hein certain tenses. So we can have @mada&
came",but not *@madamam ="I came"or *©madiat =

f’he"you came". And also we can have rafte-buda& T" she *iac* 
gone" ?with the past perfect tense. With the. present 
tense, the bound form of the third person singular 
can occur with the subjunctive and also with the 
simple present indicative. So we can have 58 and 59:

(i) Or more appropriately: umado& (the colloquial
version)o It should be noted that this occurs
mainly in the colloquial language.
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(today)(comes -he), . .C i )5 8 : einruz iniy@de& = he comes today.

(it) (today)(comes -he)(1 1 )
59: agar ' einruz biy@de& = If he comes today.

On the other hand, there are two syntactic, 
environments in which the hound forms of the--pronoun 
can occur, but the free forms cannot. The first 
is where the pronoun is in its possessive form and 
refers to the subject of the sentence. Thus the 
sentence 60 might be interpreted as "Hasan took his 
(own) book" or "Hasan took somebody else's book "#

(Hasan)(book_his) (took)
60: hasan ket@ba8c r@ bard@&t = Hasan took his

book.

But the counter example of 60 with the free 
form of the pronoun has only one interpretation. 
Therefore,the meaning of the sentence 6l would be 
"Hasan took somebody else's bookMt It does not 
mean "Hasan took his own book".

(Hasan)(book) (he) (took)
16l : hasan ket@be u r@ bard@Sct = Hasan took

his^ book.

So, as we- have shown by examples 60 and 6 l, 
the free form of the pronoun cannot refer to the 
subject of the sentence when it is in its possessive

( )  mlyuMoffc, .like miy(ft?d, is a colloquial version 
o:̂  m i ? (1 y a d -"he comes" (or* is coming').
(ii)Botli b i yi) d and b 1 d e & are colloquial versions 

b1y @yad(subjunctive for mi?@yad)«
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The second syntactic environment in which 
the free forms cannot occur, whereas the bound 
forms can, is where the subject of the sentence is 
mentioned. So we can have 62 with the bound form 
of the pronoun (i.e. a & ) attached to the verb:

(Ali ) ( catne-he )
(i)62: ali @mada& = Ali came.

But we cannot have 63 in which the free form 
of the pronoun occurs:

Therefore,the rules of the grammar should be 
formulated in such a way as to allow it to produce

gone" and block strings like 63. Our grammar should 
also contain a T rule which determines the place 
of the bound forms. The place of the free forms 
does not change from deep to surface structure, 
i.e. it occurs i n 'the place of NP which occurs before 
the verb in its subject, direct object and indirect 
object function, and it occurs after the noun in its 
possessive function. Thus we have:

(i) Or more usually : ali umade& (colloquial version).
(ii)Or more usually ? rafte-bude& (colloquial version).

(Ali)(he)(came-he) 
6 3 :* ali u @mad = Ali came

such sentences as 6 2 , or rafte-6uda& she had



(he) (came -he) ■
64: u @mad = He came*

(to) (he) (said-1)
6 5 : be u goftam «a I told him.

( he) (saw-I)
66: u r@ didam = I saw him.

(book) '(he)
6 7 : ket@be u = his book.

But the bound form of the pronoun attaches 
itself to the end of the verbs, noun-phrases and 
prepositions. Moreover, when the verb is compound 
(e.g. P + Y or N + V) it attaches itself to the end 
of the preposition or noun which forms the first 
component of the compound verb. Sometimes it can 
attach itself to the end of the verb, and sometimes 
it cannot. In those sentences where it can, the 
sentence would sound more lit.eraryQ Thus we can have, 

from the infinitive bard@8ctan. =' to take" (composed
with bar which is a preposition and d@&tan which
is a verb) ,the sentences 68 and 69 :

(take-it)
68: bara&d@r = Take it.

(take-it)
6 9 : bard@ra& = Take it.

And also from the infinitive dnst-d @ & t a n to 
like "(composed of dust which is a noun and d@&tan
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which is a verb) we can have 7 0  and

(like- it-you ) ,j her
70: dustaSc-d@ri = You like j him *ît

(1 ike-you-it ■) f .j her
71: dust-d@ria8c =-You like ihim *

Vi t

As we have already said, 69 and 71 are only 
found in poetry or in high literary prose and)of 
course, in the speech of those who imitate those forms 
But from the infinitive x@b -bordan = 11 to fall asleep" > 
we can have 72 but not 73 :

(sleep-him-took)
7 2 : x@ba&-bord = He fell asleep.

(sleep-took-him)
7 3 ; *x@b-borda&

To cope with this state of affairs, we need 
to have on the underlying structure the feature 
[+freel associated with the pronoun. And according 
to its. presence or absence we know whether or not we 
have to apply the T rule which is to be applied to 
the b ound forms. And also we require a feature 
£+ compound^ associated with the verb so that we know 
whether the bound form has to be attached to the end 
of the verb or to the end of its first component 
(i.e. preposition or noun).
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-We suggest one'T rule which determines the 
place of the bound forms, and that is T bound form 
attachment:

T bound form attachment:

^  oblig

Pro - V

[i free]

1 2 
SC = . 2 + 1
Condition: 1 = £- freej

The rule show's that we have to. change the place of 
the pronoun if it has the feature freej 
associated with it. We also suggest another T rule 
to cope with the place of the bound forms when the 
verb is compoundl

T bound form attachment (compound):

'p V ” vSD ^  Pro -Coin.VL <PreJ JCom.Y
freej

1 - 2 - 3
SC= 2 + 1 ' _ 3= *  °b l i S

Condition : 1 = £- freej

The rule shows that when the feature |J- freej 
is associated with a pronoun and the verb is compound, 
we have to attach the pronoun to the end of the preposition 
or the noun which is the first element of the compound 
verb.
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We Tiave said before that if the second
identical NP is in its possessive case and it
refers to the subject of the sentence, we have to 
replace it' by the bound form of the pronoun, and we 
cannot replace it by the free form (P'. 166 ) . So
we need to add another T rule to the previous rules 
of pronominalization and we call it T bound form 
attachment in possessive case:

T bound form attachment in Poss.case}

SD = X - NP - NP0 + e - NP - Y1 2 -  3
1 - 2  - 3 - 4 -  5 - 6

 —■>? oblig
SC - 1 - 2  - 3 + 0 +  pro - 6

j- freej
Condition: NP_ = NP and is coreferential to it.

5 1

The rule shows that we have to write NP as the 
bound form of the pronoun if it is in the possessive 
case and if it refers to the subject of the sentence. 
It also shows that j3, which is attached to the end of 
NP„ and which shows that NP„ is in its possessive2 3
case, should be omitted. Here is an example: The
deep structure of sentence 74- is shown by P.M. 22.

(Hasan)(book-his) (took)
74: hasan ket@ba& r@ bard@Sct = Hasan

took his book.
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VPNP

NPN V

bard@&tha s an NP
VP

PPNP

NP

ket@b m@le N

hasan

P.M.22.

bud

After applying T relative clause formation 
(p?66 ) and T noun-phrase formation (P . 7& ), the
tree would have the shape:

NP

N
Ihasan

NP

NPNP

ke t@b

V

bard@&t

hasan

P.M.23.

Here we have to apply our suggested T rule 
(p. 171) to change the second NP' which is dominated 
by NPJ> VP to the bound form of the pronoun and omit 
the element e from the underlying structure.
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2 - Reflexive Pronouns

The basic reflexive pronoun is xod in Persian.
It appears in the surface structure in the place of 
the indirect or direct object when in the deep 
structure the object is identical and coreferential 
to the subject of the simplex sentence. Within the 
complex sentence, too, it might be identical and 
coreferential to the direct or indirect object. 75 
and 7 6  show the occurrence of the reflexive pronoun 
within the simplex and complex sentence, respectively:

(Parvin)(in) (mirror) (self) (saw)
7 5 i parvin dar @yene xod r@ did = Parvin

saw herself in the mirror.

(Parvin)(that)(self) 1 (had -made up ) (came) 
7 6 : parvin ke xod r@ @r@ste~bud @niad

= Parvin, who had made herself up, came.

In 75 and 76, xod is identical and coreferential 
to the subject of the matrix sentence. In 77 and 781 
it is identical and coreferential .to the indirect 
and direct objects of the sentences respectively.

(A l i )(to)(Parvin)(that) (self) (had made up)
7 7 : ali be parvin ke xod r@ @r@ste-bud

(hello-did)
sal@m-lcard = Ali said "Hello" to Parvin who
had made herself up.
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(Ali) (Parvin) ( saw) (that) (wit l) (self)
7 8 : ali parvin r@ did ke .b@ xod

(was speaking)
harf-raizad = Ali saw Parvin who was speaking 
to herself.

As the native speakers of Persian would
(Parvin)(in) (mirror)(Parvin) (saw) 
parvin dar @yene parvin. r@ did

"Parvin saw Parvin in the mirror" , . the deep structure
interpret 75 as

of the sentence would be

NP VP

N adv P NP V

parvin

dar @yene

N

parvin

did

P.M.24o

We need a T rule to convert the identical NP 
to the reflexive pronoun:

T reflexive:

oblig

SD = X  - NP - Y - NP - Z
1 - 2  ~ 3 - A - 5

SC ~ 1  - 2 - 3 - xod- 5
Condition: 2 and A are identical and
coreferential.
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This rule is obligatory and for P.M.24 , Y
would be an adverbial phrase (i.e. dar fyene)0 For 
sentences such as 79, Y would be b@ ="with" •

(Parvin) (with) (self) (was speaking)
79 ’ parvin b@ xod harf-mizad = Parvin

was speaking to herself.

Here is the deep structure of 7 9 ’•

-VP
NP PP

N NP harf-mizad
b@ Nparvin

parvin

P.M.25.

The reflexive pronoun might also occur in a 
sentence with the. bound form of the pronoun 
attached to the end of it* Therefore, we should 
produce another T rule to allow the grammar to 
generate such sentences as 80 in which the bound 
form of the pronoun is attached to the end of the 
reflexive.

(Parvin)(in) (mirror) (herself) (saw)
8 0 : parvin dar @yene xoda& r@ did =

Parvin saw herself in the mirror.

80 is semantically identical to 75. For generating
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80,we suggest an optional T rule which we call T 

reflexive bound form attachment. This rule should 
be applied after T reflexive pronoun i.e. it should, 
be applied to tree diagrams such as P.M.26.

VPNP adv P

NP

parvin did@yene

xod

Here is

P.M.26

T reflexive bound form attachment•
T reflexive bound form attachment;

SD- —  X - NP - Y - xod

optional
SC~-1 - 2 - 3 “ zl+Pro - 5

Ĵ -freeJ

The rule shows that we can attach the bound form of 
the pronoun to the end of xod. The pronoun should be 
the .bound form, otherwise it would refer to someone 
other than parvin» and xod would be emphatic not
v. n  •reflexive

(i) We will later discuss the emphatic pronoun and its 
syntactic behaviour which differs from that of the 
reflexive in spite of its apparent identity.
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Consider the following examples:

(Parvin)(in) (mirror) (self) (he) (saw)
8l: parvin - dar @yene xode u r@ did

Parvin saw him (himself) in the mirror.

In 8 1, xod, being emphatic, does not refer to-
~ , r>r. (Parvin) (in) (mirror)Parvin, whereas oO can mean , ,parvin dar @yene
(Parvin) (saw) „ , . . „^ j j = P a r v m  saw Parvin m  the mirror parvin r@ did
or parvin dar @yene x r@ did - "Parvin saw x in the

In this way,8l has one meaning whereas 80 has 
two meanings associated with it. It should be noted
that the occurrence of the adverbial phrase (i.e.
(in) (mirror) ... . ‘ • . . ., ~ =nm  the mirror') makes the possibilitydar. @yene 1 J
r ,, . , j. j. • „ o/~\ / • (Parvin)(he)of the second interpretation of 80 (i.e. parvin u

(in) (mirror)(saw) !tn . -u • - - m
r @  dar lyene did = tarTln saw hlm ln the “lrror >

very weak, but this possibility still exists. Here
is another example to clarify the point:

(hers elf)
(Parvin)(to) (himself)( had said) (that)(should) 

8 2 : parvin be xoda& gofte-bud ke b.@yad
(go-he,or she) 
beravad

82 can be interpreted as 83(a) or 83(h);
(Parvin) (to ) (Parvin) ( had sa.id) (that)

8 3 : (a) parvin . be parvin gofte-bud ke

(i) We will show the deep structure of this sentence 
in the next.section where we deal with emphatic pronouns.
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(should) (go)’
b@yad beravad = Parvin had told Parvin that 
she should go.

(Parvin) (to) (self) ( x ) (had said) (that)
(b)parvin be xode x gofte-bud ke

(should) (go)
b@yad beravad = It was x himself that Parvin 
had told he should go.

The counterpart of 82, however, with the free 
form of the pronoun is interpreted only in one way.
So the sentence 8 t̂ has only one meaning.

(Parvin)(to)(self)(he) (had said) (that)(should)
8 t̂: parvin be xode u gofte-bud ke b@yad

(go)
beravad = Parvin had told -x himself that he should 
go.

It is important to make it clear that 
the obligatory T rule which we have given for 
reflexive pronouns can be applied both in complex 
'andin' simplex sentences. So ,the c o n s t r a i n t  which Lees

( i)and Xlirna have imposed upon their proposed
T rule for reflexive pronouns (i.e. that two identical and 
coreferential N P 1s should be within simplex sentences) 
has no effect in Persian, provided that we note that 
the processes of relativization and pronotninalization 

take ■ place before the process of reflexivization.
( ; i)J .A. Moyne in his article "Reflexive and Emphatic"

(i) Language, Vol. 39 (1963), pp. 17“28 
( ii ) Language , Vo 1. (t 7 ( 19 7 1 ) , pp • 1 ̂ 1 “ ̂ 6 3 .
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has imposed the same restriction as Lees and Klima 
did on the rule he has given for the reflexive 
pronoun in Persian . The fact is that
once we . state the order of T relative 
clause formation and T reflexive pronoun, then it 
is not necessary to impose either Lees and Klima’s 
constraints for the reflexive pronoun upon our T 
reflexive or the second restriction which J.A.Moyne 
has imposed upon his reflexive rule (in the same 
article). The first restriction is imposed on two 
identical and coreferential N P 1s . The one which 
is not reflexivized should be the subject of the 
sentence and the one which undergoes the process of 
reflexivization should be the direct or indirect 
object of the simplex sentence. We now show that we 
need not impose the constraints suggested by Moyne, 
provided that in the complex sentence we apply T 
relative clause formation before T reflexive. Consider
this example:

(Parvin) (that)( self) (had made up) (came)
8 5 : parvin ke xod r@ (^r@ste-b'ud @mad= Parvin ,

who had made herself presentable, came.

The deep structure of 85 would roughly be:



NP V

@r@ste~bud

V

@mad

P.M.27.

As we have said before, we first apply T 
relative clause formation and T pronominalization 
to convert the string above to the string 8 6 :

(Parvin) (that)(Parvin) (had made- up )( came )
8 6 : parvin ke parvin @r@ste-bud @mad

= Parvin, who had made Parvin presentable, came 
And the tree diagram associated with it would be:

NP

NP

ke

VPparvin

NP V

N

parvin

!r@ste -.bud

VP
I
V

@mad

P.M.28,
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Here we a pply. T reflexive to convert the string 
above to the string 87.:

(Parvin) (that) ( self) ( had. made up )
8 7 * parvin ke xod §r§ste" bud

(came)
@mad

T objective marker would introduce the objective 
marker r@ after x o d , and we come up with the actual 
surface structure of the sentence 85 L P-179 ).

As we have shown in the generation of 85 * we,
can apply T reflexive pronoun to the complex sentence 
provided that we apply T relative claus e ~f ormationirestrictive) 
and T pronominalization before it.

The second restriction which Moyne imposes 
upon his reflexive rule is that NP should be the subject 
and NP ̂ ( i .e . NP of embedded sentence) should be the direct 
object or indirect object of the sentence. This 
restriction is not true either within simplex sentences 
or in complex sentences. In complex sentences, if 
we apply. T relative clause formation (r es tri ctive) bef or T 
reflexive, then T reflexive can be applied when 
NP is either a direct or an indirect object. Here 
is an example of a sentence in which the first 
identical NP is the direct object of the matrix 
s entence: -
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(Ali)(Parvin) (saw) (that)(with) (self)
8 8 : aid parvin r@ did ke b@ xod

(was talking)
harf-mizad =: Ali saw Parvin who was talking 
to herself.

The tree diagram associated with the deep structure 
of 88 would roughly be: ■

NP VP

NP
ali didNP

NP VP

PP
parvin NP

b@ harf-mi

parvin 

P.M.29.

Here we first apjply T relative clause formation (p 066)
(A l i )(Parvin)(that)

l'v. 0
(with)(Parvin)(was talking)
to convert the string above to .all parvin_______

(saw) ~
b@ parvin • harf-mizad did an 1011 —
reflexive converts this string to (Ali)(Parvin)(that)
(Avrith) .( self) 
b@ xod

ali
(was talking)(saw) 
har f-mi za d did

parvin ke
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Here is an example in which two identical and 
coreferential NP ' s are indirect objects of the matrix 
sentence and direct objects of the embedded 
s entence:

(Ali)(with)(Parvin)(that)(sell) (had wounded)
8 9 : ali b@ parvin ke xod r@ majruh-karde-bud

(spoke)
harf-zad = Ali spoke to Parvin who had wounded
herself*.

The deep structure of 89 would roughly be:

S

VPNP

PP
Vali

NP
harf-zadb@ NP

VPN NP

NP

parvin N majruh-karde-bud
I

parvin 

P.M.30.

First we apply T relative clause formation(p ,66 ) and
T pronominalization to convert the string above to
(A l i )(with)(Parvin) (that)(Parvin) (had wounded) 
ali b@ parvin ke parvin majruh-kardc -bud
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(spoke)
harf-zad And then we apply T reflexive to convert
parvin of the embedded sentence to x o d . P . M .31 
shows the phrase marker associated with the resulting 
string:

y p
NP

PP
harf-zad‘NP

ali b@ ke
VP

NP

VN

xod majruh-karde-
bud

P.M.31.

P.M.31 shows that the identical NP is omitted 
according to the rules of* pronominalization which 
have been given in the chart (p.i4l‘)»

In order to have a natural sequence of the 
elements in 8 9 , we have to apply T,objective marker 
to produce r@ after xod. Here according to T reflexive, 
(i.e. X - NP - Y - Z =  X - N P - Y -  xod - Z) X is 
ali b @ ,1NP is p arvin, Y is k e , and Z is the rest of 
the elements of the string.Examples 88 and 89 show 
■that the process of reflexivization can take place 
within a complex sentence if identical NP of the
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matrix sentence is the direct or the indirect 

object of the matrix sentence .

Within' a simplex sentence, t o o , the process of 
reflexivization can take place if the identical NP 
is either direct or indirect object. Consider the 
following examples:

( i.) ( with} (myself )̂ a ) (leave)
90: man r@ ■ b@ xodam tanh@ begqz@r = Leave

me alone with myself.

(to) ( I ). (about) (myself)(say)
91: be man darb@reye xodam begu = Tell

me about myself.

In (90), man =" I !,is the direct object of the 
sentence (the subject of the sentence which is to 
"you" is to be understood) and xodam ="niyself" which 
is a reflexive pronoun, refers to m a n .

In (91), man is the indirect object of the 
sentence and xodam = "myself" refers to it. So, 
the second restriction ( p.l8 l ) which'Moyne imposed 
upon T reflexive is only true within simplex 
declarative sentences.
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3 -Emphatic Pronouns

We have mentioned in the previous section
that in spite of their superficial sameness, emphatic 
pronouns and reflexive pronouns are different in 
their syntactic behaviour. In the surface structure, 
an emphatic pronoun occurs: (a) In ez§fe construction,
i.e. before the noun or pronoun which it emphasizes, 
and with a linking element between them (the reflexive 
pronoun does not occur in ez@fe construction) ;(b) 
after the noun or pronoun it emphasizes (in this 
position,it has also to have the bound form of the 
pronoun attached to the end of it); (c) combining 
with the bound forms of the pronoun accompanying it. 
Here are some examples:

(self) (Parvin)(Hasan) (saw) Parvin9 2 : (a) xode parvin hasan r@ did
(Parvin)(herself)(Hasan) (saw) herself saw

(b) parvin xoda& hasan r@ did Hasan
(c) . xodaSc hasan r@

(herself)(Hasan) ( N
saw Hasan

93 I (a) xode man leb@s r@ xaridam
(I) (myself)(dress) (bought-I)

(b) man xodam leb@s r@ xaridam

(self)(l) (dress) (bought-l)

mys elf

I bought 
the dress

(I)(himself) (saw-l)_
(c) man xodaSc r@ didam “ sa^I saw him (It was 

he himself that I saw) ,

The meanings of the sentences 92(a) and 92(b). are 
the same. So are those of 93(a) and 93(b). In (a)'s,
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the emphatic pronoun occurs in ez@fe construction, 
and in (b)'s, it occurs after the noun or the pronoun 
which it emphasizes., and with the pronoun (i.e. a& = 
third person singular, and am = first person singularj 
respectively) suffixed to it. In. (c)'s , it occurs with 
the bound form of the pronoun attached to it.

It should be noted here that when the noun which 
is to be emphasized is NPJ>VP and not NPJ> S , we can 
use the emphatic pronoun in ez@fe construction i.e. 
before the emphasized noun, and with a linking element 
between them. Also, we cannot use it after the noun 
which we want emphasized. Thus we can have 9^:

(self) (Parvin) (saw-l)
9̂ t: xode parvin r@ didam = I saw Parvin

herself.
We cannot, however, have '•

(Parvin)(herself) (saw-l)
9 5 : * parvin xoda&: r@ didam

Also we can have 96 :

(with) (self) (Parvin) (spoke ..-I)
9 6 : b@ xode parvin harf-zadam = I spoke

to Parvin herself, 

but not 9 7 :

(Parvin) (with)(herself)(spoke-I)
97 :* parvin b@ xoda& harf-zadam
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-Having in mind' that both NP1>VP and NP.>-S can 
be emphasized if an emphatic pronoun occurs with 
them in ez§fe construction, we prefer to take the 
emphatic pronoun in ez@fe construction as a basic 
pattern and derive the other patterns from it 
with optional T rules.

Reflexive pronouns and emphatic pronouns differ 
in their deep structures as well. Emphatic xod is 
not an element of deep structure. In the surface 
structure,it is substitued for a noun which is - 
for the sake of emphasis - repeated in the deep 
structure. In everyday speech, when we want to 
emphasize something we repeat it again and again.
We suggest that this process of repetition should 
be shown in the deep structure for the noun which 
is to be emphasized in the surface structure. For 
instance, the deep structure of the sentence 98 would 
roughly be P.M.32 :

(self) (Parvin) (Hasan) (saw-she)
9 8 : xode parvin hasan r@ did • = Parvin
herself saw Hasan.

NP
VP

NP

NPNP

NPparvin did
N

parvin
bud hasanparvin

P.M.32.
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T relative clause formation^restrietlve) and T
(Parvin)pronominalization would change P.M.3^ to

(that) (Parvin) (was) (Hasan) (saw)
ke________ parvin - bud - hasan did

parvin. -
. And T

whose phrase
noun-phrase formation No.l converts the string above to
(Parvin) (Parvin) (Hasan) (saw) 
parvine - parvin - hasan - did
marker is shown by P.M.33.

S

NP

NPNP

N Ne

parvin parvin hasan

did

P.M.33.

At this stage ,we have to apply T xod formation 
which is an obligatory rule. And this rule converts 
the first NP to xod:

T xod formation:

SD = X - NP + e - NP - Y 
1 - 2  + 3 - 4  -  5

oblig
SC = 1 - xod+ 3 - 4 - 5
Condition: 2 and 4 identical and
coreferential.
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Tlie condition imposed upon the rule shows that 
it cannot be applied unless the two NP's are identical 
and coreferential. ' After applying T xod formation,

(self) (Parvin) (Hasan) 
xode ~ parvin hasanthe resulting string would be

(s a w ) . , , , ,, . n and the phrase marker associated with it would did
be:

xo d parvin

P.M . 3^

hasan

did

We only have to apply T objective marker in 
order to come up with the actual surface structure
of 98 •

Notice that we only have to add one T rule 
(i.e. T xod formation) to the previous T. rules in' 
order to generate the sentence with the emphatic 
pronoun. We mentioned before that the emphatic 
pronoun might occiir with the noun it emphasizes in 
an NP construction with the ez@fe marker between 
them and it can also occur after the noun with the 
bound form of the pronoun attached to it. So 98 
can.be paraphrased as 99 :
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(Parvin) (herself)(Hasan) (saw)
99* parvin xoda& hasan r@ did = Parvin

saw Hasan herself.

We have to apply an optional T rule to P.M.26 
in order to produce 99

T xod changing position: ■
SD = X - N. + e - N 1 -  2

1 - 2  + 3 - 4

SC = 1 - 1  + 0 - 2  +Pro - 5^-freej
Condition: NP_> S dominates .

The optional T rule above omits the linking 
element je and changes the place of N and N , which1 u
are xod and the emphasized noun respectively, and
also attaches the bound form of the pronoun to the
end of x o d . The condition imposed upon T xod
changing position prevents the grammar from generating
such strings as 100 which are not grammatical.

(Parvin)(herself) (saw-I)
100:* parvin xodaSc r@ didam = I saw Parvin

herself.

Up to now, we have discussed the emphatic pronoun 
when it is accompanied by a noun or by the free forms 
of the pronoun. The emphatic pronoun,however, as we 
mentioned before, can occur with the bound form of 
a pronoun attached to the end of it and without any



noun or pronoun accompanying it. . 101 shows the
emphatic pronoun with hound forms of the pronoun:

101: (a) xodam goftam == I myself said.
(b) xodat gofti = You yourself said.
(c) xodaSc goft = He himself said.
(d) xodem@n goftim. = We ourselves said.
(e) xodaSc r@ didam = It was he himself I saw.

The occurrence of the emphatic pronoun by 
itself and without the bound forms of the pronoun
can be seen in old style. Rarely, it may also be
observed in the language of today. 102 shows the 
occurrence of the emphatic form by itself:

(self){to) (he). (said-I)(that)(come)
102: xod be u goftam ke ' biy@ = I

myself told him to come.

Notice that we can have the reflexive pronoun 
xod without bound forms and, for instance, 103 is 
quite normal.

(to) (self) (said-I)
103: be xod goftam = I said to myself.

■ From r.vThat has been said above , it is clear that 
we have to add an optional T rule to the rules for 
emphatic pronouns to make them complete. This rule
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which we call "emphasized noun reduction" should 
be applied to the output of the last optional T 
rule which we proposed on ip.191 and which generates 
such sentences as 10 t̂:

(Parvin)(herself)(story) (said)
104: parvin xoda& d@st@n r@ goft =

Parvin herself told the story.

The tree diagram associated with 10̂ i would
be :

yp

parvin xoda&

N

d@st@n

goft

P.M.35.

Our suggested T rule would omit the first 

NP from P.M.35 ?

T emphasized noun reduction:
SD = X - N . - N_ - Y 1 2

1 - 2  -  3 -  k

Condition: is xodaSc

optional
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By applying the T rule above, we come up to
. . (himself)(story) (said) .the string , „ -i «» .̂4 * ^ thisxodaSc d@st@n - goft

stage, T objective marker should be applied and it 
produces r@ after d@st@n ="story"
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List of Transformational Rules' introduced in
Chapter Three

T Pronominalization :
SD = X' - NP - Y - NP - Z oblig according

1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 ---- - to the rules of 
^  the connected

SC = 1 - 2 - 3 -(0ipr onoun - 5 chart •

Condition : (a) 2 and 4 are identical and coreferential .
(b) 2 and 4 are dominated by different sentences

T bound form attachment :
SD = Pro 

J+ freej
1

SC = 2
Condition : 1 =

V

2
1

Oblig

freej

T bound form attachment (compound) :

SD = Pro -Com.V
freej

1 2

N
Pre Com. V

oblig
SC - 2 +
Condition : 1 =

T bound form attachment in the possessive case :
- Y2

1 — 2 - 3  + 4 - 5  - 6
Pro ^

SD = X - NP. - NP0 + e - NP 1 . 2 —  3

=> °bliS
SC = 1 3 + 0 - freej
Conditionn : NP. and NP„ are identical and coreferential1 J>
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T reflexive :
SD = X - NP I i - Z

1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5
SC = 1 - 2 - 3 - xod - 5

= = ^  oblig

Condition : 2 and 4 are identical and coreferential

T reflexive bound form attachment :
SD = X - NP - Y - xod - Z

1 _ 2 - 3 - 4  - 5

SC = 1 - 2  - 3 - 4 + Pro - 5
£-free J

optiona

T xod formation :
SD = X - NP + e - NP - Y

1 - 2  + 3 - 4  -  5
oblig

SC = 1 - xod + 3 - 4  - 5
Condition : 2 and 4 are identical and coreferential

T xod changing position :
SD = X - N, + e - N - Y1 —  2

1 - 2  + 3 - 4  - 5

SC = 1 - 4  + 0 - 2 +  Pro - 5
^-freej

Condition : NPJP7" S dominates 4 .

=> optional

T emphasized noun reduction : •
SD = X- N , - N Y 1 2

1 - 2  -  3 -  4
========•.....-r=̂ > optional

sc  = l -  0 3 -  4

Condition : = xoda& .
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CHAPTER FOUR

Adj ectives

While discussing the composition of N P , we 
illustrated ( P.61 ) that NP,among other things, might
consist of N + e_ + adj. or N + e_ + N. e.g.:

(student) (good) (came)
1: &@gerde xub @mad = The good student came.

(student)(s chool)(came)
2: &@gerde madrese @mad ' = The

Although the words xub =,f good11 and madrese = 
nstool"occupy the same place in ,1 and 2 respectively, 
we regard them as members of two different categories 
because there are other syntactic environments in 
which one of them can occur and the other cannot.
Consider the following examples:

(good)(large) (is)
3 :* xub bozorg ast =*Good is large.

(school) (large)(is)
4: madrese bozorg ast = The school is large.

(bold)(to) ( I) (said)(that)(come)
5:* &oj@? be man goft ke biy@ -*Bold told

me to come , -

(student)(t o )(I )(said)(thbt)(come)
6 : &@gerd be man goft ke ‘ biy@ - The pupil

choolboy 
schoolgirl came.
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told me to come.

As examples 3 and 5 show, xub = "good" and 
&oj@? = "bold" cannot occupy the place of the 
subject by themselves, whereas ma dr e s e = "school"and 
&@gerd = "pupil" have occupied the place of the subject 
in 4 and 6 respectively.

Another difference between noun and adjective 
in surface structure is that a noun (like madrese 
- "school') can stand as the head of NP construction, 
whereas, an adjective (like xub " good") cannot, Consider 
the following examples:

(good)(school)
7 :* xube madrese = * good of school.

(school) (good)
8 : madreseye xub = good school.

As the examples show, xub cannot stand as the 
head of NP construction whereas &@gerd can. Having 
these two differences in mind, we can conclude that 
madrese =''schoolM and xub = ,j£ood"are members of 
different categories and, therefore, sentneces like 
1 and 2 have two different deep structures in 
spite of their similarity in the surface structure.
The deep structures of 1 and 2 are shown by P.M.l 
and P.M.2 respectively.



&@gerd

NP

NP

N ad j P

&@gerd &dj

xub

P.M.l.

V

as t

&@gerd N

&@gerd

madrese
P.M.2.

@mad

@mad

We have discussed these two deep structures in 
Chapter 1 and justified them on semantic grounds
based .on what is understood by native speakers of
r, ~ (student) (good) (came)Persian from sentences like . „ , * ^ ,' &@fferde xub @mad
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eJ' The good student came!' and (s tudent)(s cho o1) (came) 
&@ g erde madrese @mad

' s choolboy 
^choolgirl came'1 0

There is one point which needs clarification 
here. This is the fact that under certain conditions, 
an adjective can behave as a noun j that is to say, 
it can appear as the head of NP construction in 
ez@fe construction with other nouns, and also it can 
behave as t_he subject of a sentence. Consider the 
following examples:

( good-.pL)( came-they)

(kind-a) (came)
10: mehrab@ni @mad = A kind person came.

(that)(kind) (came)
11: @n mehrab@n @mad - That kind person came.

As the example 9 shows, the adjective xub 
in its plural form behaves like a noun and is the 
subject of the sentence. In example 10 }the 
adjective mehrab@n = ’’kind” has an indefinite 
ending (i0e.i) attached to the end of it, i.e. it 
behaves like a noun and is the subject of the sentence. 
And in 11 , the adjective rnehrab@n '=■ "kindV is accom
panied by the determiner @n = "that" (we have 
discu.ssed determiners in chapter 5)» The native 
speakers of Persian interpret 9 12(a) or 12(b)

9: xub@n @madand The good ones came.
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or in some other way according to the context in 
which the sentence is uttered.

(people) (that) (good) (were) (came)
1 2 : (a) mardomi ke xub budand ©madand

= The people who were good came.
(girls) (that) (pretty) (were) (came)

(b) doxtar@ni ke xubru budand ©madand
= The girls who were pretty came.

Also the native speakers of Persian interpret 
10 and 11 as 13(a) or 13(b) and l4(a) or 14(b)
respectively:

(person)(that)(kind) (was) (came)
1 3 : (a) kasi ke mehrab@n bud @mad

= A person who was kind came.
(woman) .
(girl) (that) (kind) (was) (came)

(b) fcloxtari mehrab@n bud ©mad = a\ zani
/girl1 who was kind came.[woman

(that)(person)(that) (kind) (was) (came)
14: (a) @n kasi ke mehrab@n bud ©mad

= The person who was kind came.
(girl)

(that) (woman) (that) (kind) (was) (came)
, . f zani(b) @n [doxtari ke mehrab@n bud @mad =

/girl 
>

The< who was kind came,woman

Therefore, we conclude that in the deep structures 
of 9 , 10 and 11 , there is a head noun which is
omitted from the surface structure. In the case of 
9 , the feature pluralj is associated with the
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dele ted head noun* In the case of 10 , the feature 
|~ - definitej is associated with the head of the 
deleted noun. And in the case of 11 ,a determiner 
accompanies the head noun. To illustrate this 
state of affairs, we draw up the phrase markers which 
are associated with the deep structures of senteiaces 
9 , 10 and 11 :

NP VP

NP S

NP VP

- sing 
+ definite

adj P

r- sing ~i adj 
]_ + definite

xub

V

hastand

P.M.3.

@mad

‘-I- sing I N
- definite

+ sxng 
- definite

adj P

mehraben

has t

P.M.4.

I
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NP

Det NP

@n VP

■fsing 
+definite

adj P

Det NP adj hast

@n

[+sing^ 4 - d e f  J

VP- 

©mad

P.M. 5.

l
1

l
I
1

I
l

I

P.M.3, P .M.k and P.M.5 illustrate the deep 
structures of" three kinds of" sentences in which the 
head noun can be deleted from the surface structure. 
We do not fill the place of the noun in P.M.3 
above because,as the interpretation of native 
speakers shows, N-can dominate kas = "person",
&axs = "person", zan = "woman", doxtar = "girl"
or any other noun collocationally compatible with 
xub and mehrab@n. And in practice it does not matter 
for the process of deletion which of these lexical 
items is in the deep structure. What does matter is 
that the noun should be plural, or indefinite, or 
preceded by a determiner. However, for generating 
such sentences as 1'1}12 and 13 from P.M.3 i P.M.^i
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and P.M. 5 respectively, we need to apply (a) _T̂
■relative clause formation (restrictive) , (b )T. pronominalization?
(c) T noun-phrase formation No.l. These convert 
P.M.3) P . M .k and P.M.5 to P.M.6»P.M.7 and P.M.8 
respectively.

adj

xub~ sing 
+ definite

P.M.6 .

VP

J
i©madand

©mad+ sing 
- definite

P.M.7.

Det.1@n
VP

adj

+ sing 
-definite

mehrab@n

P.M.S.
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We now have to introduce a new T rule: T feature 
Copying by adjective. By this rule, the adjective 
copies the features associated with the noun if these 
features are singj or definitej :

T feature copying by adjective:
\SD = X -

SC - 1 -

[(Y )
NP

N
'+sing( 
+definite

e -

Condition: either 3 = T- sing.]

3 = C- definite]or

adj!
NP

- 4 - 5
-sing 
-def ini

=5% optional 

-  6

ni t e_|

The rule shows that if 3(i*e.N) has the feature 
£- sing[j or J~- definitej associated with it, the 
adjective can copy those features (needless to say, 
this rule can only refer to P.M. 6 and P.M. 7)• After 
applying T feature copying hy adjective, the tree 

diagram 7 would have the shape :

l

l

adj

mehrafo@ns ing.
+definite

sing.
4- definite

P.M.9.

VP

V

@m i.1
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After the process of feature copying by adjective, 
we have to apply another T rule which we call 
T head deletion. By applying T head deletion,the 
head of NP cons truetion,and also ez@fe marker (i.e.
), are deleted.

T head deletio n :
SD = X -

NP
1 -

SC = 1 - 
Condition:

This rule shows that the head noun should be
deleted if the adjective has copied the features of
the noun. Also the head noun can be deleted if 2 
dominates a determiner. In the latter case, as the 
rule shows, we omit the noun and preserve the 
accompanying determiner. Therefore, T head deletion 
can generate the kind of sentence illustrated by 
9, 10 and 11. The condition imposed upon T head
deletion would block the generation of deviant
sentences such as 15 and 1(5:

(good)(came)
15 : * xub @mad =* Oood came.

N e -

2 - 0 - 0

definitej 
I = determiner.

. f-sing
1 <  L~

adj - —sing -j 
,-def inite[ NP

oblig^/ 
after T 

6 feature 
copying, 
optional/2
determiner
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(kind) (to) (i.) (said) (that) (come) 
l6 : * inehrab@n be man go ft ke bly@ :=

*Kind told me to come.

After applying T head deletion, the tree 
diagram, would have the shape:

S

~-sing r 
definite

P.M.10.

From what has been said above, the nature of 
overlapping cases between noun and adjective becomes 
clear. And it is learned that when we come to the 
field of surface structure, describing such cases as 
’’noun-adjective overlapping” would be relevant.
But in the deep structure ,the syntactic behaviour 
of noun and adjective is different.

Once again, it becomes clear that the deep 
structure would help us to define the syntactic 
behaviour of grammatical elements with more 
precision, and it is in the d(eep structure that we 
can draw sharp lines between formatives (i.e. 
minimal syntactically functioning elements).
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Here, we should clarify what might appear as
a question for native speakers of. Persian- the
problem of the word jav@n =itt Is it ansr  ̂youth -
adjective or a noun? The word jav@n ={nrOU3f.ni is■“----- ryoutn
considered to be an adjective in the traditional
grammar of Persian. The point is that jav@n has
two meanings. One of these corresponds to the
word "young" in English. When it appears in this
sense,it behaves like all adjectives in deep and surface
structures. Its other meaning corresponds to the
word "youth" in English (in its concrete sense).
Although this meaning is related to the first 
meaning, it is not the same. With the latter 
meaning,the word j av@n is a noun and behaves as 
such in deep and surface structures- T h u s ,in 17 1
the word jav@n is a noun.

(youth)(girl) (followed)
17: jav@n doxtar r@ ta?qib-kard = The youth

followed the. girl .

And in 18,the word jav@n is an adjective which 
occupies the place of the noun in the surface 
structure.

(young-pl*)( in ) (streets) (were marching)
1 8 t jav@nh@ dar xiy@b@nh@ re3e-miraftand = The

. young (girls or boys, or girls and boys) were
marching in the streets.
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How Adjectives a re derived from Verbs

There are two groups of adjectives which are 
derived from verbs. The members of one group are 
derived from the present tense stem and members of the 
other group from the past tense stem (itself derived 
from the infinitive). We will discuss each of thesd 
groups separately.

Adjectives derived from the Present Stem

I call one form of adjective, derived from the
( i)present tense stem,"the continuous ■ p.abticiple"' .

It is constructed from the present stem plus the 
affix @n (not in the case of all verbs since @n is 
a derivational affix which can be applied to certain 
verb stems only). Thus we can have rav@n -

from the present stem rav = "go "and dav@n =: "running" from the 
present stem day = "run " • We can have the following 
formula for forming them:

Present stem +@n — -=_ ^ continuous participle.
The continuous participle has a semantic 

feature off-t- continuous^ attached to it. It has no 
element of tense on it and the verb which comes 

after it determines its tense. Consider the following

(i) In most Persian Grammars,this has been referod to 
as the present participle and in others ,as so fate 
f @? eli = "subject adjective". But I disagree with 
these labels for reasons to appear presently.

{" going""running"
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s entences:

(this ) (water )( going)(. is )
19: (a) in @b rav@n ast = This water is

in motion .
(this)(water)(is going)

(b) in @b miravad = This water is
flowing .
(that )( water ) (going) (was)

20: (a) @n @b rav@n bud = That water was
in motion .
(that)(water)(was going)

(b) @n @b miraft = That water was
flowing .

19(a) and 1 9 (b) and also 20(a) and 20(b) are 
paraphrases and this sh-ows. that there is an element , of 
continuity in the continuous participle. On the 
other hand, considering 19(a) and 2 0 (a), we can 
conclude that this kind of adjective is tenseless 
and,as we have already said, its tense can be deter
mined by a verb which may follow it.

Another form of adjective which is derived from
the present tense stem of the verb is one which is
formed by the.present tense stem plus the suffix 

present tense stem plus suffix g@r, or the 
present tense stem plus the suffix u. Thus,we can 
have d@n@ = "wise" from the present tense stem d@n 
= "know"and s@zeg@r = "agreeable" from the present
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tense stem s@z = "tolerate" and tarsu = "cowardly" 
from the present tense stem tars = "fear". I put 
these three kinds of adjectives in one group on 
semantic grounds, because they refer to a constant 
property of the noun. And because of this I call 
them "constant participles".

The third kind of adjective derived from the
present, tense stem of the verb is one which is
formed from the present tense stem plus the suffix
ande. Thus we have k o&ande = "lethal" from the
present tense stem ko& = "kill" and zanande -
"appalling, awkward" from the present tense stem 

(i)zan =M beat,f . Consider the following examples:

(this)(dress)(awkward) (is)
2 1 : (a) in leb@s zanande ast =

llhis dress is appalling. 
rFhis dress is undignified.
(dress) (awkward)

(b) leb@se zanande = undignified dress.

(this)(poison)(lethal) (is)
2 2 : (a) in zahr ko&ande ast = This poison

is lethal.

(i) We should notice here that from the present 
tense stem plus the same suffix (i.e. ande) we obtain 
a wide range of lexical items which belong to the 
category of nouns. They are all equivalent to agentive 
nouns in English. Thus we have r@nande - "driver" 
from the present tense stem r@n - "drive" and 
x@nande = "singer" from the present tense stem x@n = 
"sing" and .s@zande = "maker", which has also an adjectival 
meaning: "constructive", from s@z = "make".
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(poison)(le tha1 )
(b) zahre ko&ande = lethal poison.

In 21(a) and 2 2 (a), the adjectives zanande = 
"awkward" and ko&ande = "lethal" behave as predicates 
of the sentence and in 21(b) and 22(b), the same 
adjectives are parts of NP constructions.

Adjectives derived from the Past Stem

The adjective derived from the past stem is the 
past participle which is constructed by adding je to 
the infinitive minus an. Thus we have rafte = "gone" 
from the infinitive raftan = "to go" and ©made - 

"comd1 from the infinitive ©madan = "to come". This
mode of formation holds for all intransitive verbs.
With some transitive verbs,it is necessary to add 
the past participle of the verb &odan = "to become" 
to the above mentioned construction. Consider the 
following examples.

dozdidan = to steal 
dozdide-&ode= stolen

2,k : (a) didan = to see
(b) dide-&ode~ seen

With some transitive verbs, it is not necessary
to add &ode = "become" though it would not be wrong

23: (a)
(b)
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if we did so. For -instance,from the past stem 
ko&tan = "to kill" we can have 25(a) or 2 5 (h):

2 5 : (a) -ko&te = killed
(b) ko&te-&ode= killed

There are also some transitive verbs which 
offer such a choice in some cases (e.g. when their 
past participles are being used as nouns in the 
plural) but which must have &ode in their past 
participles in other cases. For example from the 
infinitive didan - "to see" we have 2 6 (a) or 2 6 (b):

2 6 : (a ) dideh@
- things observed or seen.

(b) dide-&odeh@

But we can have only 27(a) and not 27(b) :

2 7 : (a) ket@be dide-&ode =' the book seen.
(b)* ket@be dide

A note of caution is necessary: This sort of 
differentiation between the past participles of 
transitive verbs and those of intransitive verbs only 
holcb where past participles are used as predicative 
adjectives (or, in the surface structure, when, under 
certain conditions (p.200)1they are used as nouns)*
When they are used for the formation of a perfect 
tense, the situation is different. In short, there 

is 110 need to add &ode = "become" unless the formation
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of the passive voice is intended.

(Hasan) (apple-a) ( has eaten)
28: (a) hasan sibi xorde-ast = Hasan has

eaten an apple.

(apple-a) ( has been eaten )
(b) sibi xorde-Scode-ast = An apple has

been eaten.

In order to show what the native speakers of 
Persian understand from this kind of adjective, we
will put it in a phrase and show the paraphrase
whose meaning is equivalent to that of the former 
phrase. 29 is a paraphrase of 30*

(water) (g.one)
2 9 : @be rafte = water gone .

w  w  (has \water that t , gone)\nad
3 0 : @bi ke rafte „ /  ast = the water

( 1 bud, Jhasthat-L gone away.

As the paraphrase shows, the meaning of the 
past tense or present tense is associated with the
adjec tive rafte = "gone". The paraphrase also shows
that rafte = "gone" refers to the subject of the 
sentence (the deep structure subject). Adjectives 
which are formed from transitive verbs refer to 
the object of the sentence (the deep structure 
object). Consider phrase 31 and its paraphrase
which is shown by 3 2 :
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(food) (eaten)
3 1 : qaz@ye xorde = food eaten*

(food) (that) ( d >̂ee11 ea^en)
32: qaz@?i ke xorde-Scode - Tast = The{, ) budhas , . V

_ been eaten, had
As the paraphrase 32 shows, in the case of 

adjectives formed from transitive verbs, the adjective 
refers to the direct object. That is why 32 has 
been formed by a passive verb. ' So, as we illustrated, 
the past participle creates two different meanings 
in the mind of native speakers of Persian according 
to the transitivity or intransitivity of the verbs 
from which it is derived.

Deep Structures for Adjectives derived from the Verb 
Stems and Connected Problems

While discussing t h e ’”continuous -participle” which 
is derived from the present tense stem of the verb, 
we showed that there was an element of continuity 
in this kind of adjective, and also that it was 
tense less. So,if we want to draw a deep structure 
for it ,we have to show these two elements which 
canno.t be seen' in the surface. Therefore, the deep 
structure of a- continuous participle like rav@n =
"going - running” can be shown by P.M.11.
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NP - AUX
! ■' :I * *

N VP aspect
J •  '
: ; :
I- abstract! V continuous

j- J
rav @n

P.M.11.

P.M. 11.* shows that when we use the word rav@n =
"going - running", we mean that someone or something 
(the feature £- abstract] associated with N shows 
this) has or'had a continuous motion. The auxiliary 
has no tense and only shows the continuity of action; 
because^as we have said before, a continuous participle 
has no element of tense on it. A transformational 
rule which we call T continuous participle formation 
converts P.M.11 to a continuous participle.

T continuous participle formation:
SD - N - V - AUX 

1 - 2 - 3
antinui_ ̂jjf continuity]

— = = $ ■  oblig
SC = 0 - 2 + 3

Condition: AUX <Tcontinuity only.
C~abstract] only

The rule shows that when N has the feature . 
abstractj associated with it (in other words,if



it refers to someone or something) and also when 
the only component of the auxiliary is the aspect 
of continuity, we can omit N and attach the element 
of continuity to the verb stem. Although this 
analysis shows the deep structure of the continuous 
participle, there are problems involved. The first 
problem is that we cannot fit the suggested deep 
structure for the continuous participle into the 
deep structure of a sentence unless we change our 
phrase structureC base)rules and extend them with 
more and more rules. We showed that the adjectival 
phrase might consist of a single adjective or , •
adject ive plus sentence. If we want to fit our 
suggested deep structure for the continuous participle 
into a sentence, then in the deep structure of that 
sentence the node adjective should dominate only S 
and this is impossible according to the rules which 
we gave in the phrase structureC base)rules, For 
instance, for the deep structure of the sentence 33 
we should have a P.M. like 12.

(water)(i n )(stream)(going) (was)
3 3 : @b dar jr.y rav@n bud = The water

was flowing in the stream.



N VP continuous
i i II I 1• @b rav @n

P.M.12.

Tlie second problem is that the marker of 
continuity in the actual sentence is mi whereas 
here it is @ n  ̂  ̂. Furthermore, our P.S. rules state
that tense is a compulsory part of the auxiliary.
In P.M .11, AUX does not dominate tense because the 
continuous participle has no tense. This contradiction 
between our P.S. rules and the suggested deep 

structure of the continuous participle shows that 
the deep structure of a sentence and that of a word 
cannot be shown by the same rules.

A g a i m  we want to show the deep structure of the 
past participle (i.e. the adjective derived from the

(i) Another element which denotes continuity is the 
use of the verb d@&tan = "to have" as an auxiliary 
with the main 'verb. Thus d@ram-miravam = "I am going", 
d@&t-mi(jt)iiiad = "he as coming^ , But a s we are
not dealing with VP in this thesis, we limit ourselves 
to demonstrating the element of continuity only by 
mi the use of which is more widespread in the formal
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past stem af the verb) according to the same pattern 
■which we suggested for the continuous participle.
We should notice that there are two deep structures 
involved. One of them is for those perfect 
participles which are derived from intransitive 
verbs. So,the deep structure for the adjective 
rafte = "gone" from the infinitive raftan = "to go" 
would be :

NP

N

i
VPIII
V AUX

I - abstract! raft perfect participle

P.M.13

The tree diagram shows that when the native 
speakers of Persian say or hear an adjective in the 
form of the perfect participle, they understand that 
it qualifies something or someone that has or had 
done some action (in the case of P.M.13* this action 
-̂-s raf~tan = Mto go"). Here ,we need a transformational 
rule for converting P.M.13 into the past participle:

T participle forinat.iop.al (intransitive) - 
SD = N - V - AUX 

1 - 2 - 3
oblig

SC = 0 - 2 + 3
Condition* (a) NP <C j^-abs tractj

(b) AUX perfect participle
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The rule shows, that the NP should be omitted 
from the surface structure. Here,NP is understood 
by native speakers of Persian. The rule also shows 
that we have to attach _e (i.e. perfect participle 
marker) to the end of the verb.

As we have illustrated above, the deep structure 
of those adjectives which are derived from transitive 
verbs differs from that of those adjectives which are 
derived from intransitive verbs in that the former 
refers to the object of the underlying sentence 
whereas the latter refers to the subject of the under

lying sentence. Here?we illustrate the deep structure 
of "the adjective xorde =MeatenM which is derived from 

the past stem xord = ’’ate” by phrase marker 1^:

s*- ...

NP'' "VP AUX» • **t - **■ * *
ri NP_~ V perfect
J I participleI I 1
£+ animatej N xord

ii
abstractj 

P.M. 14:.

P.M.lA shows that when native speakers of Persian 
say or hear an adjective in its perfect, participle 
form which is derived from a transitive verb, they 
understand that an action has taken place upon 
something. The question "Who has done this action’" 
does not matter. That is. why in P.M.14? the place of
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NP^> S is not tilled from the le.xicon. The difference 
between P.M. 13 and P.M.14 is obvious. There is no 
NP which is dominated by VP in P.M.13 and this shows 
that the verb is intransitive. However, the common 
factor in the two tree diagrams (i.e. 13 and l4) 
is that in both of them the action is represented 
by a perfect participle. The transformational rule 
involved in the generation of the perfect participle 
of the past stem of a transitive verb would be:

T perfect participle formation (transitive):
SD = N - V - AUX 

1 - 2 - 3
= -■ ->  oblig

SC = 0 - 2  + 3 - Scode
Condition: (a) N ̂ a b s t r a c t ^

(b) AUXcperfect participle only.

This rule shows that we have to omit NPj> S and 
also add _e to the end of the verb in order to derive 
the adjective from the transitive verb. To add the 
element gcode (i.e. the past participle of the verb 
&odan = "to become") is not obligatory, and it depends 
on the usage of the language. As we have illustrated 
before, with some verbsiwe have to add Scode to the end 
of the past participle concerned (like xaride-ocode- 
"bought",dide-&ode ~ "seen") and with some otnor verbs, we
do not do this (like m@nde - "remained" or x^tide = "road").

T past participle formation (transitive) also shows that the 
rule should be applied when and only when the auxiliary
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dominates the perfect pax'ti.ciple and jMP3>VP has the

As we discussed before (P .217 )i there are 
problems connected with this kind of analysis of 
adjectives. We have to show another problem apart 
from and in addition to those already mentioned.
This is khe question of the change of category from 
deep to surface structure. In three suggested 
P.M's (P.M.12, 13, ll),the adjective s are derived
from verbs; that is to say in the deep structure 
this grammatical element is dominated by one node 
(i.e. VP) and in the surface structure by another node 
(i.e. adj). I am not inclined to say that by 
establishing a transformational rule we shift the 
element concerned from one- node to the other because 
by doing this we would add more responsibility 
to transformational rules and make them 
even more powerful than they already are.

Bearing in mind the overall problem, namely 
that the deep structure of sentences and of words 
(if the latter have any deep structures) cannot be 
captured by the same rules (pp.2 l7~2 l8 ), we conclude
that the two fields of syntax and morphology should 
be kept completely apart from each other. And this 
problem leads us to thinking more about the question 
of dr'awing a deep structure for adjectives. In other 
w o r d s ,we can argue that an adjective, whether it is

associated with it
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derived from the verb or. not, might bear a chain 
of different elements of meanings* And if we want 
to show all these interwoven semantic elements by 
deep structure, it means that we enter the semantic 
field and we want syntax to do the job of a 
dictionary as well. The meaning that every adjective 
or every word as a whole creates in the mind of native 
speakers can be shown by explaining it in a passage, 
and if we want to go into details of interpretation 
of the word, we might even write pages on it. How 
can this detailed job be formulated and captured by 
the same formula as that which we established for 
a grammar? Of course it cannot. Therefore, it would seen 
better if we leave the question of the interpretation 
of a word to be dealt with by a dictionary and not 
try to show this by syntax. It would he. better too if we 
leave the internal structure of the words to be dis
cussed and analysed by morphology. For instance, the 
formation of the continuous participle can be captured 
by a simple rule in the morphology:

Present stem of V + suffix . continuous
participle.

rav + @n .r avin.
suffix of1 go + continuity going.
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Adjective - Noun Constructions.

In the previous chapter, we illustrated that 
a noun which is followed by an adjective made a noun
phrase and that a linking element which we called 
"ez@fe marker" occurred between them*

However, if aii adjective precedes the noun 
which it defines, there would be no ez@fe marker between 
them. In such cases^J + adj might have two statuses:

(a ) They construct a compound adjective like 
xubru = "pretty" siy@hdel = "black hearted". The 
meanings of xitbru"pfetty11 and. siv@hdel="black 

hear ted" are shown by 34 and 35 respectively;

has an evil heart.

As we can see in 34 and 33 which' Are paraphrases 
for xubru = "pretty" and siy@hdel = "black hearted", 
there is an element of ownership in the meanings of 
these compound adjectives. In other words, they

(o n e )(that)(face)(good)(has)
kasi ke ruye xub d@rad
zani
(woman)

woman
pretty face.

the woman who 
'the man[kasi ke

zahi— »(woman)

( one) (that)(heart)(black) (h a s ) • (one
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qualify someone or something that owns the noun which 
constitutes the second element of these compound 
adjectives. Thus zane xubru = "pretty woman" and 
marde siy@hdel~" evil hearted man" can be paraphrased 
by 36 and 37 respectively.

(woman)(that)(face) (good) (has)
36: zani ke ruye xub d@rad = the

woman who has a pretty face.

(man) (that) (heart)(black) (has)
37: mardi ke dele siy@h d@rad = the

man who has an evil heart.

(b) Adj + N can construct a phrase which we 
can take as a compound noun like pir(e) zan^=^
"old woman". p ir(e) mard^l^"old man", @z@d - z a n  

Emancipated woman", jav@n-.mard = "chivalrous man".
In such cases, the meaning of the adjective usually 
changes slightly. For instance, marde jav@n means 
"young man" whereas jav@n_mard = "chivalrous man".

It should be noted that in the case of
compound words consisting of adj +.N there is only
one stress which falls on the final syllable of
the second element whereas in phrases consisting
of N + adj there are two stresses. Thus we have
plr( e)za n - "old woman U but zane par ~ "old woman".
Apart from this phonological fact, there arc two
other grammatical points which lead us to categorizing
adj -i- N as a compound word and N + adj as a phrase.
( iT The" optional _e is not the ez@fe marker. It is a 
phonological element which facilitatcs pronunciation .
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The first point is that in the case of N + adj 7 we 
can add the indefinite marker either to the end of 
the noun or to the end of the adjective. Thus 
we can have 3 8 (a) or 3 8 (b):

(woman) ( old-a.) (saw^-I)
3 8 : (a) zane piri r@ didam

= I saw an old
(woman-a X old) (saw-I) woman.

(b) zani pir r^ didam

In the case of a construction consisting of adj 
+ N, however, we have to add the indefinite marker 
to the end of the construction and this means we cannot 
split up the construction. Thus we can have 39(a) 
but not 39 ( )  :

(old .wo man-a ) ( s aw -I)
39 : (a ) pir (e)zani r@ didam = I saw an old

woman.
(old-a woman) (saw-I)

(b)* pir(e)izan r@ didam

The second point is that in the case of 
N + adj ,the plural marker h@ or |n should be attached 

to the end of the noun. Thus we can have 40(a) 
but not 4 0 (b):

(women) (old)
40: (a) zanh@ye pir = old women.

(woman)(oId-s)
(b)* zane pirh@

But in the cas.e of adj + N the plural marker
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should be added to the end of the whole construction. 
Therefore we can have 4l(a) but not (fcl(b):

(old women)
41: (a) pir(e)zanh@ = oId women.

(old-s woman)
(b)* pirh@(ye)zan

As we have categorised adj + N as a compound 
word, we do noij- wish to draw a deep structure for it. 

As mentioned in the case of adjectives derived from 
the verb stem (P.222 ), there is no point in seeking 
a deep structure for words as this would involve a 
lot of theoretical problems ®
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List of* Transformational Rules introduced in 
_______  Chapter Four _____

T feature copying by adjective:

SD = X - F (Y) 
NPL

SC
1 - 
1 -

N
ising 
, + def init e

3
3

- _e_ - adj ~j - Z
NP

=*> option 
-  6

Condition: either 3 = [y-singj
3 = £~definitejor

p s i n g  -i 
definite!

T head deletion:
SD = X -  [ (Y)

NP

1 - 
SC = 1 -

Condition: 3 <

N - je - adjT-sing 1
L~def initej 

3 - 4 - 5  

0 - 0 - 5

- sing
- definite

iNP

^ ^ o b l i g /  a-fter 
T feature 
copying, 
optional/
2 =
determiner.

2 = determiner
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CHAPTER FIVE 

Determiners

There is a class of words, associated with 
nouns, which traditional Persian grammar classifies 
as adjectives, because they modify nouns. Some 
Persian grammarians (notab3.y Abdul-̂ -2̂ 111 Qarib) 
have classified some members of this class as a

( i)separate part of speech, under the title "number"
I believe that the whole class should fall within 
the bounds of one part of speech which I refer to 
as "Determiners",

The reason for this classification is that they 
have common characteristics and,at the same time, 
are distinct from adjectives; their status differs 
from that of adjectives in the surface structure.

(a) Unlike adjectives which follow the noun 
more often than not, determiners always precede the 
noun to which they refer and cannot possibly follow 
it. For instance we can have:

1 : do miz = two tables 
2 ; har miz = every table 
3 '• cand miz = a few tables

in miz, @n miz =. this table, that table

(i) Qarib,A.A. , 1950 .
D a sturc Z a bane F arsi Chapter k m
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5 * candin miz = several tables 
6 : hie mizi = no table

But we cannot have ;
7 • * miz do
8 1 * miz har

etc.,etc.

(b) They differ from adjectives in that they 
cannot occur as -predicates in equational 
sentences. For example we cannot have ^ or 10

9 1 * miz do ast
10s * miz har ast

(i) An argument may arise over sentences such as
(table) (this) (is) = „T ( this )(number)
miz_______  m  ast in a dad
 ̂ ^  ̂  ̂  = "This number is four". We simply havec@h@r ast - J
to point out that some determiners, in surface structure) 
can stand in the place of the noun they determine. That
is why I call them "pronominal determiners" as a sub-

, „ , , . T . (table)(this )category of determiners. In the sentence  ̂ j miz_____ in
. = "The table is this", in is substituted for an NP

aS * j. j. • (this)(object)construction such as . . = "This object".in________ ciz . °

In the latter sentence, again, the determiner c@h@r =
.. r, .. . ■ ... „ „ , (number) (f our)"four"is substituted for an NP such as , , ^a dade c@h<kr
= "number four" and the sentence means' ( this) (number)
(number)( four)( is ) . , y----j j “ This number is number four" .adade c ghesr ast

(nothing)(not — said-I)Here are some more examples: , . . ■hie nagoftam =
"I said nothing" in which hie a pronomial determiner,

■ ii - , . , (whi ch)stands m  the place of hit ei ̂ .nothmff "and ,
( ' i (  ko d^u r(.d
^ X o ̂ .11i,~^roui "Which one did you pick up" in whichbar d@& 11 J ^ 1

kod@m .( a pronominal determiner) stands in the place
of an NP construction i.e. kod@in + N.
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'(c) Unlike adjectives, determiners have no 
degree of comparison. Thus we cannot have 11 or 
1 2 : .

( several -est)(book)
1 1 :* candtarin ket@b

(book)(every-er)
1 2 ;* ket@be hartar

(d) Unlike adjectives, determiners cannot be 
inflected like nouns and, therefore, can never be

(i)inflected with plural markers (h@, @ n ) or with
the indefinite marker. Thus 13 and lA are deviant :

(a few-s)(book)
1 3 :* c@ndh@ ket@b

(every-a)(table) 
l k :* hari . miz

Having these points in mind, we suggest that 
the deep structure of determiners should be different 
from that of adjectives. And, as we show in our 
phrase structure (base) rules, NP could'simply consist 
of Det - N P . So the deep structure of a sentence such 
as 15 would simply be p.M.l.

(i) in = "this" and @n="that" are the only determiners 
to which the plural marker can be added. Thus we
can have inh@ .= "these" and @nh@="those". But even 
this is a limited option and can happen only when in 
and @n replace nouns.
(ii) The adverb candi="for some time" seems to have been 
derived from the old adverbial meaning of cnnd(="for how 
long?") which is now obsolete. In the adverb can rtibi,—" so much"? 
@n is obviously not a plural marker.
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(two)(man) (c ame)
15 ■ do niard ©madand = Two men came.

©madand

mard

P.M.l.

And the only T rule which we need to apply to 
P.M.l would be T concord.

In Persian, we might have a chain of determiners 
before a noun. This is like a chain of adjectives (usually 
occuring after a noun). Thus we can have sentences
like l6 ? 17 and 18 : -

(this)(two)(table) (take)
16 : in do miz r@ bard@r = Take these two

tables.

( any ) (two ) ( book). ( that ) (want-you) (take )
1 7 * ha'r do ket@bi r@ ke mix@hi bard@r =

Take any two books which you want.

. (this) (few) (page ) (read-l) 
1 8 : in cand varaq r@ x@ndam =

few pages.
I read these

On the other hand, 19, 20 and 21 are deviant:
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1 9 :* do in miz r@ bard@r
2 0 :* do har ket@bi r@ ke mix@hi bard@r
2 1 :* cand in varaq r@ x@ndam

The examples above show that when two 
determiners occur in one sentence, the occurrence 
of them has to be under certain restrictions and 
they cannot occur in free order. With adjectives,
this is not so and we can have a sequence of
adjectives with free order. Thus 22(a) and 22(b) 
are both acceptable.

(m a n ) (old) (wis e ) (s aw-1 )
22: (a) marde pire d@n@?i r@ didam = I saw

an old. wise man.

(man) (wise) (old) (saw-I)
(b) marde d@n@ye piri r© didam = I saw

a wise old man.

The restriction on the order of determiners in 
addition to some particular properties which are 
peculiar to each of them, and which we will 
illustrate afterwards, leads us to sub-categorizing 
them and showing the different syntactic behaviours 
which are peculiar to each of them.

1 - Cardinal Numbers

Cardinal numbers occur immediately before 
nouns if there is another determiner in the NP
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construction. For instance, 23 is grammatical but 
24 is deviant:

(that)(two)(m a n ) (came-they)
23: @n do mard ©madand = Those two men

came .

(two)(that)(man) (came-they)
24:* do @n mard ©tnadand

A noun which is preceded by a cardinal number
(i)can be definite or indefinite . F0r instance,

nouns preceded by a cardinal number can be followed 
by restrictive or non-restrictive clauses. Consider 
the following examples:

(thousand)(soldier ) (that)(in) (desert)
2 5 : hez@r sarb@zi ke dar biy@b@n

(were) (lost-became)
budand gom- Scodand = The one thousand soldiers 
who were in the desert lost their way.

(thousand)(soldier )(that)(in) (desert)
26 : hez@r sarb@z, ke dar biy@b@n

(were) (lost-became)
budand, gom- Scodand = One. thousand
soldiers, who were in the desert, lost their 
wa y .

-r or- i (that) ( m )  desert (were)In 25, the clause _ , . .ke ____ dar biy@b@n budand
(i) We have discussed the definiteness and .indefinite' 
ness of the noun when preceded by a cardinal rmmbcr 
under the heading"The Three Senses of the Noun"(p.253)
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= "who were' in the desert11 is a restrictive clause, 
but in 26, the same clause is non-restrictive. As 
we have shown (P. 8 4 ) the occurrence of jL which is 
attached to the end of sarb@z = "soldier" and which 
we call "restrictive clause marker" shows this fact.

2 ~ Demonstratives

By demonstratives we mean in = "this" and 
@n = "that” They occur immediatley before nouns if 
there is no other determiner in the NP construction.
Thus we have 27 as a grammatical sentence:

(that)(book) (took-l)
27: ket@b r@ bard@&tam = I took that

book.

If an N P , however, consists of a cardinal number 
and a demonstrative and one of the other members 
of the class of determiners plus noun, the demonstrative 
would occur before the cardinal number, or before 
other members of the class of determiners. Thus 
28 is acceptable, whereas 29 is deviant:

(that)(two) (book) (took-l)
2 8 : @n do ket@b r@ bard@8ctam = I

took those two books.

(two) (that)(book) (took-l)
2 9 :* do @n ket@b r@ bard@&tam

And also 30 is grammatical but 31 is deviant:
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(that) (every) (two )(book) (took-1 )
3 0 : @n liar do ket@b r@ bard@&tam =

I took both of those two books,

( every)(that)(two)(book) (took-I)
3 1 :* har @11 do ket@b r@ bard@&tam

Nouns preceded by demonstratives can be followed 
by restrictive or: noh-r’estrictive' clauses. Here are 
some examples:

(that) (every) (day)(to) (home) 
ke har ruz be x@neye

(neighbour)(we-is) 
hams@yeye m@st - The man who

came every day to our house is our neighbour.
(that)(man) (that)(every)(day) (to) (home) (we)

3 3 : @n mard, ke har ruz be x@neye m@
(came) (neighbour) (we-is)
mi@mad, hams@yeye m@st.= That man, who came every
day to our house, is our neighbour.

(that)(man) 
3 2 : @n mar di

(we) (came)
m@ mi@mad

r.
k.ami —

3 Unspecified Determiners 
eryM

any" , hie - "no" (as in nobody or no-one),
"some" and hame = "all" (only when it occurs" a little” •

/"every
XldX^ —  ||| **

before "person” , otherwise it would be a pronominal
determiner^^ ) are mutually exclusive with demonstra - 
tives . Therefore, we cannot have 34 or 35 o

(i) See Pronominal Determiners (p.24l)
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( this )( all)(per son) ((Somes) (i)
3 k: * in haine kas mi?@yad

(this)(some)(water)
3 5:* in kami @b

inha me "all these" or ©nhame = "all those" as 
compound determiners ' - precede the noun. Thus we
can hav e :

(this-all)(book)(that)(burnt) (belong to)
36: inhame ket@b ke suxt m@le

( I ) (w a s )
man bud = This great multitude of books 
which burnt was mine.

Of the determiners that we mentioned above, 
kami a little"and hame = 'hll"are mutually exclusive

(ii)with cardinal numbers . Thus we cannot have
structures like 37 or 38.

(all) (two) (book)
3 7 :* hame do ket@b

(a little)(three)(book)
38:* kami se ket@b

(i) When har does occur with @n - "that"in har-@n-kas 
= Anyone "and har-@n-j@ =n anywhere" @n has no 
demonstrative function and the whole construction 
constitutes a compound pronoun and a compound adverb 
respectively.
(ii) hame ="alll, in the sentence hame ye hez@r mard 
© m a dand. = "All of the thousand men came" , is a pronominal 
determiner (seep, 241) .
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When har = "every" and hie = "no" occur with 
an NP containing a cardinal number, they are
followed by N P . Thus we have:

(no) (two) (person)
3 9 i hie do nafari = n o two people.

(every)(two)(book)
40: har do ket@b = both books.

(a n y )(two)(book)
4l: har do ket@bi ^ any two books.

We can see, in the examples above, that a noun
preceded by har should have ± at the end of it if har
has a meaning equivalent to that of "any" in
English. Thus we can have:

(any) (book) (good) (is)
4-2: har ket@bi xub ast = Any book is good.

ke t@b in 42 is inclef inite * If, however, har has the 

meaning of "every", we can omit i from the end of the
noun preceded by har or we can preserve it. Therefore
we can have 43 and 44.

(four)(book) (in) (library) (is) (and)
43: c@h@r ket@b dar ket@bx@ne hast va

(every)(book) (cover) (leather)(h a s )
har ket@b jelde carmi d@rad = There
are four books in the library and every book
has a leather cover.
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(four) (book) -(in) (library) (is) (and) 
44: c@h@r ket@b dar ket@bx@ne hast .va

(every)(book) (cover) (leather)(has) 
har • ket@bi j.elde carmi d@rO-d =
There are four books in the library and every
book has a leather cover.

A noun preceded by hie should take i at the
end of it. Thus we should have 45 and we cannot
have 46:

(no) (book) (bad) (not-is)
45: hie ket@bi bad nist = No book is bad.

(no) (book) (bad) (not-is)
46:* hie ket@b bad nist

There are two exceptions to this rule. These 
are hickas = ”nobodyMand hicciz -"nothing1.1

The nouns preceded by har and hie take only a
restrictive clause after them. Thus we can have:

(every)(book) (that) (in) (this)(library)
47: har ket@bi ke dar in ket@bx@ne

(is) (worthy) (is)
hast arze&mand ast = Every book which is
in this library is worthy.

(no) (book) (that) (is not worthy)(i n )(here)
48: hie ket@bi ke nayarzad dar inj@

(not-is)
nist = There is no book here which is not 
worthy.
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And we cannot have counter examples of 47 and 
48 with ncn-restrictive clauses:-

(every)(book) (that)(in) (this)(library)
49:* har ket@b, ke dar in ket@bx@ne

(is) (valuable) (is) 
astj arze&raand ast

(no) (book) (that) (is not -worthy) (in) (here)
5 0 :* hie ket@b, ke nayarzad, dar inj@

( not-i^l 
n‘i st.

a j - - .j ■ J a little" ,A . noun preceded by kami =< n it ta^es----- I some
only a non-restrictive clause after it. Thus we can 
have 51 and 52:

(a little)(water)(that)' (inXwater pot) (was)
5 1 : kami @b ke dar kuze bud

(poured out)
rixt — A little water which was in the
water pot was poured cut.

(a little)(water) (that) (in) (water pot)(was)
5 2 :* kami @bi ke dar kuze bud

.(poured out)
rixt

With hame and cand, we can either have a 
restrictive ora non-restrictive clause. Consider the 
following examples:

(a few) . (book) (that) (had bought-I)(lost-became)
53: cand ket@bi ke xar'ide-budam gom-S-od

- The books which I had bought were lost.
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(a few) ', (book) (that) (had bought-I )
54: cand ket@b, ke xaride-budam,

(lost-be came)
gom.--&od ~ A few books, which I had
bought, were lost.

In above examples, 53 has a restrictive clause 
embedded in it and 54 contains a non-restrictive 
clause. And here are examples of hame = MallM with 
restrictive and non-restrictive clauses:

(all) (students) (that) (here), (were)
5 5 : hameye &@gerd@ni ke inj@ budand

(went)
raftand = All students who were here went.

(all) (students) (that) (here)(were)
56: hameye 8c@gerd@n, ke inj@ budand,

(went.)
raftand - All students, who were here, went.

4 - Pronominal Determiners

There are a very few determiners which need 
special description so far as transformational 
rules are concerned. This necessity arises because 
of the fact that, in the surface structure, they 
appear in a different manner from that of other 
determiners. These are yeki= "one” hame = "all" , 
ba? zi — "some" , hicyek = "none". We call them
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pronominal determiners because they can stand in 
the place of the head noun in the surface structure 
whereas other determiners cannot. Consider the 
following -examples:

(some)(of) (students) (came)
5 7 : (a ) ba?zi az &@gerd@n ©madand = Some of

the students came.
(some) (of) (they) (came)

(b) ba?zi az @nh@ ©madand = Some of them
came.
(some) (came)

(c) ba?i ©madand = Some came.

(none) (of) (students) (not-came)
58: (a) hicyek az &@gerd@n nay@madand - None

of the students came.
(none) (of) (they) ■ (not-came)

(b) hicyek az @nh@ nayimadand = None
of them came.
(none) (not-came)

(c) hicyek nay@madand = None came.

(all) (students) (came)
59: (a.) Jtam@me &@gerd@n ©madand = All of the

(hameye
students came.
(all) .(they) (came)

(b) ftam@me @nh@ ©madand = All of them came 
[hameye
(all) (came)

(c) Jtam@m ©madand = All came.
[hame

(one) (of) (students) (came)
6 0 : ( a) yeki az &©gerd@n ©mad = One of. the

s t.u dents came.
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(one)(o f ) ' (they ) (came)
(b) yeki az @nh@ @mad = One of them came.

( one) (came )
(c) yeki @mad = One came.

The above examples show that when some of the 
determiners occur before a noun or a pronoun, the 
word az = "of" should occur between them and the 
noun they determine. This is so in the case of 
hicyek = "no" , yeki = "one" and baTzj - "some". In 
the case of hame = MallM there is ez@fe marker between 
determiner and head noun. Moreover, as the examples ■ 
show, in (c)’s these determiners stand by themselves
and occupy the place of &@gerd@n = "students” which'
is the head noun. Other determiners like har = "any" and 
do = "two" cannot stand by themselves in the place 
of the noun in the surface structure. The following 
examples show this state of affairs:

(some) (of) ( books) (that)(in) (this)
6l: (a) ba?zi az ket@bh@?i ke dar in

(library) (is) (valuable) (is)
ket@bx@ne hast b@?arze& ast = Some of
the books which are in this library are
valuable.

(some) (valuable) (is)
(b) ba?zi b@?arze& ast = Some are

valuable.
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(any)(book) (that) (in) (library)
6 2 : (a) har ket@bi ke dar ket@bx@ne

(is) (valuable) (is) r
j :miy

hast b@?arze& ast ~ i book
[ Every

which is in the library is valuable.

(any) (valuable) (is)
*(b) har b@?arze& ast

(of) (inhabitants)(alley) (you) (some) 
6 3 : az s@ken@ne kuceye &oin@ ba?zi

(know-I)
mi&en@sam = I know some of the 
inhabitants of your .'alley.

(of) (inhabitants) (alley) (you)
64: * az s@ken@ne kuceye &om@

(any) (know-I)
har r@ mi&en@sam

As the examples above show, ba?zi = "some'l which
we call a pronominal determiner, can stand in the

j" every"place of the head noun whereas haral, ,, cannot.  t" any "
Therefore, we have to have a special T rule for 
generating sentences in which these determiners 
appear in the place of the head noun and sentences 
in which these determiners are accompanied by nouns. 
For generating such sentences as 57(a) and 57(c )°n 
p . 242,we have to introduce two different T rules.
One of them introduces az between some determiners 
(i.e. ba? zi , hi cyek, yeki ) and the head noun and _e
between the head noun and other determiners.
Application of this T rule for generating sentences 
which are formed by ba?zi is optional. The other



is for deletion of the head noun. For illustrating 
this process , we first show the deep structures, of 
the sentences 65 and 66 by P.M.2 and P.M.3;

(some) (of) (people) (wise) (are)
6 5 : ba?zi az mardom d@n@ hastand = Some

of the people are wise.

(all) (leaves) (yellow) (becarae-they) 
66: hameye bargh®' zard &odand

of the leaves became yellow.
= All

Det

ba? zi

mardom

VP

adj P

adj

d@n@

has tand

P.M.2.

adj PDet

hame Scodaud
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T az and e Insertion:
SD = X - Det 

1 -  2

SC = 1 - 2

— NP -Y 

-3 “■ 4

az if" 2<̂
e if 2<xtam@m hame

yeki
feaTiii
hicyek(“ 3 “ ^

optional/ 
Det^ba?zi

= >  oblig7
otherwise

The rule shows that if the determiner is 
ba?zi, we can add az between the determiner and the 
head noun and if the determiner is yeki or hicyek, 
we have to add az between the determiner and the head 
noun. On the other hand,if our determiner is hame 
or tam@m we have to add _e between the head noun and 
them. T az and je insertion prevents the grammar 
from producing such sentences as 67 and 68 which are 
deviant.

(all) (of) (people) (came-they)
6 7 :* tam@m az mardom ©madand

( one of) ( students ) (came )
68:* yekiye &@gerd@n ©mad

After applying T az and e insertion, P.M. 2 and 
P.M.3 would assume the shapes of P.M.4 and P.M.5 
respectively;

Det

ba? zx

mardom

.VP

V

adj

d@n@

hastand

• P.M.4.



hame N adj

bargh@ zard

P.M.5*

For generating such sentences as 69 and 70 
we need a T rule which we call T head deletion.

(some) (in) (poverty)(born) (become-they)
6 9 : ba?zi dar faqr z@?ide mi&avand -

Some are born in poverty.

(all) (to) (house) (w e )(come-they)
70: hame be x@neye m@ nii?@yand = All

come to our house.

The deep structures of 69 and 70 have a 
head noun which is deleted in the surface structure. 
According to the context in which sentences like 69 
and 70 are uttered) this noun can be animate or
inanimate, abstract or concrete. O f  course,in the

^ t p—y r~>* 1 -1 (born) (become)case of 69 and 70, the verbs 0 , = "theyz@?ide mi&avand
are • born" and mi? @yand = "they come" show that the 
noun should be animate; so we need not have any 
specicil semantic feature associated with the
head noun in the deep structure. For showing the
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deep structure of these sentences^ we fill the 
place of the noun by dots to show that it could be 
filled by any noun provided syntactic considerations
are fulfilled* The deep structures of 69 and 70 are 
shown by P.M.6 and P.M.7 respectively:

VP
IV
I

z@?ide- 
mi&avand

VPadv PNP

NPDet

mi ?.@yandhame

b e

P.M.7-

And here is the optional' T rule for generating 

69 and 7 0 :

T head deletion;
SD = X -Det- NP - Y

1 - 2 - 3  - 4 '------ y optional
SC = 1 - 2 - 0 -  4

NP
/Det
Iba? zi

adv. P

NP
IN dar faqr

P.M.6.

T rule continued 011 the next page
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Condition: 2
ft a? zl
'yeki
hame
tam@m
^hi cyek

The rule shows that if the noun is preceded by 
either of the determiners mentioned above, we can 
delete the noun from the deep structure and yet have 
a complete sentence.

For generating sentences with the determiner 
hi cyek = "none11 or "anyone", we should notice that 
we need another T rule which concerns the concord . • 
in negation between the verb and the NP containing 
hi cyek = "none” or "anyone” . In other words, the
verb which comes in sentences formed by hicyek =
"nonb" whould be negative. So we have to have
|“ + negj associated with the determiner hi cyek = "none"
in the deep structure. And then this feature is to
be copied by the verb. The process is shown by the
generation of 71 from P.M.8 :

(none) (of) (students) (not-came-they)
7 1 : hicyek az 8c@gerd@n naySinadand

None of the students came.



N ©madand
I

&@gerd@n
P.M.8 .

And the T rule which is involved would be:

T neg copying.

S D = X -■ Det - NP - [ Y ~ V ]
VP VP

1 - 2 - 3 -  4 - 5

SC = 1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5
p-negj

Condition: 2 <7 f+neĝ J

The rule shows that the verb should copy the 
feature of the determiner if the feature is |T+negJ 
The rule is obligatory and prevents the grammar fr 
generating sentences such as 7 2 :

(hone) (of) (students) (came)
7 2 :* hicyek az &@gerd@n ©madand

Notice that the translation equivalent to 72 

in English is grammatical. The point which should 
be made, clear here is that 72 is grammatical if it
is uttered with an interrogative intonation. That

- Z

- 6
'=£ oblig

-  6

[+rieg]

hicyek



is when the node Pre-sentence dominates @y@ (see

page 5 1 ) •

A question might arise as to why we regard 
az as an element of the surface structure and not 
one o f  the deep structure. As we have illustrated, 

az only appears in the surface structure of sentences 
formed by the determiner ba? zi = "some" and not in 
sentences formed by other determiners. If we consider 
az as an element of the deep structure, we have to 
add unnecessarily two different phrase structure rules 
to the list of our phrase structure! base) rules which 
we have already had (i.e. one to . generate 
sentences with ba?zi and another with bame and 
tam@m). This makes the phrase structure(hase)rules 
more lengthy, which is not economical. For if we 
consider az as an element of the deep structure, 
then why should we not consider je as an element of 
the deep structure as well? Apart from consideration 
of economy , the fact that az does not appear in 
all sentences formed by other determiners and that 
even in sentences formed by ba?zi "some", az can 
be omitted  ̂  ̂ shows that it is not an element of
the deep structui-e.
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List of Transformational Rules introduced in Chapter
Five

- NP~Y

-3.-4

T az and e insertion:

optional/ 
D e t ~ba?zi 

ba? zi ==5> oblig/
az if 2 ^ otherwise

SC = 1 - 2.^ . 4
_e if. 2 /(tam@m 

| hame

T head deletion:
SD - X -Det - NP - Y 

1 - 2 - 3  - 4
SC = 1 - 2 - 0  - 4

optional

ba? zi
^  j Yeki Condition: 2 \ hame

tam@m 
,hi cyek

T neg, copying:
SD - X - Det - N P  - [ Y - V 1 - Z

VP VP

1 - 2 - 3 ” 4 - 5  6
oblig

sc = 1 - 2 - 3 "  4 - 5  - 6
p  nesj

Condition: 2 <[+neg*(
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CHAPTER SJX

More about Noun-Phrases

The Three Senses of the Noun

The noun has three senses in Persian : (a) Defi -
nite, (b) Indefinite , (c) Generic • We are going to
discuss each of these separately •

a : Definite

A definite noun in Persian has no mark on it^1 ^. Thus, 
in sentences 1,2 and 3 ,the noun pesar^'boy" is definite :

(boy) (came)
1: pesar. @mad = The boy came .

(boy) (where) (was)
2 : pesar koj@ bud = Where was the boy ?

(to) (boy) (looked-I)
3: be pesar neg@h-kardam = I looked at the boy .

(i) In colloquial Persian (Tehran dialect) , the
definite marker would be ê at the end of NP • Thus,

,, , (the boy) (came) „m  the sentences J = The boy came”pesar e______umad
or (boy) ( good-the }( car^e ) _ ti good boy came” ,pesar xube umad
pesare-11 the boy"and pesar xube= Hthe good boy"are defi
nite * When a noun is followed by an adjective, as 
we illustrated in the above example, the ez@fe marker 
is omitted. It 'should be noted that the colloquial 
definite marker is stressed and'not added to the plu- 
ral. nouns. Thus, for example, ket@b@e is not ac
ceptable ( ket@b@ being the colloquial version of 
ket@bh@ = "books" ) o
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Mien a noun without the indefinite marker is a di

rect object in a sentence, it is definite if it is 
■followed by r@ . Thus , the noun ket@b = "book" is 
definite in the sentence :

(Ali) (book) (bought-he)
4 i ali ket@b r@ xarid = Ali bought the book

So, the definiteness of the nouns should be shown 
in the deep structure 0 And if a noun has the fea
ture £+definitej attached to it and is a direct ob
ject, then the occurrence of r@ after it would be 
obligatory in the surface structure 0

The nouns which occur after.demonstratives are de
finite in all cases • Thus, 5(a) is grammatical , and 
5 (b) in which r@ is omitted is also grammatical if we 
want ket@b = "book" to be in its generic sense • 6 (a) 
is also grammatical . In 6 (a), the noun is preceded 
by a demonstrative and followed by r@ 0 But 6 (b) is 
deviant because , as we have already said , a noun 
accompanied by a demonstrative is always definite and 
w e ‘cannot omit r@ ( i.e. the direct object marker) 
which is the clue to definiteness as well*

(I) (book) ( bought - I ) _
5 : (a) man ket@b r@ xaridam *"*

X bought the book 0

(X) (book) (bought - I )
(b) man ket@b xaridam

/1 bought books.
~ \l bpught a book *
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(X) (that) (book) (bought-I)
6 : (a) man' @n ket@b r@ xaridam

bought that book.

*(I)
(b ) man

(that) (book) 
@n ket@b

(bought-I) 
xaridam

b : Indefinite

Indefinite nouns are followed by d, or preceded 
(i)by yek . Thus , for "a book" , we can have 

ket@bi or yek ket@b 0 Mien dealing with restrictive 
clauses (p.&3 ) , we mentioned that nouns followed by
a restrictive clause have at the end of them whe
ther they are definite or indefinite . So, _i 
occurring before a clause indicates that the clause 
is a restrictive one . This jL has nothing to do 
with the definiteness or indefiniteness of the noun 0 
Consider the following examples :

( tree) ( that) (planted-l) (green-became )
7 J deraxti ke k@&tam sabz - &od

The tree which X planted came into leaf •

( tree) 
deraxti
(not-is) 
nist
is not useful •

(that) (fruit) (not-has ) (useful) 
ke mive nad@rad mofid

= A tree which does not have fruits

(i) In colloquial Persian, i. and yek may occur
(a) (a book)simultaneously . For example:

(bought-I) „. , = 1  bought a book"•xaridam °
yek ket^bi
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In 7 » the noun deraxt = "tree 1̂ is definite

and in ,8 , the same noun , with the same grammatical
status, is indefinite .

A noun preceded by a cardinal number can be defi
nite or indefinite . An indefinite noun which is pre
ceded by a cardinal number is not marked by the indefi
nite marker i_ • The definiteness or indefiniteness 
of the noun is shown by the change of intonation when 
3NJP is the subject of the sentence • Consider the 
following example :

(four) (man) (came)
9: c@h@r mard ©madand - Four men came.(indefinite)

, (four) (man)If we want _ j = " four men ” tor. toj n (a>r' m  3 r n
be indefinite , we have to have rising
tone in c@h@r , level tone in mard and falling tone
in ©madand . In 9 t c@h@r , mard and imadand are
nuclear  ̂̂  ̂ . And we can have 1° in which the words
mard and ©madand are nuclear and the word c@h@r is
head and also in .which the word mard is pronounced
with a level tone and ©madand with a falling tone •
NP in 10 is definite :

(four) (man) (came)
1 0 : c@h@r mard ©madand = The four men came

(i) Discussing the intonation patterns is beyond our 
limits. We illustrate it briefly in order to clarify 
this factor which affects the syntax • For the defi
nition of the terms which are connected with intonatio n « 
see Intonation of Colloquial English , J.D.
0 1 Connor and G.F., Arnold , 1971 •
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As the examples show , when NP is ̂ preceded by one 

of the cardinal numbers , its definiteness or indefi- 
niteness is indicated' by the intonation of the whole 
sentence . The element M  , when occurring after an 
NP which is preceded by a cardinal number , is not an 
indefinite marker • It shows the approximation of the 
cardinal number » Consider the following example :

(thousand) (person) (to) (that) (banquet)
11 : hez@r nafari be @11 ziy@fat

( had been invited)
da?vat - &ode - budand = About a thousand
people had been invited to that banquet •

In 11 j the element î which is attached to the
end of nafar = "person" does not show the indefi
niteness of nafar 5 it shows the approximation of 
the cardinal number hez@r = " th°usand" • To make 
this point clearer , we will give another example:

(four) (Turnan) (to) (Parvin) (gave-I)
12 : c@h@r tum@ni be parvin d@dam =

I gave Parvin about four Tumans .

In 12 , c@h@r tum@n = "four Tumans" is ob
viously not indefinite . The element î shows that 
c@h@r = "four" is not the exact amount of money 
which is given to Parvin* One might argue that there 
is an exception so far as the simultaneous occurrence 
of a cardinal number and the element ± is concerned* 
This arises with the occurrence of yek = "one" 0

(a) (man) (came)
13: yek mardi ©mad = A man came •
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It should be noted that , here , y ek = "one" 
does not behave as a cardinal number but as an inde
finite marker* Under the heading "Definite" (p.253 ) ?
we have mentioned that , in colloquial Persian, the two 
markers of indefiniteness may occur simultaneously with 
an indefinite noun , with yek preceding the noun and 
î following it 0

At this juncture, we may return to the position of 
r@ (iGe. direct object marker) and mention three subsi
diary points about it :

(a) r@ does not always have to be confined to 
definite nouns . Indefinite nouns, followed by the 
indefinite marker _i , sometimes take r@ if they are
direct objects • This practice , infrequent as it
may be , occurs normally and , therefore, I cannot de
nounce it as ungrammatical • Some examples would be:

(book-a) (bought-I) (and) (to) (Hasan) (gave-I)
14: ket@bi r@ xaridam va be hasan d@dam

- I bought a book and gave it to Hasan .

(houses) (saw-I) (but) (none)
15 • x@neh@?i r@ didam vali hickod@.m r@

(not-liked-I)
napasandidara = I saw a few houses but I liked none.

(Hasan) (house-a) (to) (I ) (showed)
1 6 : hasan x@ne?i r@ be man ne&@n-d@d =

Hasan showed a house to me .
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Considering this the position of r@ and the 
question of its occurrence or absence may be briefly 
expressed in this way :

[when definite must take r@ *
A direct object : / when generic must not take r@ •

I when indefinite may take r@
(usually does not) .

A noun which is not a direct object must not take 
r@ • This brief explanation will be formulated in 

table No* 3 » p.269.

(b) We have just mentioned that a noun which is 
not a direct object must not take r@ . In recent 
decades , a practice contrary to this rule has frequent
ly b een observed in writings and speech which are not 
regarded eloquent or even grammatically correct .
In my judgment, the discrepancy is not a challenge to 
the rule • It simply arises from a lack of ability 
to distinguish a direct object and from wrongly feeling 
(of thinking) that a noun is a direct object when it is 
not. Consider the following examples :

( boy) ' (that) ( had seen-you) (came)
17* pesari (r@) ke dide-budi @mad =

The boy whom you had seen came .

( tree) (that) (planted-I) (green-became)
18: deraxti (r@) ke k@&tam sabz- &od =

The tree that I planted came into leaf .
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In 17 , pesar = " boy’1 , although it is the
direct object of the verb dide-budi = "you had seen" 
in the subordinate clause ke dide-budi = "whom you 
had seen" , is in fact the subject in the main sentence 
and in relation to the main verb (i.e. @mad = "came")* 
The feeling of its being a direct object is , therefore, 
a false one and a noun in such a position would no't 
normally take r@ « The same explanation applies to 
18 where deraxt = "tree" is the subject in the main 
sentence 9.11 d of the main verb sabz-&odan - "to leaf" 
although it is the direct object in the subordinate 
clause ke k@&tam - "that I planted" .

I must emphasise that although I have declined to 
label the practice as deviant , I do not deem it right 
to make room for it in the rules or to amend the 
rules (and also the T rule for the direct object mar
ker , p. 3 ) accordingly • This is because according 
to my observations , most people regard the practice as 
a wrong one • Sentences such as 17 and l8 .( are re
garded as correct by everybody if they lack r@ • But
they are regarded as wrong by most native speakers of 
Persian if they include r@ . Of course , in the dis
tant future , the situatuon may change and necessitate
new rules . But at the present time, the rules alrea
dy given seem to be strong enough •

(c) Pronouns , forming a sub-division of noun
phrases , are affected by r@ in the same way that'
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noun-phrases are. Here, we must note that all 
pronouns take r@ when they are direct objects.
The grammatical justification for this is that 
all pronouns are, by nature, always definite because 
they refer to noun-phrases already mentioned or 
already in mind. This is so for some pronominal 
determiners as well. Consider the following 
examples:-

( X ) (not -know-he)
19: man r@  ̂̂  netni&en@sad‘ = He does not know

me .
(none) (not-liked-I)

20: hickod@m r@ napasandidara = I liked none.
(some) (have seen-I)

2 1 : ba?zi r@ -dids&m ~ i have seen some.
(all) (will- they-kill)

22: -hame r@ x@hand-ko Set = They will kill all.
(this) (take)

23: in bard@r = Take this.
(these) (not-eat)

24: inh@ r@ naxor = , Do not eat these.

But there are some pronominal determiners 
which are not definite by nature a n d ,therefore? 
they do not take r@. Consider the following 
examples:

(wha t )(know-1 )
25: ce mid@nam = What do I know?

(nothing)(not-said-he)
26: hie nagoft = He said nothing.

(i) mar@ is simply the contracted from of man r@ .
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- (what) (bought-you)
„„ • • “ What did you buy?2 7 : ce x a n d i

(nothing)(not-bought-he)
28 : hie : naxarid = He bought nothing

(none) (not-bought-he)
2 9 : hicyek r@ naxarid = He bought none.

In 28,hie is indefinite and so it does not 
take r@ after it, whereas in 29 the compound 
pronominal determiner hicyek is definite and so 
r@ occurs after it.

c : Generic

A noun in the generic sense refers to an object 
as a commodity not as a countable separate object - 
in other words, as a representative of type. Thus 1
in 3 0 , the noun ket@b = "book" refers to "book" as
a commodity and it might denote one book or several 
b ooks:

(Ali)(book) (bought)
3 0: ali ket@b xarid = Ali bought Ja book

>1 books

When a noun is the direct object of a sentence, 
the direct object marker (i.e. r@) is not used 
if the noun is- in its generic sense. Thus,
in 3 1) P@rc_e = "cloth" is used in its generic sense
and' in 3 ,̂ in which the same word is followed by r@ ?
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it is definite:

(Parvin)(cloth) (bought)
parvin p@rce xarid = Parvin bought cloth

(Parvin) ( cloth) (bought)
32: parvin p@rce r@ xarid = Parvin bought

the cloth.

Generally speaking, when a noun is not a direct 
object,there is no formal definite.criterion for 
distinguishing generic and definite senses in all 
sentences. For instance,the word zan = "woman" is 
in its generic sense in 33 and it cannot be interpreted 
as a definite noun, whereas it is definite in 3 4 :

(woman)(should)(brave) (be)
33 : zan b@yad delir b@&ad = A woman must

be brave.

( woman) ( from) (bazaar). (came)
34- : zan az b@z@r @mad = The woman

cane from the bazaar.

In the above examples,the situation in which 
the word zan = "woman" occurs , determines its
definiteness or genericness. But we want to say that 
this situation to which we refer is not the context 
of situation as it is known in linguistics. It is 
the grammatical status of the sentence which determines 
the definiteness or genericness of the noun. The



following examples show that sometimes it is the 
tense of the verb which determines whether the noun 
is definite or generic. Consider the examples:

(film)(good) (is)

In 35? in which the verb is in the present tense, 
the word film is interpreted as a generic noun 
whereas in 36 ? in which the verb is in its past 
tense, the same word is interpreted as definite.
These examples show that, all things being equal, 
the tense of the verb shows the definiteness or 
genericness of the noun.

Notice that 35 and 36 are equational sentences, 
and what we have said above does not apply to the 
other kinds of sentences. Here are some examples:

35: film xub ast good.
good.

(film) (good) (was)
3 6 : film xub bud = The film was good.

(girl) (from)(school) (came)
37: doxtar az madrese @mad = The girl

came from the school
(girl.) .from) (school) (comes)

38: doxtar az madrese mi?@yad The
girl comes from the school.

In both 37 and 3 8, the word doxtar =■ "girl" is 
definite. Our previous examples i.e. 33 and 3^
(p.263 ) show that the verb determines the definiteness
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or genericness of the noun. In 33 b.@&ad is 
subjunctive and in 3^ @mad is indicative. Therefore, 
we can conclude that sometimes it is the mood and 
sometimes it is the tense of the verb which determines 
whether the noun is definite or generic.

There are very rare cases when the noun is plural 
and generic. In these cases the plural marker does 
not indicate only the plurality of the noun; it 
also indicates abundance. In 39 the noun ket@b =
"book" is generic and the plural marker h@ indicates 
the great number of books.

(he) (books) (wrote-he)
3 9 : u ket@bh@ neve&t = He wrote many books.

As an epilogue to this chapter, I must lament 
the fact that the question of definiteness , . 
indefiniteness and genericness has never been deeply 
dealt with in Persian grammars and has not been 
properly understood.

First, few grammarians have detected the generic 
sense in Persian, Dr. Mohammad Mo in of Tehran 
University 1 Professor A.K.S. Lambton of London 
University and Mr. L.P. Elwell-Sutton of Edinburgh 
University are the notable exceptions. Secondly, another 
important fact has been largely ignored and not 
properly dealt with: that r@ is ‘not merely a direct
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object marker but that it moreover differentiates 
generic, nouns, on the one hand, from definite and 
indefinite ones on the other* Surprisingly, some 
attention has been paid to this fact by some non- 
Persian writers of Persian grammars (notably 
Lambton and Sutton But the fact has been
overlooked even by the most prominent Persian 
writers of Persian grammars (for instance, by Dr.
M. Moin, Dr. P.N. Khanlari, Abdul-Azim Qarib and 
Abdur -Rahim Bomayun-Farrokh).

The third important point which has not been
given due attention is the existence of _î (the
marker of the relative clause) and its distinctness
from the indefinite jl. A g a i n ,Lambton and Sutton
have understood and illustrated the relative clause marker
iL. But in the wide range of Persian Grammars , there
is an abundance of misunderstanding in this respect.
The point has best been dealt with, among Persian
grammarians, by Dr. Mohammad Moin(Professor of
Persian Literature at the University of Tehran) in
his detailed work Noun, Singular and Plural, Definite

( i i )and Indefinite . But unfortunately, he has led

(i) See Persian Grammar by A.K.S. Lambton and 
Elementary Persian Grammar by L.P. Elwell Sutton,

both published by Cambridge University Press.
(ii) The book was published 'by Tehran University Press
in 1958. It has not been translated into English and
the. extract to appear soon is not an exact quotation
but my translation from the Persian original. For the 
exact Persian name of this book, see the bibliography • at 
the end of this'thesis.



himself* astray. On page 236 he writes:

"The ±_ in question is not a sign of* definiteness
sic J noun

definite. It only relieves the noun from
indefiniteness and total unclarity. For instance ,

(hook) (; that) (yesterday) (bought-I) when we say „ . . • jke t@bi ke diruz_______ xaridam
(useful) (not-wasf Mnvu , , -u ■ -r i i j-, , , = MThe book which I boughtmofid_______nabud 0
yesterday was not useful", here we have not mentioned 
the name of the book and it is not clear what book 
is meant. But it is not absolutely indefinite either, 
because a particular book was bought by me yesterday. 
For this reason ̂ t  would not be right to call this 
i an indefinite i. either* It is better for us to 
call this ± the sign for special (or allocating) 
indefiniteness. After this 1, there always follows 
a sentence beginning with k e , and this following 
sentence is like an adjective for the noun to which 
.L is attached."

Dr. Moin has- here circumnavigated a simple 
issue and,in the unnecessary process, has led himself 
into a major error and a minor one. The major error 
is that in his example he fails to see the very clear 
and unquestionable definiteness of the word ket@b 
= "book" and puts forward the strange argument 
that since the book's name has not been mentioned,

because it does not make the following f
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it is not definite.. The minor error is that he 
says that after such an i. there always appears a 
sentence beginning with ke. In this way, he fails 
to grasp the point that it is the presence of the 
restrictive relative clause ^^^ beginning with ke 
that necessitates such an i. and not the other way 
round.

Nevertheless, I must emphasise that even this 
much attention is commendable since, as I mentioned 
before, other Persian grammarians have almost 
totally failed to differentiate the restrictive 
relative clause 1 _ from the indefinite i_.

The formal criteria which determine' the three 

senses of the noun are formulated in the following 
table:

(i) The question of restrictive- and non-rcstrictive relative 
clauses has never been discussed in Persian grammars.
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Subject Ob j ect

Definite Case Definite Case
Marker Marker Marker Marker

Definite 0 0 0 + r@

Indefinite f+i
|y ek+^1 ^
0/preceded 
by a cardi
nal number

0

+ JL_
0 / pre ceded 
by a cardi
nal number

+ r@
~r<g?/preceded 
b y  a cardi
nal number

Generic 0 0 0 - r@

Table Three

Composition of NP in Surface 
Structure

A noun-phrase in surface structure may consist of
(girl)(good)

a noun plus an adjective like doxtare xub_"good girl"
(girl) ( that X good) ( is ) 

which is derived from the phrase doxtari ke xub ast-
" the girl who is good" and the phrase marker associated
with its deep structure would be:

(i) 1 have used yek+ rather than +yok in order to 
show that yek would precede a noun-phrase and not
follow it .



doxtar N adj P V

doxtar adj ast

xub
P.M.l.

As we have illustrated before (p .62), we have 
to a p p l y T  relative claus formation(p . 66 ) ,T pronominalization 
and T  noun_.phras e formation No. 1 in order, to ‘generate 
the surface structure*

An NP may consist of N + adj + N like doxtare
(good) (school) . ,. , = "the good girl of the school"xube_____ madres e
which has a complicated deep structure. The trans
formational rules involved in its generation are among 
those we have mentioned before (i.e. T relative clause for- 
mation(p . 66 ) ,T pronominalization- a n d T n o u m p h r a s e  for

mation No. l),Here is the phrase marker associated with 
its deep structure:



xub NP

adi P Vdoxtar N

PP
as t

NPP

doxtar adj ast m@le N

xub madres e

P.M.2.

After applying T relative clause formation (p*66 )and
(girl) (girl)T pronominalization to the string

(good) (is)
doxtar - doxtar-

xub ast dominated by S2,the resulting string
would be Tgirl) (that)(good) (is) 

doxtari ke xub ast And then T noun
phrase formation No. 1 converts this new string to
•doxtare xub and the tree diagram wourd have the shape:



Now we apply the same rules (i.e. T relative clause
formation (p.66)1 T pronominalization, and T noun-'phrase
^ j-• • at 1 \ + +-U 4- ■ (girl) (girl)formation No. 1 ) to the string , , ,*------------------ doxtar . - doxtar -
(good)(is) . , * , _dominated oy N P . Again, we derive fromxub — ast
it the noun-phrase doxtare xub . The shape of the 
tree diagram after applying these rules would he:

NP

adj ■ PNP NP VP

N adj N]

doxtare xub N adj P NP V
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The same rules are to be applied Tor the third
(girl) (good)(girl)(good)time; this time to the. string

(belong to ). , ( s chool) (is)
doxtare-xub-doxtare-xub

m@ 1 < madrese - ast. T relative clause formation(p.6 6 )
introduces the element i after the first (girl) (good) 

doxtare - xub
and also introduces ke to the string. T pronominal-
ization would omit the second identical NP. P.M.3 
shows the tree diagram associated with the resulting 
string.

NP

NP VP

adj PP
ke

doxtare adj NP ast
xub m@ 1 ( N

madres e
P.M.5.

T noun-phrase formation No. 1 would omit ast,ke, 
m@le and i. from the string above and add _e at the end
of xub and we derive the string
(s chool) 
madrese •

(girl)(good) 
doxtare xube

NP
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An NP may consist of N + N + adj like (girl) 
doxtare

(school) (good) „ . i til, = the girl from the good school".madreseye xub
The phrase marker associated with its deep structure 
would be:

NP
VPNP

PPdoxtar

doxtar NP

m@le NP

NP VP as t
madrese

adj P

adj as t

xub

P.M.7 .

Again, the transformational rules which are 
involved here would be: T relative clause formation(p.66)
T pronominalization and T noun—phrase formation No. 1,, to
convert- the string madrese — madrese-xub-ast to
(school) (good) . ., ■ And again,we have to apply themadreseye xub •

(girl)above three rules to convert the string . .doxtar,
(girl) (belong to) (school) (good) ^  (girl)
doxtar — mQle — madreseye — xub doxtare
( shcool) ( uood) Ti  ̂ j T  r- t ■, b , we do not show every step of this■ madreseye xub
process here because we have shown it in different
cases before. The point which we have to discuss
here is the difference between 40 and 41:
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(girl) (school) (good)
40: doxtare madreseye xub = the girl from the

good school.
(girl) (school) (good)

4.1: doxtare madreseye xub = the good schoolgirl

Although 40. and 4l are the same in writing,
they are not the same either in their deep structures

. ~ , T /.n (girl) (school)or by way of stress. In 10 . , . has two. doxtare madrese
stresses ; one • carried by-the last syllable of
doxtar (i.e. tar) and the other one. carried 
by the last syllable of madrese (i.e. se) . But 
41 should be read with a single stress on the last 
syllable of madrese. In this way, we treat doxtare 
madrese as one unit, and then we add the adjective
xub to it. Quite often, we even omit the ez@fe from
+ 1. j  ̂ 4. i, - n i! a (girl) (school)the end of doxtar = "girl" and say------- doxtar madreseye
(good) _ „ the ^ood schoolgirl" to show that the two xub &
nouns form a unit. This fact is shown in the deep 
structure of 4l which differs from that of 40.. The 
deep structure of 4:1 is shorn by P.M. 8 .' The deep 
structure of 40 has been shown by P.M.7, page 274.



NP VP

NP.VPNP adj PN

P,P VPdoxtar N NP adj as tNP

NP as tdoxtar P xubdoxtar
m@le doxtar PP

NP as tmadrese

m@le madrese
t

P.M.8.

Here is the surface structure derived from P.M.8 
on which the stress rule is assumed to have operated

(girl) (school) (good)
42 : doxtare madreseye xub = the good schoolgirl .

And here is the surface structure derived from
P.M.7 on which the stress rule is assumed to have 
operated:

(girl) (school) (good)
4 3 : doxtare madreseye xub - the girl from the

good school.

Another crucial point is that, as we have 
shown. (p,86 ) , we cannot always have N + N + adj 
construction. So 44 is deviant.

. (Ferdousi) (poet) (great)
44':* ferdousiye &@?ere bozorg
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but we can have it in the form of 43-

(Ferdousi) (poet) (great)
45: ferdousi, &@?ere bozorg = Ferdousi, the

great poet.

Phrases like 4 5, as we have illustrated before 
(P* 8 7 ), have two compound sentences in their deep 
structures (i.e. ferdousi &@?er ast = "Ferdousi 
is the- poet" and ferdousi bozorg ast = "Ferdousi is 
great" ) . And we have to apply T sentence insertion 
and T relative clause formation (non—restrictive) to
. , , _ (Ferdousi (that) (poet)( great)it to have the phrase _ ~ferdousi ke &@?ere bozorg ■
(is), = "Ferdousi who is the great poet", and then wea s "t
have to apply T apposition (P.92 ) to obtain the 
above surface structure (i.e. 45).

The question arises: Why can we have such phrases 
as 4 0 and 41, but not phrases like 44 although all 
three of them have the same string (i.e. N + N + adj)? 
The reason is a semantic one. In 44 &@?er = "poet"
refers to the same person as ferdousi = "Ferdousi" 
and,so,it can be substituted for ferdousi if the 
conversation is continued. For instance?we can have:

(Ferdousi)(poet) (great) (is) (and) (those)(that)
4 6: ferdousi &@?ere bozorgi ast va @nh@ ke

(this) (po,et) (great) , ( had se'en) (to) (he )
in &3?ere bozorg r@ dide-.budand be- u
(as) (one) (human) (great) (respect -
be?onv@ne yek ens@ne ' bozorg ehter@m- 
placed .-they)
migoz@&tand = Ferdousi is a great poet and
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those who had seen this great poet respected him as a great 
human being.

* ,,/r , ,  (poet)(great)As we can see, in t̂b the phrase n~Ln ,&@?ere bozorg
= "great poet" is repeated in the sentence after va 
= "and" and refers to the same person. In 4.0 and 4l 
we cannot do so. In other words, madrese == "school" 
does not refer to the same thing as doxtar = "girl" 
an<  ̂ doxtar cannot be substituted by it in the course 
of speech.

An NP may consist of a determiner and a noun ;
like  ̂  ̂= "that girl". Its deep structure@n doxtar ^ ^

would be simply:

doxtar

P.M.9*

Here is another example with a noun following
a cardinal number which is included among determiners:
(two) (woman) lt, = "two women"do zan
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The surface structure of noun-phrases consisting 
of a noun plus an ordinal number shows that we 
should consider ordinal numbers as adjectives. 
Consider the following examples: ■

(woman)(second)
47: (a) zane d o w o m  = second woman.

(woman)(good)
(b) zane xub = good woman.

(second)(woman)
4 8 : (a) do worn zan = second woman

(good)(woman)
(b) xub zan = good woman.

As the examples 4-7. and 48 show, the ordinal 
number d o w o m  = "second" behaves exactly like the 
adjective xub. In 47(a), where it is preceded by a 
noun, there is an ez@fe marker between them, and this 
is just how adjectives behave. And in 48(a), where it 
■is followed by a noun, there is no ez@fe marker 
between them, and again this is just how adjectives 
behave-. ^e illustrate this by 47(b) and 48(b). Here 
is die deep structure of the phrase zane d o w o m  = 
"second woman" t



zan N -adj,P V

zan adj ast

d o w o m

P.M.11
An NP may consist of N + va + N; like 49 :

(girl)(a n d )(b o y )(came)
49 : doxtar va pesar @madand = The girl and the boy

came

4:9 could be interpreted, in two ways, either: 

(girl) (and) (boy) (together)(came)

The girl and the boy came together.
o r :

(girl) ( came) (and) (boy) (came)
51: doxtar ©mad va pesar ©mad = The girl

came and the boy came (separately).

50 shows that the action has taken place 
jointly and 51 shows that the action has taken 
place separately. Accordingly, 49 is ambiguous. 
P.M.12 and P.M.13 show the ttro deep structures 
underlying it. P-.M.12 is associated with its

50: doxtar va pesar b@ham ©madand
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interpretation as shown in 5 0 , and P.M.13 is 
associated with its interpretation as shown by 51

NP

NP Conjun NP

va

doxtar

N

doxtar

©raadand

p esar

P.M.12,

Conjun

SS va

NP VPVP NP

V

@mad

N V

pesar @mad

P.M.13.

For generating the surface structure of 4'9 from 
P.M.12,the only T rule which we have to apply is T 
concord : hut for generating ̂ 9 from P.M.13, there
are more T rules to he applied. First,we have to 
apply T NP joining:



T NP joining i
S D = X - NP - VP - Conjun - NP - VP

1 - 2 3 k 5 - 6
^ option

SC = 1 - 2  - 5 3 - 0

Condition: (a) 3 = 6
(b ) t̂<Cva or y@

The rule shows that it we have two sentences 
joined to each other by va='l"and11 OT differentiated from 
each other by = "or" and if their.VP's dominate the 

same elements, we can join the two NP's and omit the 
second VP. Condition (b) shows that the grammar can 
generate such sentences as 5 :̂

(girl) (or) (boy) (misled-beco.tne )
3 2: doxtar y@ pesar gom r @h—mi&avad = The boy or

the girl will be led astray ? 
in contexts like agar m@dar va pedar n@d@n b@&and 
doxtar y@ pesar gomr@h-mi&avad = "if the mother and 
the father are ignorant, the daughter or the son 
will be led astray". ^Anyway , after applying T NP 
joining, the tree diagram 13 would have the shape :

S

NP VP

NP Conjun NP

. N va @madN
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Here, we are to introduce another T rule to 
cope with the concord between verb and two nouns 
which are joined together by v a !

T concord with joint nouns 2
SD = X - N - Conjun - N - VP - AUX - Y

1 - 2 -  3 - 4 - 5  -  6 -  7
oblig.

SC = 1 - 2 -  3 . - 4 - 5  - 6 - 7
f+plu- 
[ ral

Condition: 3 va

This rule shows that when two noun's are joined 
together with a conjunction)the auxiliary should 
have the feature £+ pluralj with it.

In equational sentences, when NP consists of 
N + adj and the noun is indefinite, the indefinite 
marker _i may occur at the end of the noun, or at the 
end of the adjective. Thus we can have:

(Ali)(boy) (good_n)(is)
55: ali pesare xubi ast

= Ali is a good boy.
(Ali)(boy~a)(good)(is)

5 4 : ali pesari xub ast

As the example 5̂1 shows, the ez@fe marker e is 
omitted when we add an indefinite marker to the end 
of the noun. The point is that the indefinite marker 
usually occurs at the end of the adjective,
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espe-cially ±11 the case of adjectives which overlap

reason is that if we were to add the indefinite 
marker to -the end of the noun, the sentence would 
be ambiguous for the reader. Consider the following 
example:

55' can mean either "A quick pupil came” or 
"A pupil came quickly". Thus the sentence may be 
derived from either of two different deep structures. 
We should mention that 5 5 need not be ambiguous 
when it is uttered because there is a pause between

ctbok is used as an adverb. And as we give 
priority to the spoken form of language and consider 
the written form a secondary manifestation of it, 
and a tool for showing the spoken form, we do not 
wish to consider 5 5 as being really ambiguous *.

( i)Ambiguity arises when we want to read 5 5 • Here
are the phrase markers associated with the two deep 
structures of 5 5-

with adverbs, and c@bok— V 1 The

(student ) { [ ^ i ^ y)(came)
55 : 8c@gerdi c@bok §mad

8c@gerdis"a student" and c@bok when

(i) Notice that we do not yet have any restrictive 
punctuation rule for writing Persian to enable us 
to show the pause between &@gcrd and c@bok.


